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PHS 212 HEALTH MANAGEMENT I
Introduction
PHS 212: Health Management I is a first semester course work of two credit
hours to be taken by all students, in the BSc. Community Health programme in
the School of Science & Technology. The course consists of 12 units embracing
introductory lectures to health management and related service deliveries.
The course guide tells you what the course is all about this course. It also
contains other information such as Tutor-marked Assignments / Questions. In
the course of your studies, you will be exposed to some tutorial classes.
Course Content
The course content consists of:
Overview of Management
Concept of Planning – meaning, objectives, rationale, types,
steps
Health Planning- what is? Nature, need for? Types,
stakeholders, deliverable
Health Planning Process
Critical success factors in Health Planning
Strategic and Operational Planning
Health Policy
Historical Development of Formalized Health Planning in
Nigeria
Nigeria Health Care System
Challenges of Health Care in Nigeria
Health Records & Documentation
Health Care Executives Competencies & Vocabulary
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Course Aims
The aim of this course is to expose you to the principles of planning and policy
in health care as a prerequisite for effective utilization of resources to achieving
desired result in health care delivery system.
The aims will be achieved by:
· Explaining the principles, features, objectives and importance of
management
· Describing the planning function, meaning, purpose and steps
· Explain the concept, purpose and types of health planning
· Identifying and describing the critical factors for success in health
planning
· Explain the difference between strategic and operational planning and
how they relate to health care.
· Describing the meaning of policy and also examine the historical
development of health care policy in Nigeria
· Examining the challenges of health care in Nigeria
· Identifying the core competencies and vocabulary of a professional health
care executive.
Objectives
At the end of this course, you should be able to:
·

Explain the definition and scope of management.

·

Identify the meaning, purpose and basic steps in planning.

·

Appreciate the importance planning in health care

·

Apply the principles of planning in Community Health care

·

Identify the critical factors for success in health planning

·

Clearly distinguish between strategic and operational planning and apply
concept to health care

·

Define public policy and apply to health care

·

Identify the core competencies of a health care professional
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·

Describe the Historical Development of Formalized Health Planning in
Nigeria.

·

Discuss the Health Care System in relation to the National Health Policy and
the challenges of health care in Nigeria

·

Understand the health records & documentation

·

Increase Your Vocabulary – Definition of terms

Course Materials
Course Guide
Study Units
Text Books
Assignment Guide
Study Units
There are 12 units in this course, which should be studied carefully.
Unit 1: Overview of Management
Unit 2: Concept of Planning – meaning, objectives, rationale, types,
steps
Unit 3: Health Planning- what is? Nature, need for? Types,
stakeholders, deliverables
Unit 4: Health Planning Process
Unit 5: Critical success factors in Health Planning
Unit 6: Strategic and Operational Planning
Unit 7: Health Policy
Unit 8: Historical Development of Formalized Health Planning in
Nigeria
Unit 9 : Nigeria Health Care System
Unit 10: Challenges of Health Care in Nigeria
Unit 11: Health Records & Documentation
Unit 12: Health Care Executives Competencies & Vocabulary
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Each study unit will take at least three hours and consists of the introduction,
objectives, main content, exercise, conclusion, summary and references as well
as tutor-marked question.
Working through this Course
To complete this course you are required to read each unit, read the textbooks
and other materials which may be provided by the National Open University of
Nigeria.
Each unit contains a Tutor Marked Assignment which you must attempt to
answer on your own and which you will be required at certain point in this
course to submit for purposes of assessment. At the end of the course there will
be a final examination. The course should take you about a total of 16 weeks to
complete. Also, stated below is the list of the all things you need to do in this
course and how to allocate your time as you study each unit.
The nature of study of the Open University requires that you spend a lot of time
studying alone. You are therefore advised to spend between 2 – 3 hours
studying each unit, in addition to availing yourself of the tutorial classes to be
facilitated in order to be able to get explanations from your facilitator and
compare notes with your classmates.
The Course Material
The main components of this course material include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Course Guide
Study Unit
Tutor Marked Assignment
Reference/Further Readings
Presentation Schedule

Each unit is made up of about one to two weeks work and it includes an
Introduction, Objective, the main Content, Conclusion, Summary, Tutor
Marked Assignment (TMA) and Reference/Further Reading. The unit helps you
to work on your Tutor Marked Assignments which will enable you determine
the progress you are making and also help you achieve the learning objectives
stated in each unit, and the course as a whole.
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Presentation Schedule
Your course materials have some important date to ensure early and timely
completion and submission of your TMAs and attendance of tutorial classes.
You should endeavour to submit all your TMAs by the stipulated time and date.
You should not lack behind in any of your work.
Assessment
There are two aspects to the assessment in this course. The first consist of the
Tutor Marked Assignment and the second is the written examination at the end
of the course. The Tutor Marked Assignment which you will submit to your
tutor for marking will count for 30% of your total course scores, while the final
examination you shall write at the end of the course which shall last for three
hours counts for 70% of your total course scores.
Tutor Marked Assignment
The TMA is a continuous assessment component of your course. It accounts for
30% of the total score. You will be given four (4) TMAs to answer. Three of
these must be answered before you are allowed to sit for the end of course
examination. The TMAs would be given to you by your facilitator and returned
after you have done the assignment. You should be able to answer your
assignment from the information and material contained in your further reading,
reference and study units. However, it is desirable in all degree level of
education to demonstrate that you have read and researched more into your
reference, which will give you a wider view point and may provide you with a
deeper understanding of the subject.
Also make sure that each TMA reaches your facilitator on or before the last date
stipulated in the presentation schedule and assignment file. If for any reason you
are unable to complete your work on time, contact your facilitator before the
assignment is due to discuss the possibility of an extension. Extension may not
be granted after the due date except for exceptional circumstances.
Final Examination and Grading
The end of course examination for professional ethics will be for about 3 hours
and it has a value of 70% of the total course work. The examination will consist
of questions, which will reflect the type of self-testing, practice exercise and
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tutor marked assignment problems you have previously encountered. All areas
of the course will be examined,
Endeavour to use the period between finishing the last unit and sitting for
examination to revise the whole course. You might find it useful to review your
TMAs and comments on them before the examination. This is because the end
of course examination covers all aspects of the course.
Course Marking Scheme
Assignment

Marks

Assignment 1 - 4

Four TMAs, best three marks of the
four count at 10% each – 30% of
course marks.

End of course examination

70% of overall course marks.

Total

100%

Facilitators/Tutors and Tutorials
There shall be 16 hours of tutorial provided in support of this course. You will
be informed of the times, dates and location for these tutorials. You will also be
given the name and phone number(s) of your facilitators, as soon as you are
allocated a tutorial group.
The facilitator will mark and comment on your assignment, keep a close watch
on your progress and in case of any difficulty you might encounter during the
course he will provide you with assistance. You are expected to mail your Tutor
Marked Assignment to your facilitator before the stipulated date (at least two
working days are required). These would be marked and returned to you as soon
as possible.
Please do not hesitate to contact your facilitator by telephone or e-mail
whenever you need assistance.
The following might be circumstances in which you would find assistance
necessary, hence you would have to contact your facilitator if:
You do not understand any part of the study material or the assigned
readings.
You have difficulty with the Tutor Marked Assignment
9

You have a question or problem with an assignment or with the grading
of an assignment,
You should endeavour to attend the tutorial classes. This is the only chance to
have face to face contact with your course facilitator and to ask questions which
are answered instantly. You can raise any problem encountered in the course of
your study.
To gain much benefit from the tutorial classes prepare a list of questions before
attending them. You will learn a lot from participating actively in discussions.
Summary
Course PHS 212 – Health Management I will introduce you to the principles
and practice of Health Care.
It is important to state that the questions you
should be able to answer are not limited to the one listed above. And in order to
have maximum gain from this course you should endeavour to apply the
principles you have learnt to your understanding of professional ethics.
While wishing you success in this course. I hope will you find it both
interesting and useful in your study and work
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PHS 212 HEALTH MANAGEMENT I
Unit 1: Overview of Management
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3.3 Levels of Management
3.4 Objectives of Management
3.5 Importance of Management
3.6 Management and Administration
4.0 Summary
5.0 Conclusion
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7.0 References
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1.0 Introduction
This unit introduces the subject management. It discusses the various definitions
of management. The unit further explains the features and levels of
management. Finally, it discusses the objectives and importance of management
and concludes by differentiating between management and administration.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will:
Define management
Identify the features of management
Enumerate and discuss the various levels of management
Appreciate the importance and the objectives of management
Distinguish between management and administration.
3.0 Main Content
3.1 What is Management?
Management is a universal phenomenon. It is a very popular and widely used
term. All organizations - business, political, cultural or social are involved in
management because it is the management which helps and directs the various
efforts towards a definite purpose. According to Harold Koontz, ―Management
is an art of getting things done through and with the people in formally
organized groups. It is an art of creating an environment in which people can
perform and individuals and can co-operate towards attainment of group goals‖.
According to F.W. Taylor, ―Management is an art of knowing what to do, when
to do and see that it is done in the best and cheapest way‖.
Management is a purposive activity. It is something that directs group efforts
towards the attainment of certain pre – determined goals. It is the process of
working with and through others to effectively achieve the goals of the
organization, by efficiently using limited resources in the changing world. Of
course, these goals may vary from one enterprise to another. E.g.: For one
enterprise it may be launching of new products by conducting market surveys
and for other it may be profit maximization by minimizing cost.
Management involves creating an internal environment: - It is the management
which puts into use the various factors of production. Therefore, it is the
responsibility of management to create such conditions which are conducive to
maximum efforts so that people are able to perform their task efficiently and
12

effectively. It includes ensuring availability of raw materials, determination of
wages and salaries, formulation of rules and regulations etc.
Therefore, we can say that good management includes both being effective and
efficient. Being effective means doing the appropriate task i.e., fitting the square
pegs in square holes and round pegs in round holes. Being efficient means doing
the task correctly, at least possible cost with minimum wastage of resources.
Management can be defined in detail in following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Management as a Process
Management as an Activity
Management as a Discipline
Management as a Group

3.1.1 Management as a Process
As a process, management refers to a series of inter – related functions. It is the
process by which management creates, operates and directs purposive
organization through systematic, coordinated and co-operated human efforts,
according to George R. Terry, ―Management is a distinct process consisting of
planning, organizing, actuating and controlling, performed to determine and
accomplish stated objective by the use of human beings and other resources‖.
As a process, management consists of three aspects:
1. Management is a social process – Since human factor is most important
among the other factors, therefore management is concerned with developing
relationship among people. It is the duty of management to make interaction
between people – productive and useful for obtaining organizational goals.
2. Management is an integrating process – Management undertakes the job of
bringing together human physical and financial resources so as to achieve
organizational purpose. Therefore, is an important function to bring harmony
between various factors.
3. Management is a continuous process – It is a never ending process. It is
concerned with constantly identifying the problem and solving them by
taking adequate steps. It is an on-going process.
3.1.2 Management as an Activity
Like various other activities performed by human beings such as writing,
playing, eating, cooking etc, management is also an activity because a manager
is one who accomplishes the objectives by directing the efforts of others.
According to Koontz, ―Management is what a manager does‖. Management as
an activity includes –
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1. Informational activities – In the functioning of business enterprise, the
manager constantly has to receive and give information orally or in written.
A communication link has to be maintained with subordinates as well as
superiors for effective functioning of an enterprise.
2. Decisional activities – Practically all types of managerial activities are based
on one or the other types of decisions. Therefore, managers are continuously
involved in decisions of different kinds since the decision made by one
manager becomes the basis of action to be taken by other managers. (E.g.
Sales Manager is deciding the media and content of advertising).
3. Inter-personal activities – Management involves achieving goals through
people. Therefore, managers have to interact with superiors as well as the
sub-ordinates. They must maintain good relations with them. The interpersonal activities include with the sub-ordinates and taking care of the
problem. (E.g. Bonuses to be given to the sub-ordinates).
3.1.3 Management as a Discipline
Management as a discipline refers to that branch of knowledge which is
connected to study of principles and practices of basic administration. It
specifies certain code of conduct to be followed by the manager and also
various methods for managing resources efficiently.
Management as a discipline specifies certain code of conduct for managers and
indicates various methods of managing an enterprise. Management is a course
of study which is now formally being taught in the institutes and universities
after completing a prescribed course or by obtaining degree or diploma in
management, a person can get employment as a manager.
Any branch of knowledge that fulfils following two requirements is known as
discipline:
1. There must be scholars and thinkers who communicate relevant
knowledge through research and publications.
2. The knowledge should be formally imparted by education and training
programmes.
Since management satisfies both these problems, therefore it qualifies to be a
discipline. Though it is comparatively a new discipline but it is growing at a
faster pace.
3.1.4 Management as a Group
Management as a group refers to all those persons who perform the task of
managing an enterprise. When we say that management of ABC and Co. is
good, we are referring to a group of people those who are managing. Thus as a
14

group technically speaking, management will include all managers from chief
executive to the first – line managers (lower-level managers). But in common
practice management includes only top management i.e. Chief Executive,
Chairman, General Manager, Board of Directors etc. In other words, those who
are concerned with making important decisions, these persons enjoy the
authorities to use resources to accomplish organizational objectives and also
responsibility to for their efficient utilization.
Management as a group may be looked upon in 2 different ways:
1. All managers taken together.
2. Only the top management
The interpretation depends upon the context in which these terms are used.
Broadly speaking, there are 3 types of managers 1. Patrimonial / Family Manager: Those who have become managers by
virtue of their being owners or relatives of the owners of company.
2. Professional Managers: Those who have been appointed on account of
their specialized knowledge and degree.
3. Political Managers / Civil Servants: Those who manage public sector
undertakings.
Managers have become a part of elite group of society as they enjoy higher
standard of living in the society.
3.2 Features of Management
Management is an activity concerned with guiding human and physical
resources such that organizational goals can be achieved. Nature of
management can be highlighted as: 1. Management is Goal-Oriented: The success of any management activity is
accessed by its achievement of the predetermined goals or objective.
Management is a purposeful activity. It is a tool which helps use of human
and physical resources to fulfill the pre-determined goals. For example, the
goal of an enterprise is maximum consumer satisfaction by producing quality
goods and at reasonable prices. This can be achieved by employing efficient
persons and making better use of scarce resources.
2. Management integrates Human, Physical and Financial Resources: In an
organization, human beings work with non-human resources like machines.
Materials, financial assets, buildings etc. Management integrates human
efforts to those resources. It brings harmony among the human, physical and
financial resources.
3. Management is Continuous: Management is an ongoing process. It involves
continuous handling of problems and issues. It is concerned with identifying
15

the problem and taking appropriate steps to solve it. E.g. the target of a
company is maximum production. For achieving this target various policies
have to be framed but this is not the end. Marketing and Advertising is also
to be done. For this policies have to be again framed. Hence this is an
ongoing process.
4. Management is all Pervasive: Management is required in all types of
organizations whether it is political, social, cultural or business because it
helps and directs various efforts towards a definite purpose. Thus clubs,
hospitals, political parties, colleges, hospitals, business firms all require
management. Whenever more than one person is engaged in working for a
common goal, management is necessary. Whether it is a small business firm
which may be engaged in trading or a large firm like Tata Iron and Steel,
management is required everywhere irrespective of size or type of activity.
5. Management is a Group Activity: Management is very much less concerned
with individual‘s efforts. It is more concerned with groups. It involves the
use of group effort to achieve predetermined goal of management of XYZ
and Co. is good refers to a group of persons managing the enterprise.
3.3 Levels of Management
The term ―Levels of Management‘ refers to a line of demarcation between
various managerial positions in an organization. The number of levels in
management increases when the size of the business and work force increases
and vice versa. The level of management determines a chain of command, the
amount of authority and status enjoyed by any managerial position. The levels
of management can be classified in three broad categories: 1. Top level / Administrative level
2. Middle level / Executory
3. Low level / Supervisory / Operative / First-line managers
Managers at all these levels perform different functions. The role of managers at
all the three levels is discussed below:

LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT
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1.Top Level of Management
It consists of board of directors, chief executive or managing director. The top
management is the ultimate source of authority and it manages goals and
policies for an enterprise. It devotes more time on planning and coordinating
functions.
The role of the top management can be summarized as follows –
a. Top management lays down the objectives and broad policies of the
enterprise.
b. It issues necessary instructions for preparation of department budgets,
procedures, schedules etc.
c. It prepares strategic plans and policies for the enterprise.
d. It appoints the executive for middle level i.e. departmental managers.
e. It controls and coordinates the activities of all the departments.
f. It is also responsible for maintaining a contact with the outside world.
g. It provides guidance and direction.
h. The top management is also responsible towards the shareholders for the
performance of the enterprise.
1. Middle Level of Management
The branch managers and departmental managers constitute middle level. They
are responsible to the top management for the functioning of their department.
They devote more time to organizational and directional functions. In small
organization, there is only one layer of middle level of management but in big
enterprises, there may be senior and junior middle level management. Their role
can be emphasized as –
a. They execute the plans of the organization in accordance with the policies
and directives of the top management.
b. They make plans for the sub-units of the organization.
c. They participate in employment and training of lower level management.
d. They interpret and explain policies from top level management to lower
level.
e. They are responsible for coordinating the activities within the division or
department.
f. It also sends important reports and other important data to top level
management.
g. They evaluate performance of junior managers.
17

h.

They are also responsible for inspiring lower level managers towards
better performance.

2. Lower Level of Management
Lower level is also known as supervisory / operative level of management. It
consists of supervisors, foreman, section officers, superintendent etc. According
to R.C. Davis, ―Supervisory management refers to those executives whose work
has to be largely with personal oversight and direction of operative employees‖.
In other words, they are concerned with direction and controlling function of
management. Their activities include –
a.
b.
c.
d.

Assigning of jobs and tasks to various workers.
They guide and instruct workers for day to day activities.
They are responsible for the quality as well as quantity of production.
They are also entrusted with the responsibility of maintaining good
relation in the organization.
e. They communicate workers problems, suggestions, and recommendatory
appeals etc to the higher level and higher level goals and objectives to the
workers.
f. They help to solve the grievances of the workers.
g. They supervise and guide the sub-ordinates.
h. They are responsible for providing training to the workers.
i. They arrange necessary materials, machines, tools etc for getting the
things done.
j. They prepare periodical reports about the performance of the workers.
k. They ensure discipline in the enterprise.
l. They motivate workers.
m. They are the image builders of the enterprise because they are in direct
contact with the workers.
3.4 Objectives of Management
The main objectives of management are:
1. Getting Maximum Results with Minimum Efforts – The main objective of
management is to secure maximum outputs with minimum efforts and
resources. Management is basically concerned with thinking and utilizing
human, material and financial resources in such a manner that would result
in best combination. This combination results in reduction of various costs.
2. Increasing the Efficiency of factors of Production – Through proper
utilization of various factors of production, their efficiency can be increased
to a great extent which can be obtained by reducing spoilage, wastages and
breakage of all kinds, this in turn leads to saving of time, effort and money
which is essential for the growth and prosperity of the enterprise.
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3. Maximum Prosperity for Employer and Employees – Management ensures
smooth and coordinated functioning of the enterprise. This in turn helps in
providing maximum benefits to the employee in the shape of good working
condition, suitable wage system, incentive plans on the one hand and higher
profits to the employer on the other hand.
4. Human betterment and Social Justice – Management serves as a tool for the
upliftment as well as betterment of the society. Through increased
productivity and employment, management ensures better standards of living
for the society. It provides justice through its uniform policies.
3.5 Importance of Management
1. It helps in Achieving Group Goals – It arranges the factors of production,
assembles and organizes the resources, integrates the resources in effective
manner to achieve goals. It directs group efforts towards achievement of predetermined goals. By defining objective of organization clearly there would
be no wastage of time, money and effort. Management converts disorganized
resources of men, machines, money etc. into useful enterprise. These
resources are coordinated, directed and controlled in such a manner that
enterprise work towards attainment of goals.
2. Optimum Utilization of Resources – Management utilizes all the physical
and human resources productively. This leads to efficacy in management.
Management provides maximum utilization of scarce resources by selecting
its best possible alternate use in industry from out of various uses. It makes
use of experts, professional and these services leads to use of their skills,
knowledge, and proper utilization and avoids wastage. If employees and
machines are producing its maximum there is no under employment of any
resources.
3. Reduces Costs – It gets maximum results through minimum input by proper
planning and by using minimum input and getting maximum output.
Management uses physical, human and financial resources in such a manner
which results in best combination. This helps in cost reduction.
4. Establishes Sound Organization – No overlapping of efforts (smooth and
coordinated functions). To establish sound organizational structure is one of
the objective of management which is in tune with objective of organization
and for fulfillment of this, it establishes effective authority and responsibility
relationship i.e. who is accountable to whom, who can give instructions to
whom, who are superiors and who are subordinates. Management fills up
various positions with right persons, having right skills, training and
qualification. All jobs should be cleared to everyone.
5. Establishes Equilibrium – It enables the organization to survive in changing
environment. It keeps in touch with the changing environment. With the
change is external environment, the initial co-ordination of organization
must be changed. So it adapts organization to changing demand of market /
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changing needs of societies. It is responsible for growth and survival of
organization.
6. Essentials for Prosperity of Society – Efficient management leads to better
economical production which helps in turn to increase the welfare of people.
Good management makes a difficult task easier by avoiding wastage of
scarce resource. It improves standard of living. It increases the profit which
is beneficial to business and society will get maximum output at minimum
cost by creating employment opportunities which generate income in hands.
Organization comes with new products and researches beneficial for society.
3.6 Management and Administration
According to Theo Haimann, ―Administration means overall determination of
policies, setting of major objectives, the identification of general purposes and
laying down of broad programmes and projects‖. It refers to the activities of
higher level. It lays down basic principles of the enterprise. According to
Newman, ―Administration means guidance, leadership and control of the efforts
of the groups towards some common goals‖.
Whereas, management involves conceiving, initiating and bringing together the
various elements; coordinating, actuating, integrating the diverse organizational
components while sustaining the viability of the organization towards some predetermined goals. In other words, it is an art of getting things done through and
with the people in formally organized groups.
The difference between Management and Administration can be summarized
under 2 categories:
1. Functions
2. Usage / Applicability
On the Basis of Functions: Basis

Management

Administration

Meaning

Management is an art of getting
things done through others by
directing their efforts towards
achievement
of pre-determined
goals.

It
is
concerned
formulation
of
objectives,
plans
policies.

Nature

Management
function.

executing

Administration is a decisionmaking function.

Process

Management decides who should

Administration decides what

is

an
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with
broad
and

as it and how should he dot it.

is to be done and when it is
to be done.

Function

Management is a doing function Administration is a thinking
because managers get work done function because plans and
policies
are
determined
under their supervision.
under it.

Skills

Technical and Human skills

Conceptual
skills

Level

Middle and lower level function

Top level function

and

Human

On the Basis of Usage: Basis

Management

Administration

Applicability

It is applicable to business It is applicable to non-business
concerns i.e. profit-making concerns
i.e.
clubs,
schools,
organization.
hospitals etc.

Influence

The management decisions
are influenced by the values,
opinions,
beliefs
and
decisions of the managers.

The administration is influenced by
public opinion, govt. policies,
religious organizations, customs
etc.

Status

Management constitutes the
employees
of
the
organization who are paid
remuneration (in the form of
salaries and wages).

Administration represents owners
of the enterprise who earn return
on their capital invested and profits
in the form of dividend.

Practically, there is no difference between management and administration.
Every manager is concerned with both – administrative management function
and operative management function as shown in the figure. However, the
managers who are higher up in the hierarchy denote more time on
administrative function and the lower level denote more time on directing and
controlling worker‘s performance i.e. management.
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The Figure above clearly shows the degree of administration and management
performed by the different levels of management
4.0 Summary
The subject management was introduced in this unit. Consequently, various
definitions such as management being a process, an activity, a discipline among
others were given. The features of management such as: goal orientation and
being continuous were considered. Three levels of management were identified
and discussed. The unit highlighted the objectives and significance of
management. It concluded by distinguishing between management and
administration using meaning, nature, process, function, skills and levels as
basis of comparison.
5.0 Conclusion
The following conclusions are drawn from the unit:
Management is a universal phenomenon applicable in every facet of human
endeavour – business, politics, culture, social among others. Management is
also a purposeful activity because it directs group efforts toward achieving predetermined goals. Furthermore that management exits at all levels – top, middle
and lower levels. It is also concerned with harnessing human and physical
resources to facilitate achievement of organizational goals. Therefore,
management is a skill that all managers must acquire to be efficient and
effective.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
Discuss the features, objectives and significance of management.
Management and administration mean the same thing – True or False? Justify
your stand.
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1.0 Introduction
Management has been described as a social process involving responsibility for
economical and effective planning and regulation of operation of an enterprise
in the fulfillment of given purposes. It is a dynamic process consisting of
various elements and activities. These activities are different from operative
functions like marketing, finance, purchase etc. Rather these activities are
common to each and every manger irrespective of his level or status.
Different experts have classified functions of management. According to
George and Jerry, ―There are four fundamental functions of management i.e.
planning, organizing, actuating and controlling‖. According to Henry Fayol,
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―To manage is to forecast and plan, to organize, to command, and to control‖.
Whereas Luther Gullick has given a keyword ‘POSDCORB‘ where P stands for
Planning, O for Organizing, S for Staffing, D for Directing, Co for Coordination, R for reporting and B for Budgeting. But the most widely accepted
are functions of management given by KOONTZ and O‘DONNEL i.e.
Planning, Organizing, Staffing, Directing and Controlling.
For theoretical purposes, it may be convenient to separate the function of
management but practically these functions are overlapping in nature i.e. they
are highly inseparable. Each function blends into the other and each affects the
performance of others.

This unit will focus on Planning Function of Management
2.0 Objectives
At this end of this unit, learners will be able to:
Define and appreciate the ingredients of of planning
Identify the steps involved in effective planning
Define the characteristics of Planning
Enumerate the advantages and disadvantages of planning
External factors that hinder effective planning
3.0 Main content
3.1 What is planning?
It is the basic function of management. It deals with charting out a future course
of action and deciding in advance the most appropriate course of actions for
achievement of pre-determined goals. It is a preparatory step. It is a systematic
activity which determines when, how and who is going to perform a specific
job. Planning is a detailed programme regarding future courses of action.
According to Koontz and O‘Donnell, ―Planning is deciding in advance – what
to do, when to do and how to do. It bridges the gap from where we are and
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where we want to be. It makes possible things to occur which would not
otherwise occur It makes possible things to occur which would not otherwise
occur‖. According to Urwick, ―Planning is a mental predisposition to do things
in orderly way, to think before acting and to act in the light of facts rather than
guesses‖. Planning is deciding best alternative among others to perform
different managerial functions in order to achieve predetermined goals. A plan
is a future course of actions. It is an exercise in problem solving and decision
making. Planning is determination of courses of action to achieve desired goals.
Thus, planning is a systematic thinking about ways and means for
accomplishment of pre-determined goals. Planning is necessary to ensure proper
utilization of human and non-human resources. It is all pervasive, it is an
intellectual activity and it also helps in avoiding confusion, uncertainties, risks,
wastages etc. Therefore planning takes into consideration available and
prospective human and physical resources of the organization so as to get
effective co-ordination, contribution and perfect adjustment. It is the basic
management function which includes formulation of one or more detailed plans
to achieve optimum balance of needs or demands with the available resources.
3.2 Steps in Planning Function
Planning function of management involves following steps:1. Establishment of objectives
a. Planning requires a systematic approach.
b. Planning starts with the setting of goals and objectives to be achieved.
c. Objectives provide a rationale for undertaking various activities as well as
indicate direction of efforts.
d. Moreover objectives focus the attention of managers on the end results to
be achieved.
e. As a matter of fact, objectives provide nucleus to the planning process.
Therefore, objectives should be stated in a clear, precise and
unambiguous language. Otherwise the activities undertaken are bound to
be ineffective.
f. As far as possible, objectives should be stated in quantitative terms. For
example, Number of men working, wages given, units produced, etc. But
such an objective cannot be stated in quantitative terms like performance
of quality control manager, effectiveness of personnel manager.
g. Such goals should be specified in qualitative terms.
h. Hence objectives should be practical, acceptable, workable and
achievable.
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2. Establishment of Planning Premises
a. Planning premises are the assumptions about the lively shape of events in
future.
b. They serve as a basis of planning.
c. Establishment of planning premises is concerned with determining where
one tends to deviate from the actual plans and causes of such deviations.
d. It is to find out what obstacles are there in the way of business during the
course of operations.
e. Establishment of planning premises is concerned to take such steps that
avoids these obstacles to a great extent.
f. Planning premises may be internal or external. Internal includes capital
investment policy, management labour relations, philosophy of
management, etc. Whereas external includes socio- economic, political
and economical changes.
g. Internal premises are controllable whereas external are non- controllable.
3. Choice of alternative course of action
a. When forecast are available and premises are established, a number of
alternative course of actions have to be considered.
b. For this purpose, each and every alternative will be evaluated by
weighing its pros and cons in the light of resources available and
requirements of the organization.
c. The merits, demerits as well as the consequences of each alternative must
be examined before the choice is being made.
d. After objective and scientific evaluation, the best alternative is chosen.
e. The planners should take help of various quantitative techniques to judge
the stability of an alternative.
4. Formulation of derivative plans
a. Derivative plans are the sub plans or secondary plans which help in the
achievement of main plan.
b. Secondary plans will flow from the basic plan. These are meant to
support and expedite the achievement of basic plans.
c. These detail plans include policies, procedures, rules, programmes,
budgets, schedules, etc. For example, if profit maximization is the main
aim of the enterprise, derivative plans will include sales maximization,
production maximization, and cost minimization.
d. Derivative plans indicate time schedule and sequence of accomplishing
various tasks.
5. Securing Co-operation
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a.

After the plans have been determined, it is necessary rather advisable to
take subordinates or those who have to implement these plans into
confidence.
b. The purposes behind taking them into confidence are :i.
ii.
iii.

Subordinates may feel motivated since they are involved in decision
making process.
The organization may be able to get valuable suggestions and
improvement in formulation as well as implementation of plans.
Also the employees will be more interested in the execution of these
plans.

6. Follow up/Appraisal of plans
a. After choosing a particular course of action, it is put into action.
b. After the selected plan is implemented, it is important to appraise its
effectiveness.
c. This is done on the basis of feedback or information received from
departments or persons concerned.
d. This enables the management to correct deviations or modify the plan.
e. This step establishes a link between planning and controlling function.
f. The follow up must go side by side the implementation of plans so that in
the light of observations made, future plans can be made more realistic.
3.3 Characteristics of Planning
1. Planning is goal-oriented.
a. Planning is made to achieve desired objective of business.
b. The goals established should general acceptance otherwise
individual efforts and energies will go misguided and misdirected.
c. Planning identifies the action that would lead to desired goals
quickly and economically.
d. It provides sense of direction to various activities. E.g. Elizade is
trying to capture once again Nigerian Car Market by launching
diesel models.
2. Planning is looking ahead.
a. Planning is done for future.
b. It requires peeping in future, analyzing it and predicting it.
c. Thus planning is based on forecasting.
d. A plan is a synthesis of forecast.
e. It is a mental predisposition for things to happen in future.
3. Planning is an intellectual process.
a. Planning is a mental exercise involving creative thinking, sound
judgment and imagination.
b. It is not a mere guesswork but a rotational thinking.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

c. A manager can prepare sound plans only if he has sound judgment,
foresight and imagination.
d. Planning is always based on goals, facts and considered estimates.
Planning involves choice and decision making.
a. Planning essentially involves choice among various alternatives.
b. Therefore, if there is only one possible course of action, there is no
need planning because there is no choice.
c. Thus, decision making is an integral part of planning.
d. A manager is surrounded by no. of alternatives. He has to pick the
best depending upon requirements and resources of the enterprises.
Planning is the primary function of management / Primacy of Planning.
a. Planning lays foundation for other functions of management.
b. It serves as a guide for organizing, staffing, directing and
controlling.
c. All the functions of management are performed within the
framework of plans laid out.
d. Therefore planning is the basic or fundamental function of
management.
Planning is a Continuous Process.
a. Planning is a never ending function due to the dynamic business
environment.
b. Plans are also prepared for specific period f time and at the end of
that period, plans are subjected to revaluation and review in the
light of new requirements and changing conditions.
c. Planning never comes into end till the enterprise exists issues,
problems may keep cropping up and they have to be tackled by
planning effectively.
Planning is all Pervasive.
a. It is required at all levels of management and in all departments of
enterprise.
b. Of course, the scope of planning may differ from one level to
another.
c. The top level may be more concerned about planning the
organization as a whole whereas the middle level may be more
specific in departmental plans and the lower level plans
implementation of the same.
Planning is designed for efficiency.
a. Planning leads to accomplishment of objectives at the minimum
possible cost.
b. It avoids wastage of resources and ensures adequate and optimum
utilization of resources.
c. A plan is worthless or useless if it does not value the cost incurred
on it.
d. Therefore planning must lead to saving of time, effort and money.
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e. Planning leads to proper utilization of men, money, materials,
methods and machines.
9. Planning is Flexible.
a. Planning is done for the future.
b. Since future is unpredictable, planning must provide enough room
to cope with the changes in customer‘s demand, competition, and
govt. policies etc.
c. Under changed circumstances, the original plan of action must be
revised and updated to make it more practical.
3.4 Advantages of Planning
1. Planning facilitates management by objectives.
a. Planning begins with determination of objectives.
b. It highlights the purposes for which various activities are to be
undertaken.
c. In fact, it makes objectives more clear and specific.
d. Planning helps in focusing the attention of employees on the
objectives or goals of enterprise.
e. Without planning an organization has no guide.
f. Planning compels manager to prepare a Blue-print of the courses of
action to be followed for accomplishment of objectives.
g. Therefore, planning brings order and rationality into the
organization.
2. Planning minimizes uncertainties.
a. Business is full of uncertainties.
b. There are risks of various types due to uncertainties.
c. Planning helps in reducing uncertainties of future as it involves
anticipation of future events.
d. Although future cannot be predicted with cent percent accuracy but
planning helps management to anticipate future and prepare for
risks by necessary provisions to meet unexpected turn of events.
e. Therefore with the help of planning, uncertainties can be forecasted
which helps in preparing standbys as a result, uncertainties are
minimized to a great extent.
3. Planning facilitates co-ordination.
a. Planning revolves around organizational goals.
b. All activities are directed towards common goals.
c. There is an integrated effort throughout the enterprise in various
departments and groups.
d. It avoids duplication of efforts. In other words, it leads to better coordination.
e. It helps in finding out problems of work performance and aims at
rectifying the same.
f.
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4. Planning improves employee‘s moral.
a. Planning creates an atmosphere of order and discipline in
organization.
b. Employees know in advance what is expected of them and
therefore conformity can be achieved easily.
c. This encourages employees to show their best and also earn reward
for the same.
d. Planning creates a healthy attitude towards work environment
which helps in boosting employees moral and efficiency.
5. Planning helps in achieving economies.
a. Effective planning secures economy since it leads to orderly
allocation of resources to various operations.
b. It also facilitates optimum utilization of resources which brings
economy in operations.
c. It also avoids wastage of resources by selecting most appropriate
use that will contribute to the objective of enterprise. For example,
raw materials can be purchased in bulk and transportation cost can
be minimized. At the same time it ensures regular supply for the
production department, that is, overall efficiency.
6. Planning facilitates controlling.
a. Planning facilitates existence of certain planned goals and standard
of performance.
b. It provides basis of controlling.
c. We cannot think of an effective system of controlling without
existence of well thought out plans.
d. Planning provides pre-determined goals against which actual
performance is compared.
e. In fact, planning and controlling are the two sides of a same coin. If
planning is root, controlling is the fruit.
7. Planning provides competitive edge.
a. Planning provides competitive edge to the enterprise over the
others which do not have effective planning. This is because of the
fact that planning may involve changing in work methods, quality,
quantity designs, extension of work, redefining of goals, etc.
b. With the help of forecasting not only the enterprise secures its
future but at the same time it is able to estimate the future motives
of its competitor which helps in facing future challenges.
c. Therefore, planning leads to best utilization of possible resources,
improves quality of production and thus the competitive strength of
the enterprise is improved.
8. Planning encourages innovations.
a. In the process of planning, managers have the opportunities of
suggesting ways and means of improving performance.
b. Planning is basically a decision making function which involves
creative thinking and imagination that ultimately leads to
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innovation of methods and operations for growth and prosperity of
the enterprise.
3.5 Disadvantages of Planning
3.5.1 Internal Limitations
There are several limitations of planning. Some of them are inherit in the
process of planning like rigidity and other arise due to shortcoming of the
techniques of planning and in the planners themselves.
1. Rigidity
a. Planning has tendency to make administration inflexible.
b. Planning implies prior determination of policies, procedures and
programmes and a strict adherence to them in all circumstances.
c. There is no scope for individual freedom.
d. The development of employees is highly doubted because of which
management might have faced lot of difficulties in future.
e. Planning therefore introduces inelasticity and discourages
individual initiative and experimentation.
2. Misdirected Planning
a. Planning may be used to serve individual interests rather than the
interest of the enterprise.
b. Attempts can be made to influence setting of objectives,
formulation of plans and programmes to suit one‘s own
requirement rather than that of whole organization.
c. Machinery of planning can never be freed of bias. Every planner
has his own likes, dislikes, preferences, attitudes and interests
which is reflected in planning.
3. Time consuming
a. Planning is a time consuming process because it involves
collection of information, its analysis and interpretation thereof.
This entire process takes a lot of time specially where there are a
number of alternatives available.
b. Therefore planning is not suitable during emergency or crisis when
quick decisions are required.
4. Probability in planning
a. Planning is based on forecasts which are mere estimates about
future.
b. These estimates may prove to be inexact due to the uncertainty of
future.
c. Any change in the anticipated situation may render plans
ineffective.
d. Plans do not always reflect real situations inspite of the
sophisticated techniquesof forecasting because
future is
unpredictable.
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e. Thus, excessive reliance on plans may prove to be fatal.
5. False sense of security
a. Elaborate planning may create a false sense of security to the effect
that everything is taken for granted.
b. Managers assume that as long as they work as per plans, it is
satisfactory.
c. Therefore they fail to take up timely actions and an opportunity is
lost.
d. Employees are more concerned about fulfillment of plan
performance rather than any kind of change.
6. Expensive
a. Collection, analysis and evaluation of different information, facts
and alternatives involves a lot of expense in terms of time, effort
and money
b. According to Koontz and O‘Donnell,‘ Expenses on planning
should never exceed the estimated benefits from planning. ‘
3.5.2 External Limitations of Planning
1. Political Climate- Change of government from Congress to some other
political party, etc.
2. Labour Union- Strikes, lockouts, agitations.
3. Technological changes- Modern techniques and equipments,
computerization.
4. Policies of competitors- e.g. Policies of Coca Cola and Pepsi.
5. Natural Calamities- Earthquakes and floods.
6. Changes in demand and prices- Change in fashion, change in tastes,
change in income level, demand falls, price falls, etc.
4.0 Summary
We were able to understand the meaning and essence of planning so far in this
unit. It dwelt on the on the meaning of planning and the steps that facilitate
effective planning such as establishment of objectives, planning premises,
choice of alternative course of action, formulation of derivative plans, securing
cooperation and follow up/appraisal plans. It also reviewed the characteristics of
planning, advantages and limitations.
5.0 Conclusions
From this unit it can be concluded that planning is the basic function of
management that focuses on carting a future course of action and deciding the
most appropriate course of action needed to achieve pre-determined goals. It is
therefore requires a systematic thinking about ways and means for
accomplishing pre-determined goals. It is key to ensuring proper utilization of
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human and non human resources to avoiding confusion, unnecessary risks and
wastages.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
i.
ii.

Discuss the planning function of management based on meaning, steps
and characteristics.
State the benefits of effective planning and limitations (if any).
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1.0 Introduction
Health planning comprises a range of activities that share the goal of improving
health outcomes, or improving the efficiency of health services provision, or
both.
Health planning occurs within the pressured environment of political direction,
changing public expectation, new information and evidence about outcomes,
and on occasion, media headlines. A solid and well-designed health planning
process should be resilient enough to accommodate these pressures and to use
them as levers to go forward to dialogue and find solutions for improved health
care provision and health outcomes in the population.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will:
Define health planning
Identify who conducts health planning and main deliverable
Enumerate planning steps and translate Plans Into Actions
Identify the types of health planning
Distinguish between types of health planning.
3.0 Main Content
3.1 What Is Health Planning?
Health planning is a process to produce health. It does this by creating an
actionable link between needs and resources. Its nature and scope will depend
upon:
• the time allowable
• the number of answerable questions to be addressed within the process
―answerable questions‖ comprise questions that are worth asking and for which
there is evidence to allow them to be answered
• the resources available to support the process
• the broader political and social environment.
There are three broad elements in a planning process:
identifying the vision and goals,
undertaking the strategic plan, and
evaluation.
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Planning occurs within four potential constraints, creating a tension in many
planning processes – a tension between what ought to be done and what can be
done.
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Figure 1: Constraints and Opportunities in Planning`
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3.2 Who Conducts Health Planning?
The health planning process occurs within the health service sector, usually
initiated by government or bodies delegated by government to manage health
resources in an area, such as the Ministry of Health.
A health planning process may also be led by service providers such as mental
health agencies, hospitals, public health agencies and other service providers to
help them define future roles or immediate service goals. A teaching hospital
for example may undertake planning on key delivery areas such as neurosurgery
and vascular surgery.
Professional associations such as nurses‘ or physicians‘ organizations may also
establish planning processes to address areas of interest to them. Consumers as
well, through advocacy groups, forums or other processes, promote their needs
to the government and thereby seek to increase or influence allocation of health
resources.
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3.3 Health Planning’s Main Deliverables
The outcome of an effective health planning process should be an actionable
link between needs and resources. The health planning process itself can be a
deliverable.
A good planning process reflects necessary perspectives and engages key
stakeholders in the development of strategies. Through that process, some of the
initial marketing of the changes required can be accomplished.
3.4: Health Planning Steps
The basic steps in health planning is fully discussed in unit 4, however, the steps
include:
Step One – Surveying the Environment
Step Two – Setting Directions
Step Three – Problems and Challenges:
Step Four – Range of Solutions
Step Five – Best Solution(s)
Step Six – Implementation
Step Seven – Evaluation

3.5 How to translate Plans into Actions
It is often argued that planners are only involved in the first five steps namely:
1. Surveying the environment
2. Setting directions
3. Identifying problems and challenges
4. Identifying the range of solutions to problems and challenges
5. Identifying the preferred solution(s).
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The reality however is that planners have a stake in understanding and helping
to shape implementation and evaluation, and they may even be called upon to
lend a hand in both of these activities.
In the view of Henry Mintzberg an organizational analyst, planning especially
strategic planning often fails because it is not allied with or embedded within
the strategic centre of an organisation (he argued that planning is about analysis,
while strategy is about synthesis).
At the very least the planner should be aware that within his/her organisation or
system, planners are often off to the side and that:
• decisions made on the basis of planning will be made not by planners but by
what Mintzberg calls the strategic apex of the organisation or system.
• the results of the planning will need to be embedded within the operating core
of the organisation or system.
Mintzberg‘s schematic depicting organisational subunits can be used to show
the usual relationship between planners and decision-makers in terms of making
planning effective. This schematic is organisation focused but a similar
schematic could be created for system-level activity.
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Figure 3: The Plan-to-Action Path
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It is important to note the following:
The arrows show the typical flow of findings and advice from planners,
through the middle line, board and management, to the organization‘s
operating core
If the findings and advice are not embedded as action in the core, then
planning has been largely ineffective.
In most instances the findings and advice must also be embedded in all
other subunits (strategic apex, middle line, techno structure and support
staff subunits)
If the planning project has worked well, then representatives from the
strategic apex, the techno-structure, the support staff and the operating
core have all been involved in the planning and ‗own‘ its outcome.
3.6 Types of Health Planning
Health planning includes several specific, often connected, types of planning.
Basically, the common types are:
Dispersed health planning
Focused health planning
Central health planning
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Types of Planning in the Health Care System
Health planning in this unit is considered as a developmental process in which
different types of planning appear at different times.
In a modern economy, there is a highly complex set of professional
practitioners, organizations, and consumers which provide, pay for, and use
health care services. From a phenomenological point of view there are simply a
very large number of people acting individually and collectively according to
their needs, wants, interests, and capacities.
From a theoretical point of view, however, it is possible to analyze the
individual and collective behaviours of people and abstract from these certain
patterns of structure and process related to a purposive definition of health care.
One may then interpret such patterns in terms of a health care system-a complex
network of selected activities generally related within a framework of cultural
values and a social structure of role-status relationships. This network is a
dynamic mechanism, constantly changing, yet subject to no single set of
controls.
From the perspective of the health care system, health planning always occurs.
The relevant issues concern that does the planning, to what ends, how it occurs,
what social structures support it, and what are its cumulative effects on the
health care system.
From an historical perspective, health care planning may be viewed as a
developmental process encompassing three categories of planning activities.
Each successive "category" of health planning has developed as a result of
specific limitations in the capacity of the previous category to respond fully to
forces impinging on the health care system.
Each new category of planning has not, however, replaced the previous ones. It
has, instead, acted to support previous types of planning while limiting their
negative effects on the health care system.
3.6.1 Dispersed Health Planning
The earliest developed, most pervasive, and continuing form of health planning
is that undertaken by each provider, consumer, and financing organization
which make up the health care system. This form of health planning consists of
the many decisions made by all individuals and organizations in the health care
system as they attempt to provide, finance, and use health care services. Such
health planning decisions may be divided into four groups:
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1) the definition and selection of health problems, goals, and standards which
are considered relevant and worthy of consideration;
2) the establishment of priorities among valued problems, goals, and standards
and the acquisition or allocation of resources in accord with such priorities;
3) the establishment of coordinative and integrative activities with other health
system personnel and organizations; and
4) the choices of day-to-day activities in the performance, use, or financing of
health care services.
For example, each physician selects the problems and goals of his professional
practice in the process of selecting a specialty within medicine. He also decides
where he will locate his office and with which hospitals he will affiliate.
In doing so, he is choosing the socioeconomic class of consumers he will accept
as patients. In his daily activities, he repeatedly makes choices concerning the
severity and complexity of illness and disability which he will attempt to treat.
He also decides on the standards of performance he will use in providing
medical services. Since he must frequently supplement his own services with
those of other health care workers, he must also plan relationships with
personnel in hospitals, nursing homes, health departments, and other
independent professional practitioners.
Each health care consumer does his own health care planning in a similar
fashion. He defines his own health problems and goals in accordance with the
values of his family and subculture. He decides which health problems and
goals are most important and worth the investment of time and money in
seeking their alleviation. He fits his health care activities into his daily schedule,
weekly budget, and family and work relationships. He ties together the services
of one or more physicians, dentists, optometrists, and relates to these the
acquisition of drugs, eyeglasses, and other products necessary to receiving
reasonably adequate health care.
Each financing organization also makes planning decisions which follow the
same pattern seen in the decisions of providers and consumers. Types of
diseases, disabilities, health services, and health facilities are identified and
ranked in priority for the distribution of available capital or operating funds.
Detailed plans are set up for their allocation. Since health care funds are
supplied through many different voluntary and governmental programs, plans
must be developed for their coordination in the interests of comprehensive care
and efficient use of resources.
The planning activities of providers, consumers, and financing organizations are
expressed in a series of sequential interactions among these groups. Each
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individual and organization balances his own self-interest with the self-interests
of other individuals and organizations whose help and cooperation are required.
Transfers and exchanges of goals, problems, resources, and services occur
continuously as plans are translated into health care behaviours. The cumulative
effect of the planning decisions of the multitude of providers, consumers, and
financing organizations is reflected in the nature of the health care system. In
other words, the health care system represents the net result of the dispersed
planning decisions of each and all of its units.
In advanced economies like the U S A, this form of health planning was the
only kind which occurred in 1900. Even today, a large share of planning in the
health care system is dispersed among the individuals and organizations which
provide, finance, and use health services. Some people believe that dispersed
planning by a multitude of persons and organizations, each pursuing his own
ends in a shared interacting context, results in a cumulative selection of
important problems, goals, and standards, and an optimal balance in the
distribution of human and material resources. However, between 1900 and the
present, dispersed health planning has become less and less adequate as an
exclusive basis for planning the health care system. Scientific, economic, and
health value changes in the society have increased the complexity of the health
care system. Specialization, population expansion, centralization of industry,
social mobility, and rising expectations of health care as a social right, have
contributed to an increase in the difficulty with which each provider, consumer,
and financing organization can carry out his own planning without some kind of
external help.
In addition, it has become increasingly apparent that total reliance on dispersed
health planning has resulted in a variety of problems caused, or not amenable to
solution, by this form of planning. The cumulative results of dispersed planning
have been found to be less than the sum of its constituent elements. This has
become more and more evident in the duplications, gaps, and inconsistencies in
the distribution of health care personnel and facilities. The dispersed planning
decisions of some providers, consumers, and financing organizations have
resulted in negative consequences for others who have not been involved in
making these decisions. Thus, vocational decisions by physicians and hospitals
have resulted, in part, in the lack of access to adequate health care by minority
and disadvantaged groups in the population. Finally, it has been recognized that
some problems and goals, some priorities and resource allocations, and similar
planning issues cannot be resolved through the dispersed planning of many
separate, independent, individuals and organizations.
These limitations in dispersed planning have resulted in the gradual
development of two additional kinds of health care planning during the past
fifty years. These new types of planning have been superimposed on dispersed
planning. They have been designed partly to supplement dispersed planning,
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partly to guide it, and partly to limit its negative consequences for the health
care system.
3.6.2 Focused Health Planning
Focused health planning refers to the voluntary association of persons and
organizations in an attempt to solve problems which they have in common
(although the effects may be felt differently) or to attain goals which they
cannot achieve on an individual basis. Focused planning brings together
simultaneously the attention and efforts of a relatively large number of persons
and organizations. In contrast, dispersed planning involves a multitude of
concurrent and sequential relationships; each, however, involving only a few
persons and organizations at a time.
Early efforts at focused planning occurred on an ad hoc and informal basis.
Professional practitioners, health agency administrators, and consumers met
together, frequently through the stimulation of a charismatic leader, to analyze
and plan for the solution of specific problems in the health care system.
However, the increasing complexity of society gradually undermined the
capacity of ad hoc and informal processes to bring people together to engage in
focused planning. As a result, several kinds of organizations have been created
during the past fifty years so that focused planning could be facilitated by a
formal structure. These organizations have been variously known as councils of
social agencies, health and welfare councils, health facility planning councils,
and comprehensive health planning councils. Despite their varying labels, these
organizations have shared certain features which also set them apart from other
types of organizations. For example, focused planning organizations are
established solely for the purpose of organizing the voluntary efforts of persons
interested in planning together to solve problems in the organization and
financing of health care. These organizations do not, themselves, offer health
services. Nor do they control and allocate funds for construction of health
facilities or payment for health services. Neither do they exclusively represent
any specific group interested in a single disease, disability, or type of health
care.
Almost all focused planning agencies are voluntary, non-profit organizations
incorporated under the relevant laws of the state in which they are located. The
entire structure of these organizations is expressly designed to facilitate the
focused planning process. Boards of directors and project and advisory
committees are all designed to encourage a broad pattern of representation of
professional health personnel, health service and financing organizations, and
consumers.
All of the funds available to these agencies are directed to the performance of
focused planning activities, as are the efforts of the staff employed in these
agencies.
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Focused health planning makes several kinds of contributions to the continuing
development of community health care systems. It provides a framework to
which the dispersed planning of individual providers and consumers of health
services can relate. It offers a way to balance the self-interests of individuals
and organizations making decisions with the interests of others who are
indirectly affected by those decisions. It also offers an opportunity to analyze
the cumulative effect of many individual planning decisions on the health care
system as a whole. Focused planning offers a way to analyze health care
problems which have not been amenable to solution through the dispersed
planning by individuals and organizations. Finally, focused planning offers an
opportunity for providers and consumers to voluntarily pool their respective
interests and resources towards goals that could not be met by independent
individual efforts.
The expansion in the number and type of focused health planning organizations
during the past two generations is a clear indication of their functional utility.
Focused planning agencies have:
1) facilitated the dispersed planning by individuals and organizations;
2) identified residual problems in the operation of the health care system;
3) produced a partial re-allocation of resources available for health care; and
4) produced a partial re-alignment of the activities and relationships of health
care practitioners and organizations.
Focused planning organizations also have had their limitations. Their attention
to residual problems in the health care system has sometimes resulted in the
creation of new organizations, thereby adding to the -complexity of the system.
In addition, remedial action concerning residual problems may have obscured
the need for more basic changes in the structure or operation of the health care
system, or in the structure or operation of other parts of the society.
The lack of control of resources by focused planning agencies has limited their
ability to implement planning recommendations arising out of the focused
planning process.
Voluntary action by other individuals and organizations is necessary to carry
out such recommendations. Disagreement with planning agency proposals by
those who control resources necessary for implementation has resulted in
inaction.
Conversely, recommendations which require large amounts of resources often
cannot be implemented through the voluntary action of many independent units.
Finally, some focused planning agencies have been dominated by selected
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interest groups, or have developed their own self interests which have interfered
with their performance of the functions they were intended to serve.
The limitations of focused planning and dispersed planning to deal with certain
kinds of issues in the health care system have resulted in the development of
another, type of planning which may be called central planning.
3.6.3 Central Health Planning
Central health planning refers to the planned use of power controlled by an
individual or organization to force other individuals and organizations to use
their own resources in accordance with its plans. It differs from dispersed
planning in which the scope of power available covers a narrow segment of
health care activity. It differs from focused planning in which the planning
agency has no power to implement its plans.
Central health planning power may be based on the legal responsibility of one
profession for all health care services provided to an individual patient. For
example, in the clinical practice of medicine, a physician uses his legal (and
professional) authority to direct the actions of other health personnel in
accordance with his plan for meeting the health needs of a patient.
Central health planning power may also be based on funds controlled by a
health care financing organization.
3.6.4 Three Types of Health Planning as an Integrated Process
Dispersed, focused, and central health planning are considered to operate as
differentiated aspects of an integrated health planning process. Through this
process, the society defines problems, establishes goals, norms, and standards,
ranks priorities, allocates and translates resources into actions, and integrates the
operation of the many different units in the health care system. Dispersed
planning expresses the individualistic values of our culture and continues to be
the dominant approach to health planning at the present time. Focused planning
reflects that segment of our value system which emphasizes voluntary
cooperation.
Its rapid expansion in recent years may be attributed both to its basic
acceptability and its compatibility with the individualism of dispersed planning.
Central planning expresses the concern of our culture for rationality and
efficiency in the organization and use of resources. However, the use of power
particularly that based on governmental authority is perceived as directly
antithetical to the individualistic values of the culture. Thus, central planning
has had limited expression in the health care system.
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Planning efforts shift from one type of planning to another as decisions made in
one planning context create a need for other types of planning. For example,
dispersed planning decisions by individuals and organizations leave gaps and
duplications in the allocation of health care resources. These set in motion
focused planning efforts to solve such problems by voluntary cooperative
efforts. However, focused planning may uncover the need for governmental
authority or control of substantial financial resources to solve part of the
problem. This may result in the creation of an authoritative unit to carry on a
limited amount of central planning.
In the future, it appears that the three types of health planning will continue to
be important processes in the operation of the increasingly complex health care
system. Health planning will continue to facilitate the decisions of providers,
consumers, and financing organizations.
Simultaneously, these health planning processes will bring about changes in the
structure and operation of the health care system which will extend and improve
the health care available and accessible to the population.
Imagination, creativity, and leadership will be required in the analysis of health
care system problems and in the development of proposals for change in the
system. With extended participation and broadened perspective, the appropriate
application of health planning in all of its forms will be a force for improving
the level of health for all of the population.
4.0 Summary
This unit explores the meaning of health planning. The challenge of who
conducts health planning was resolved. The unit further highlights the steps in
health planning in addition to discussing what actions to take to translate plans
into action. Three types of health planning namely dispersed, focused and
central planning were listed and discussed.
5.0 Conclusion
From this unit it can be concluded that types of health planning can be said to be
in line with development i.e., a new type of planning evolved as a result of the
shortfall of the earlier. Hence, the newly adopted type of planning builds on the
earlier and suggests some new idea. It can also be concluded that to the get the
best from any health planning effort, adopting a disciplined approach is
essential.
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6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
(i) Explain the term: health planning.
(ii) Identify and discuss the three types of health planning you know.
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1.0 Introduction
This unit discusses the steps in health planning which basically follows the
same logical steps that any planning process follows. These steps constitute a
cycle that is normally repeated in terms of planning for programs, systems,
populations or health goals.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will:
Appreciate the importance of a disciplined process in conducting health
planning
List the steps required for a successful health planning process
Discuss the seven basic steps in health planning
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3.0 Main Content
3.1 Steps in a Health Planning Process
Planning is the process which involves defining a problem, assessing the extent
to which the problem affects the society, formulating goals with a view to
solving the problem, assessing the various intervention measures based on their
advantages and disadvantages, selecting the best mode of action, taking steps to
implement it, monitoring the progress of the implemented system and
evaluation of the results.
At its core, health planning follows the same basic steps that any planning
process follows. In health planning these steps constitute a cycle that is
normally repeated in terms of planning for programs, systems, populations or
health goals. Repetition of the cycle is usually necessary because any or all of
the following conditions prevail:
• Definitions of what constitutes ―health‖ will change, necessitating planning to
take into account the effect of the new definition on society‘s health goals.
• New techniques and technologies to create, restore or support health emerge
continually, so planning must be cyclical to integrate these emerging
innovations into the planning process.
• Unforeseen health conditions emerge (a rapidly spreading infectious disease
for example), requiring a new planning cycle to factor in these conditions.
Similarly, emerging social conditions (an increase in child poverty for example)
can have implications that require a new planning cycle to deal with the health
effects of the change.
• Changed economic conditions may necessitate a new cycle of planning. If a
major economic downturn occurs, for instance, a population‘s health may
decline at the same time as governments constrain their spending on health –
making a new ―lean times‖ planning cycle necessary.
• Evaluation of the results of a planning cycle will often show weak spots in the
initial planning, necessitating new cycles to correct for past oversights and
miscalculations.
Most planning cycles (health or non-health) comprise seven basic steps that can
be shown graphically.
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Figure 2: The Planning Cycle

7. EVALUATION (Did we get
from what is to what ought
to be?)

1. SURVEYING THE
ENVIRONMENT
(What is)
2. SETTING
DIRECTIONS (What
ought to be)

6. IMPLEMENTATION
(Putting in place the best
solutions)

3. PROBLEMS and
CHALLENGES (Differences
between what is and what
ought to be)

5. BEST SOLUTION(S)
(Preferred ways to get to
what ought to be)

4. RANGE OF SOLUTIONS
(Ways to get from what is,
to what ought to be)

3.2 The Seven Steps to Health Planning
There are seven steps in a typical planning cycle as shown above. Below is a
brief explanation of each step:
Step One – Surveying the Environment:
The first step in health planning is the analysis of the current situation. This
often involves extensive information gathering to determine the health or illness
profiles and experiences of the population of interest. It is meant to identify the
current state of the issue under consideration. The different aspects to be
studied are:
Population – age and sex structure
Morbidity and mortality values
Epidemiology and geographic distribution of the disease under
consideration
Existing healthcare facilities
Technical manpower available
Facilities for training healthcare staff
Awareness of the community regarding the disease
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Step Two – Setting Directions:
This involves setting goals and objectives, and it also involves establishing the
standards against which current health/illness profiles, or current organisational
or system performance, will be compared. This step is meant to identify the
desirable future state (expressed as outcomes if possible) for the issue under
consideration. In this step: List out the objectives and goals.
If there are no clear objectives and goals, a plan cannot be implemented
efficiently
At the central level, the objectives would be more general and with each
successive level, the objectives will become more specific
Step Three – Problems and Challenges:
This involves identifying and quantifying the shortfalls (if any) between what is
and what ought to be.
Step Four – Range of Solutions:
This involves identifying the range of solutions to each identified problem or
challenge. This step should also include assessing each possible solution in
terms of its feasibility, cost and effectiveness so alternate solutions can be
compared with each other.
This step often requires significant creativity, since no off-the-shelf solutions
may be available for some problems and challenges.
Step Five – Best Solution(s):
This step involves a choice of the solution, or set of solutions, that should be
implemented to address the problems or challenges identified in step three. The
choice may need to take into account fiscal, political and other limitations.
Step Six – Implementation:
This step involves implementation of the chosen solutions, and often begins
with development of an implementation plan.
Write up formulated plan
Once priorities are laid out, a systematic plan should be made to attain them
All the major steps should be included with the resources required for each
step and the expected outcome
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Programming and implementation
Once the plan has been approved, it has to be implemented
If not properly implemented, even a good plan will fail
Implementation requires proper administrative support
Step Seven – Evaluation:
This step involves evaluation of the results of implementation to determine
whether the implemented solutions are effective in achieving their goals. It also
involves evaluating the environment to see if it has changed, thereby rendering
the solutions less effective, more effective or irrelevant. This step may begin
with development of an evaluation plan well before evaluation actually takes
place. It may also involve development of ongoing monitoring methods to be
used to continuously identify and assess the intended and unintended
consequences of implementation actions.
Monitoring Monitoring refers to the assessment of the day to day functioning of the
program
Any suggestions for improvement should be implemented
Evaluation
Evaluation refers to the assessment of the final outcome of the plan
A good plan should have an in built evaluation system
These steps are listed as if they were purely linear steps, but feedback loops
must be created between and among them; the complexities of the real world
mean that what seems to make sense at one step may make less sense when seen
from the perspective of a later step.
For instance, during step two (setting directions), planners may set a target for
health improvement, only to find in step four (range of solutions) that none of
the solutions comes anywhere near achieving the target without a change in
provincial policy about how a service can be provided. The planner may
therefore need to set a lower target (i.e., a target achievable within current
policy), while also recommending that provincial policy be changed and that the
target be changed if and when policy change takes place.
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4.0 Summary
A disciplined approach to conducting health planning process was suggested in
this unit. This involves using seven steps of surveying the environment, setting
directions, identifying problems and challenges, proffering a range of solutions,
choosing best solution(s), implementation and evaluation.
5.0 Conclusion
In this unit, it can be confidently stated that planning is the process which
involves defining a problem, assessing the extent to which the problem affects
the society, formulating goals with a view to solving the problem, assessing the
various intervention measures based on their advantages and disadvantages,
selecting the best mode of action, taking steps to implement it, monitoring the
progress of the implemented system and evaluation of the results. Seven steps
which are interrelated are therefore necessitated. In health planning these steps
constitute a cycle that is normally repeated in terms of planning for programs,
systems, populations or health goals. Repetition of the cycle is usually
necessary because any or all of the following conditions prevail
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
List the seven steps required in carrying out a successful health planning
process
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1.0 Introduction
As in any other endeavor, success depends on certain key variables whose
absence may frustrate the achievement of set goals. This unit describes those
factors that aid health planning process in achieving results in an effective
manner.
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2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will:
Identify key factors for effective health planning process
Frame the right questions that will be specific to the actual advice
required
Select the Process Relevant to the task
Identify and engage relevant stakeholders

3.0 Main Content
3.1 Defining the Right Question
The foremost critical success factor in a health planning process is to ensure that
the question being addressed is the ―right‖ question. What is meant by the
―right‖ question?
The planning question should:
• be specific to the actual advice required
• be posed in terms that are easy to understand (e.g. free of unnecessary
adjectives and acronyms)
• be at the correct altitude, to ensure the issue is expressed in the way that will
elicit the maximum relevant advice.
Consider the following scenario and three potential questions for a health
planning body:
• Question 1: What would be the impact of this move on the three
communities?
• Question 2: What are the health needs of persons in the area currently being
served by the three hospitals?
• Question 3: What would be the optimal configuration of hospital and
community services to meet the current and projected future needs?
In this case it is reasonably predictable that access patterns would change and
that people in at least two communities would fear loss of service and claim bias
related to economic status. Thus the first question, while important, will be
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stalled in the politics of the communities and the ethical considerations of any
perceived reduction of access to service change. By proactively addressing the
larger second question, the planning process would provide a more useful
framework for looking at overall resource allocation in that area from a
population perspective. Based on answers to the second question, the third
question can then be properly answered, leading to identification of gaps and
duplications, and helping to create service plans for both hospital and
community services.
3.2 Choosing the Process Relevant to the Task
The second critical success factor is to decide what type of process is to be
undertaken – usually a decision between strategic and operational planning. The
outcome desired will define the planning focus – that is, whether it is a systems
level task or service/program level task.
Regardless of which type of planning process is established, the discussions and
strategies proposed must be based on best available data, usually a combination
of health status, demographic and utilization data used in tandem with
qualitative data obtained from activities such as surveys and key informant
interviews. These are then aligned with knowledge about best practices as
identified in evidenced-based literature or based on successful local initiatives.
The desired outcome will define the planning focus.
3.3 Engaging Stakeholders
The third key success factor is to decide who needs to be engaged in the
planning and how the engagement will occur. The stakeholders who participate
in the planning process are key to its success. Generally a range of perspectives
should be at the table. When engaged in broad system planning at a strategic
level, the goal will be to have experienced and recognized leaders and thinkers
from the health sector, challenged and augmented by representatives from areas
such as consumers, academia and the private sector.
There are several advantages to bringing together a diverse group:
• a broad range and depth of issues are explored
• the intended and unintended consequences of system change are considered
• the broader group will itself represent integrative thinking
• champions will emerge from a successful planning process.
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Shorter term planning processes are often necessary when dollars become
available toward the end of a fiscal period or when new funding announcements
are made, requiring a quick plan for use of these resources.
In these instances it is expeditious to have the issue experts and current service
providers (hospital clinical leaders, physicians) help develop the response. The
plan will thus be driven primarily by provider realities and existing
implementation opportunities.
3.4 Establishing Effective Project Management
The fourth critical success factor for health planning is effective project
management. Process design and implementation, a key aspect of project
management, should stimulate useful discussion and debate among key
participants, who will be persons with knowledge relevant to the issue at hand.
These persons may all be within the governmental or funder area, or may be
multi-sector stakeholders brought together as part of a local systems process. In
either case, dialogue may have to be coaxed out, or strictly managed to a tight
time frame. The methods used to facilitate and build consensus within the
discussion process will make or break the dynamics of the planning process.
3.5 Planning Within an Ethical Framework
An overlooked but important success factor in any planning project is
transparent presentation of the project‘s ethics. Ethics in health planning is
assumed, but not necessarily appropriately so. It is essential that the
assumptions underlying decision-making processes be clearly stated. If the right
people are involved, the right questions and information are addressed and the
outputs are responsibly handled, the process will usually seem to have been
done in an honest and ethical manner. Within this consideration, it will be easier
to promote the ethics of a broad-based open input planning process than one
that is done entirely behind the closed doors of the funder. However, even in the
latter case, the results can be seen as sufficient as long as they are accompanied
by explanation of data and evidence to support directions that have been
determined.
When funding challenges arise, an ethical and consistent decision-making
approach will be important. Dealing with resource decisions in a tight health
care funding environment implies that some may gain while others may appear
to lose from planning outcomes. The integrity of the process will be in question
if the process is, or seems to be, poorly balanced in terms of its participants or
founded on inadequate information.
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3.6 Accessing and Applying Relevant Information
A taxonomy of human service planning information would include the
following types of information.
“Hard data”:
These data include many kinds of information used in both traditional and
newer planning methodologies.
Hard data include:
• Demographic data (what are the characteristics of a population?)
• Epidemiological and social indicator data (what are the characteristics of
social problems and health disorders within a population?)
• Inventory data (what are the numbers, types and characteristics of human
service resources for a population – including the cost of these resources and the
linkages among the resources?)
• Utilization data (how does a population use those resources?)
• Outcome data (what changes in social and health status do these resources
produce for populations?)
Attitudinal and behavioral information:
This is information on the beliefs and attitudes of consumers and of providers
concerning human service systems - it is the ―sociology of well-being‖. For
instance, a consumer may believe that physicians are better helpers than other
human service professionals, and may behave on the basis of this belief by
seeking out a physician rather than another professional, even in the face of hard
outcome data suggesting that another professional (a nutritionist for example)
may yield a better outcome for that consumer.
Ignoring attitudinal and behavioral information may produce a plan that makes
logical sense based on hard data, but which is impossible to implement because:
• it flies in the face of what people believe and how they act
• or because it does not build in provisions for changing outmoded attitudes and
behaviors.
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It is essential that the assumptions about decision-making processes be clearly
stated.
Expert opinion:
Both consumers and providers can be experts – a consumer may well be the
expert on what it is like to be a consumer – and the provider may be an expert
on specific approaches to improving social well-being and health.
Often these kinds of expertise are not easily modifiable as hard data, but they
are still valuable sources of information. If one were planning an improvement
in respiratory health, for instance, consumers might provide expertise on the
emotional burdens of chronic lung disease. Similarly, a renowned
environmental specialist might have great expertise in helping disadvantaged
populations experiencing high rates of asthma.
Political process information:
Human service issues are often political, in terms of formal electoral politics as
well as the politics of powerful stakeholders, particularly in formal human
service systems. Knowledge of formal positions taken by political, bureaucratic
or other social groupings may make the difference between a plan that will be
implemented and a plan that will remain on a shelf.
In short, each of the information types can be characterized as follows:
• Hard data – the facts of human services
• Attitudinal and behavioral information – the sociology of human services
• Expert opinion – the wisdom of human services
• Political process information – the politics of human services.
Using Taxonomy:
Whether information taxonomy uses the categories of information outlined
above – or any other set of categories – it can prove useful in helping planners
make informed decisions about what kind of information to gather at each stage
in the planning process.
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Figure: Relative Volumes of Information Matrix
Often a simple matrix can help a planner or planning group decide what kinds
and relative volumes of information should be gathered at each planning stage.
3.7 A Commitment to Monitoring and Evaluation
Planning is often cyclical, in the sense that one cycle of planning leads into the
next cycle, so that planning is a continuous and iterative process that takes into
account:
• changed circumstances
• the effects of implementation of previous planning.
However, one cycle of planning cannot learn from previous cycles unless
monitoring and evaluation processes are put in place to determine the effects of
previous planning cycles.
Many planning processes make it part and parcel of the process to identify the
monitoring and evaluation processes and tools that are needed and to exert
influence to ensure these processes and tools are developed and used.
One interesting variation on the use of monitoring and evaluation is ―trajectory
planning‖. This way of thinking assumes that the implementation of any
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planning may encounter turbulence – much like the headwinds or tailwinds
that aircraft experience during their trajectory from take-off point to landing
point.
Trajectory planning uses monitoring tools to:
• identify turbulence
• determine whether that turbulence will aid or impede achievement of the
plan‘s goals
• provide the basis for ―mid-flight corrections‖ to help ensure that the plan
achieves its goals.
4.0 Summary
The unit examines the major critical success factors for an effective health
planning. These factors should be identified timely and addressed accordingly.
5.0 Conclusion
Conducting effective health care planning becomes less stressful if effort is
devoted to identifying factors that are critical to the effective implementation of
the process and achievement of goals.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
Enumerate the main critical success factors required for an effective health
planning process. Discuss any four.
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1.0 Introduction
This unit explores the meaning of strategic and operational planning. It also
distinguishes between the two concepts. The relevance of strategic and
operational planning to an effective health planning was further highlighted.
Tools that facilitate effective application of these concepts in health planning
are also examined.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will:
Define and distinguish between strategic and operational planning
Identify strategic and operational planning process components
Enumerate and discuss tools for effective strategic planning in health care
List and explain tools for effective strategic planning in health care
3.0 Main Content
3.1 Strategic Planning
A strategic planning process is used when there is a broad and open question to
be answered, and many paths are on the table - for example, identifying the
desired model for delivery of children‘s mental health services in rural settings
and determining how to move to that model.
Usually a strategic planning process assumes a new look at an issue, and an
outcome that will take time to put in place but will exist for a period longer than
one funding cycle. Generally speaking it is assumed that a strategic plan will
need to be revised or redone when the context in which the service exists
changes markedly. A change in context could relate to challenges to
sustainability, opportunities to expand, or newly identified best practices that
should be incorporated into the plan.
A basic guideline for planning is that a vision should be renewed every three to
five years and the strategic directions emanating from that vision also reevaluated, perhaps yearly. A strategic planning exercise will include strategic
goals and directions, and in some
cases may also include specific
implementation or operational planning components. For example in
establishing a new local system of children‘s mental health services, specific
budgets, service expectations, timetables and human resource models may be
designed by the strategic planning group, for hand-off to providers.
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The figure below illustrates a typical strategic planning approach, which calls
for initial priority action areas, then yearly establishment of strategic directions
within an umbrella framework.
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Figure 8: Strategic Plan Model - Adapted from Vancouver Island Health
Authority, Integration 2005
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Goals & Strategies
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Strategic Initiatives

The Strategic Plan sets the overall direction for future service delivery to a
specified year. It charts the move toward enhanced integration, responsiveness
and innovation for all health services across the federation, states or local
government.
In particular it outlines:
• priority issues in the health authority
• critical challenges to population health and service delivery in the specified
location
• goals and strategic themes that will guide service delivery
• strategic directions by sector and by geographic area.
The Plan advances strategic thinking to include organisational restructuring,
new and innovative service delivery models, and future capacity forecasts. It is
aligned with the strategic direction of the Ministry of Health, recognizes the
significant differences in demographics and health status throughout the health
authority, and reflects clinical input and practical experience.
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3.1 Strategic Planning Process Components
Within any strategic planning exercise the following activities will occur:
• a visioning exercise
• creating mission and goals
• establishing objectives
• establishing strategic directions
• developing a framework to establish and monitor success – a balanced
scorecard approach for instance as shown in the figure below)
• creating an implementation plan/timetable.
Although originally developed for the corporate sector, the balanced scorecard
has become popular within the health sector as a tool for both planning and
monitoring.
The balanced scorecard suggests that an organization be viewed from four
perspectives, and that data collection and analysis be carried out relative to each
of these perspectives as in Figure below. In some instances it has taken the
place of a more formalized and longer-term evaluation exercise.
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Figure 9: Public Sector Balanced Scorecard: The Four Perspectives

MISSION

CUSTOMERS &
STAKEHOLDERS

to achieve our vision,
how should we appear
to our clients and other
stakeholders?
• objectives
• measures
• targets
• initiatives

ORGANISATION CAPACITY
(LEARNING & GROWTH)

FINANCIAL/BUDGET
VISION & STRATEGY

to achieve our vision,
how do we appear to our
funders?
• objectives
• measures
• targets
• initiatives

INTERMEDIATE
BUSINESS PROCESS

to achieve our vision,
how will we sustain our
ability to change and
improve?
• objectives
• measures
• targets
• initiatives

to satisfy our client, funders and other
stakeholders, what business should we
excel at?
• objectives • targets
• measures • initiatives

Adapted from H. Rohm, Balanced Scorecard Institute Strategic planning
processes should be supported by:
• use of data, both quantitative and qualitative
• consultation with stakeholders (related to all parts of the process, from
visioning to data interpretation and crafting recommendations)
• application of project management and facilitation tools, which may include
activities such as SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats)
analysis, mind-mapping and strategic alignment models
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• monitoring and evaluation protocols.
3.3 Strategic Planning Tools
The development of a strategic plan for a whole health system is a large and
potentially daunting task.
The best tools for strategic planning are often the ones that the person leading
the planning is most familiar with and has used successfully in previous
initiatives.
However, there are commonly accepted tools that bring rigour and consistency
to strategic planning. Some of these are described below.
3.3.1 SWOT Analysis:
This is an outline of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities of, and threats to, the
organisation. It is usually done at the start of a strategic planning exercise in a
group setting, to identify all factors in each area.
The factors are usually organized in a table of four quadrants so participants in
the planning exercise can visually (and easily) see the context for the planning.
• strengths include factors like staff capabilities, effective management
processes, competitive advantage and unique programs or products.
• weaknesses include factors like gaps in staff skills, financial problems and
inadequate information systems.
• opportunities include factors like
developments, partnerships and research.

global

influences,

new

policy

• threats include factors like market demand, loss of key staff and political
effects.
3.3.2 Affinity Diagrams:
An affinity diagram is a creative process used by a group to gather and organise
ideas. It can be particularly powerful in a priority setting exercise.
The fundamentals of affinity exercises or diagrams are that:
• a problem or question is stated
• participants write down their thoughts or answers
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• all the ideas are posted and then grouped by likeness of ideas or themes.
Usually this results in a clear visual demonstration of areas of consensus on
issues and responses.
3.3.3 Mind-Mapping:
A new way of visioning and planning, mind-mapping has made its way into
both the standard flip chart based discussions, as well as computer based
exercises.
It is a way of capturing ideas and organising information. It relies on pictorial
representations of the flow and synthesis of ideas.
3.3.4 Mission Statement:
Key to any strategic planning exercise is the development of a vision and a clear
mission statement.
The mission statement may be more difficult because it must express to all –
employees, clients and other stakeholders – what the organization‘s current
purpose is. It should be expressed at a high level, yet be rich in portraying
purpose, values and business.
The mission statement should:
• express an organization‘s purpose in a way that inspires support and ongoing
commitment
• motivate those who are connected to the organisation
• be articulated in a way that is convincing and easy to grasp
• use proactive verbs to describe what the organisation does
• be free of jargon
• be short enough so that anyone connected to the organisation can easily repeat
it.
3.3.5. The Balanced Score Card
Strategic planning for some organizations incorporates the balanced scorecard
approach. The balanced scorecard was developed in the early 1990s by Robert
S. Kaplan and David P. Norton of the Harvard Business School. This new
approach to strategic management was named the balanced scorecard to reflect
the importance of measuring other factors to balance traditional financial
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measurement. The balanced scorecard suggests that an organisation be viewed
from four perspectives:
• learning and growth
• business process
• customer
• financial
Under the balanced scorecard approach, metrics, data and analysis should be
developed and applied relative to each of these four perspectives.
Howard Rohm, Principal and Director of the Balanced Scorecard Institute, has
adapted the balanced scorecard for public sector (See Figure 9 on page 16) in a
way which uses slightly different concepts from the private sector approach
(e.g. organisational capacity is substituted for learning and growth).
The balanced scorecard is not just a measurement approach. It is also an
effective management tool to enable organisations to:
• clarify their vision and strategy
• translate them into action.
It provides feedback around both the internal business processes and the
external outcomes in order to continuously improve strategic performance and
results.
Kaplan and Norton describe the innovation of the balanced scorecard as
follows:
“The balanced scorecard retains traditional financial measures. But financial
measures tell the story of past events, an adequate story for industrial age
companies for which investments in long term capabilities and customer
relationships were not critical for success. Those financial measures are
inadequate, however, for guiding and evaluating the journey that information
age companies must take to create future value through investment in
customers, suppliers, employees, processes, technology, and innovation.”
Regardless of which terms are used, the balanced scorecard has been adopted by
many health care organizations for planning and monitoring purposes.
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3.4 Operational Planning
An operational planning process starts from a point of a specific objective, for
example to increase the number of clients served through a primary care clinic
at a Community Health Centre, and focuses on the range of opportunities within
that delivery framework.
Operational planning will include:
• statement of purpose/deliverables/target to be achieved/success indicators
• use of available and relevant data and information
• stakeholder engagement (who needs to fund, deliver expanded services?)
• selection of priority action approach (new program design)
• developing an implementation timetable and budget.
Operational planning processes may be supported by activities or tools similar
to those for strategic planning but with a tighter question applied to these
activities.
Included in operational planning could be use of an activity hierarchy model
and a program logic model.
Evaluation goals – process or outcome, quantitative or qualitative – must be
considered at the front end of any new initiative.
3.5 Operational Planning Tools
3.5.1 Program Logic Model:
This model creates a diagram of the program and allows the effects of a
proposed change to be determined. It is very helpful for program planning and
implementation monitoring. A logic model depicts action by describing what
the program is and what it will do – the sequence of events that links program
investments to results. The model has six components:
• Situation: Problem or issue that the program is to address sits within a setting
or situation from which priorities are set
• Inputs: resources, contributions and investments that are made in response to
the situation. Inputs lead to
• Outputs: activities, services, events, and products that reach people and users.
Outputs lead to
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• Outcomes: results or changes for individuals, groups, agencies, communities
or systems
• Assumptions: beliefs we have about the program, the people, the environment
and the way we think the program is going to work
• External factors: environment in which the program exists includes a variety
of external factors that interact with and influence the program action.
Below is a sample logic model/ framework.
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Figure 10: Logic Model: Networks of Centres of Excellence
ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS

IMMEDIATE
OUTCOMES

INTERMEDIATE
OUTCOMES

FINAL OUTCOMES

Selection of networks

Funded networks

Program management

Advice and direction
to networks

Agreements with
networks

Leading‐edge research
findings relevant to the
needs of industry and
government socio
economic development

Increased networking
and collaboration
among researchers

Transfer and exploitation of findings
and other research knowledge by
industry and government

Increased productivity and
economic growth

Monitoring & evaluation

Reports on awards
monitoring, performance
reviews and evaluations

Increased partnership
between networks and
industry/governments

High quality, multidisciplinary research
training, as well as attraction and retention
of experienced researchers

Improved quality of life for citizens

3.5.2 Context Diagram:
The context diagram is closely linked to SWOT analysis. A context diagram is a
picture of the organisation or system and the other groups with which it shares
relationships and information. It can show information flow and how well the
flow is working. It can therefore highlight areas for improvement and identify
opportunities for solidifying alliances and partnerships.
This diagram was developed by a group of persons who are familiar with the
organisation and vetted by the whole group who are engaged in the strategic
planning process. Many a times the people outside an organisation or system
will see the context in a broader perspectives than those inside, and both internal
and external perspectives should be captured.
The context diagram can be represented diagrammatic or as a written outline of
relationships.
A simple context diagram might look like this:
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Figure 11: A Typical Context Diagram

POST-REHAB
SUPPORT

ACUTE TREATMENT
PROGRAM

REHAB PROGRAM

PRIMARY CARE
RESOURCES

OUT-OF-AREA
REHAB PROGRAM

thickness of arrow = volume of client flow
3.5.3 Activity Hierarchy:
This tool visually shows the activities of an organisation, sector or system. At
each level within the hierarchy, activities should be broken down into more
detailed, discrete elements that are part of the larger activity described in the
level above.
Activity hierarchies are useful for planning because they help create a clear
picture of what a group does, or is accountable for doing, as part of its mandate.
They can also show the impact of change in an organisation‘s activities or help
in the development of new areas of business.
The core elements of an activity hierarchy diagram are:
• description of the organisation/sector/system
• the principal areas of activity
• the more elementary or sub activities that comprise those primary functions.
A hierarchy diagram can be organised in flow-chart format or in pyramidal
form.
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Figure 12: Ways to Present an Activity Hierarchy
ACTIVITY GROUP

ACTIVITY TYPE

ACTIVITY CATEGORY

ACTIVITY TYPE

ACTIVITY CATEGORY

ACTIVITY CLASS

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY CATEGORY

ACTIVITY CLASS

ACTIVITY CLASS
ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

Figure: Activity Hierarchy

ACTIVITY GROUP

ACTIVITY TYPE

ACTIVITY CATEGORY

ACTIVITY CLASS

ACTIVITY

4.0 Summary
The concepts of strategic and operational planning were discussed in this unit.
A clear distinction was made with respect to the two concepts. Furthermore,
basic tools that facilitate the application of the respective concepts to health
planning were discussed.
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5.0 Conclusion
A strategic planning process is used when there is a broad and open question to
be answered, and many paths are on the table - for example, identifying the
desired model for delivery of children‘s mental health services in rural settings
and determining how to move to that model. Whereas an operational planning
process starts from a point of a specific objective, for example to increase the
number of clients served through a primary care clinic at a Community Health
Centre, and focuses on the range of opportunities within that delivery
framework.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
(i) Explain the concept of strategic planning as it relates to health planning.
Identify the tools that help in its application in health care.
(ii) Explain the concept of operational planning as it relates to health planning.
Identify the tools that help in its application in health care.
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1.0 Introduction
This unit answers the following questions: What is a policy? What is health
policy? What are the steps in public policy formulation? What are the
objectives of health policy and what factors influence policy formulation,
implementation and outcomes?
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will:
Define the concept policy and health policy
List and discuss the steps required for formulating policy
Identify objectives of health policy
Enumerate factors that influence policy formulation, implementation and
outcomes
3.0 Main Content
3.1 What is Policy?
According to a dictionary definition, policy is "any course of action followed
primarily because it is expedient or advantageous in a material sense". As a
political theme, ‗Public Policy is a concept (usually in a written document),
whereby the government or a political party will determine decisions, actions
and other matters that will prove advantages to society in general‘.
Policies can also be looked at as the principle (be it values, interests and
resources) that underlines the actions that should take place to solve public
issues. This may be administered through state or federal action such as
legislation, regulations and administrative practices.
The starting point for anyone who is producing policies is to realize that there
needn‘t always be consistency in them. This is mainly because the values of
society are continuously changing, and policies being the representation of
society‘s preferences and ideals, must change with them. It is at this broad level
that policy becomes a complex interplay of "social and economic decisions,
prevailing ideas, institutions and individuals, technical and analytical
procedures, and general theories about the way policy is made"(Concept by
Hawker, Smith and Weller). All of these factors when taken into account will
determine how the new policy will affect the following:
o
o

Private Citizens
Companies
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o
o

Corporations
Associations

There is no right or wrong policy. But the foremost will be one that addresses
the masses, and reflects their social values.
Considering that public policy is an action taken by the government that
ultimately affects the public, it has been recognized that even when an area of
activity is left in private hands, the very act of it being left alone can be viewed
as a deliberate policy of the authorities. This could possibly be because the
general societies needs did not need to be altered, or because the body that the
activity was delegated to will make the necessary changes in the place of the
government; possibly because they understand social issues better because of
their standing within society, for example local councils.
Many factors influence why a policy is created. Lobby groups, political parties,
single issue coalitions, industrial councils, unions and pressure groups play a
very active role in this, mainly because their vast size through social support
which allows them to contest issues. For a government not to listen and then act
on their requests would almost mean certain suicide. This is especially true
around election time, when the government also makes a lot of policies that will
be looked upon favorably by the voters, and thus help the government in their
plight to be re-elected. It must however be acknowledged, that not all large
groups such as unions, are given whatever they want especially if it will be a
burden to the rest of society.
In general, the purpose of government is to add value to the lives of the people
it serves, and this can only be achieved through good policy making. Policies
should express and embody society‘s needs and values, and this is achieved
through the comprehensive use of politics involving cooperation from groups
outside the government body.
3.2 Definition of policy
The word "policy‖ is a very elastic term and hence a working definition is
required.
A "policy" is very much like a decision or a set of decisions, and we "make",
"implement" or "carry out" a policy just as we do with decisions. Like a
decision a policy is not itself a statement, nor is it only a set of actions,
although, as with decisions, we can infer what a person's or organization‘s
policy is either from the statement he makes about it, or, if he makes no
statement or we don't believe his statement from the way he acts. But, equally,
we can claim that a statement or set of actions is misleading and does not
faithfully reflect the "true" policy.
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In some other ways a policy is not like a decision. The term policy usually
implies some long-term purpose in a broad subject field (e.g. land tenure), not a
series of ad-hoc judgments in unrelated fields. Sometimes, however, policy is
conceived not so much as actively purpose oriented but rather as a fairly
cohesive set of responses to a problem that has arisen. In the sphere of
government development activities, governments have policies, plans,
programmes and projects, each of these in succession being a little more shortterm, more specific in place and timing than the previous and each successively
more executive rather than legislative.
In the light of these considerations, a policy can be defined as a set of decisions
which are oriented towards a long-term purpose or to a particular problem. Such
decisions by governments are often embodied in legislation and usually apply to
a country as a whole rather than to one part of it.
3.3 Objectives and instruments of policy
It is necessary to distinguish three rather different functions in relation to
policies.
3.3.1 Policy Making
Firstly there is policy making the act of making the decisions concerned, and
policy-making is naturally the prerogative of senior people just how senior
depending on the importance of the policy concerned.
3.3.2 Policy Implementation
Secondly there is policy implementation - the executive activity of carrying out
the decisions made.
3.3.3 Policy Analysis
Thirdly there is policy analysis the activity of identifying different policy
choices and of examining the actual or possible impact of these alternative
policies to see how successfully they comply with the policies' objectives.
Policy-making, policy implementation and policy analysis may all be carried
out by the same people, but in countries wealthy enough to afford the trained
manpower policy implementation and analysis are often carried out by specialist
groups of middle-level officials who advise and receive instructions from the
top-level policy makers. This paper is not substantially concerned with policy
implementation.
Implicit in the concept of having or making a policy is that one has a choice or
option to have this policy or some other one. If, in practice, there is no choice
then there can be no policy either. However in considering options it is
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necessary to distinguish choices between the objectives of policy - including the
objective of overcoming particular problems that have arisen - and choices
between the different instruments, i.e. methods, by which these objectives are to
be achieved. Objectives and instruments are conceptually distinct and both are
integral to having a policy. However, Thomson and Rayner, (1984) restricts the
scope of the term to policy instruments.
3.4 Factors influencing policy formulation, implementation and outcomes
Several key factors influence the success of health policies among which are:
1. The context in which the policy operates is important. Formulating a policy
requires a good understanding of local needs, opportunities and constraints
(population needs, capacities and commitment of local actors).
2. A variety of stakeholders must be taken into account. Health systems depend
among others on support from donors, adhesion from the population and
commitment of the health workers. It calls respectively for a convincing
attitude from the government, specific measure to empower the population
and civil society, and complementary measures on the supply side to foster
quality and accountability (regulation, incentives and norms).
3. No single health assistance scheme is sufficient to meet the needs of entire
populations and it is often better to target specific groups. Policy
development must be seen as a search for complementarities and synergies
between health financing and health assistance mechanisms
4. Political commitment is of key importance for nationwide strategies. The
strategy must integrate a wider arena than only the health sector, as caring
for the poor is more than a technical issue. Others ministries (e.g. social
welfare) may be involved.
5. Finally, there are no universal solutions, as the strategy depends and impact
on the whole institutional setup. It is important to know which conditions
made a policy possible, and how this policy changes its environment. It is
always the result of a sustained approach that allows adaptation over time in
response to experience and changing environment.
3.5 Main Steps In the Public Policy Process
There are four typical and main steps in the public policy process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

identifying a problem,
formulating a policy,
implementing the policy change, and
evaluating the result.

Each step is usually followed in the order listed to make sure that the process is
done correctly. In many cases, these "steps" are turned into a cycle, with each
step being repeated as changes occur; when a policy is evaluated, for example,
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it may reveal new problems that need to be addressed. In general, the public
policy process can be seen as the steps a government takes to act on behalf of
the public.
Though the terminology used to explain the policy process may differ, each step
in the process is focused on the same general purpose. The actual process itself
may also vary occasionally, depending on the policy in question. Despite these
differences, a look at the general steps most governments, or governmental
bodies, follow in most situations can provide insight into how the process
generally works.
3.5.1 Identifying the Problem
The first step in the public policy process is to outline the problem. This
involves not only recognizing that an issue exists, but also studying the problem
and its causes in detail. This stage involves determining how aware the public is
of the issue, deciding who will participate in fixing it, and considering what
means are available to accomplish a solution. Answers to such questions often
help policy makers gauge which policy changes, if any, are needed to address
the identified problem. The agenda — which problems are addressed — can be
set by the public, special interest groups, or government officials, among others.
3.5.2 Formulating a Policy to Resolve the Problem
After identifying and studying the problem, a new public policy may be
formulated or developed. This step is typically marked by discussion and debate
between government officials, interest groups, and individual citizens to
identify potential obstacles, to suggest alternative solutions, and to set clear
goals and list the steps that need to be taken to achieve them. This part of the
process can be difficult, and often compromises will be required before the
policy can be written. Once the policy is developed, the proper authorities must
agreed to it; a weaker policy may be more likely to pass, where a stronger one
that deals with the problem more directly might not have enough support to gain
approval.
3.5.3 Implementing the Policy Change
A new policy must be put into effect, which typically requires determining
which organizations or agencies will be responsible for carrying it out. This is
the third step of the public policy process, and one that can be difficult if the
people who are tasked with carrying out the policy are not committed to
complying with it. During the policy development step, compromises may have
been made to get the policy passed that those who are ultimately required to
help carry it out do not agree with; as such, they are unlikely to enforce it
effectively. Clear communication and coordination, as well as sufficient
funding, are also needed to make this step a success.
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3.5.4 Evaluating the Effect of the Policy Change
The final stage in the public policy process, known as evaluation, is typically
ongoing. This step usually involves a study of how effective the new policy has
been in addressing the original problem, which often leads to additional public
policy changes. It also includes reviewing funds and resources available to
ensure that the policy can be maintained. Historically, this step has not always
been treated as very important, but policy makers are increasingly finding ways
to make sure that the tools needed for evaluation are included in each step of the
public policy process.

4.0 Summary
The unit explained the concept of public policy, its objectives and steps required
for formulating policy. The various factors that influence policy formulation,
implementation and outcomes were also explored.
5.0 Conclusion
The purpose of government is to add value to the lives of the people it serves.
This is better achieved through good policy making. Policies should express and
embody society‘s needs and values. This is also achieved through the
comprehensive use of politics involving cooperation from groups outside the
government body.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
Explain the concept of policy. What are the steps required in formulating
policies? Identify the factors that influence policy formulation, implementation
and outcomes.
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1.0 Introduction
In this unit, the historical development of health care system in Nigeria is
discussed. It started with the role of traditional medicine which still continued to
play an important role in Nigeria. The World War II brought about provision of
modern health care to Nigeria and has been since. This unit also identifies
notable accomplishments in the expansion of medical education, the
improvement of public health care, the control of many contagious diseases and
disease vectors, and the provision of primary health care in many urban and
rural areas. It further recognized the large increase in vaccination against major
childhood diseases and a significant expansion of primary health care became
the cornerstones of the government's health policies since the 1980‘s.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will:
Trace the history of modern health care in Nigeria
Appreciate the role of traditional medicine in the country
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Identify the role of modern medicine and role of missionaries
3.0 Main Content
3.1 Background Information
Whereas traditional medicine continued to play an important role in Nigeria in
1990, the country made great strides in the provision of modern health care to
its population in the years since World War II, particularly in the period after
independence. Among the most notable accomplishments were the expansion of
medical education, the improvement of public health care, the control of many
contagious diseases and disease vectors, and the provision of primary health
care in many urban and rural areas. In the late 1980s, a large increase in
vaccination against major childhood diseases and a significant expansion of
primary health care became the cornerstones of the government's health
policies.
Nonetheless, many problems remained in 1990. Sharp disparities persisted in
the availability of medical facilities among the regions, rural and urban areas,
and socioeconomic classes. The severe economic stresses of the late 1980s had
serious impacts throughout the country on the availability of medical supplies,
drugs, equipment, and personnel. In the rapidly growing cities, inadequate
sanitation and water supply increased the threat of infectious disease, while
health care facilities were generally not able to keep pace with the rate of urban
population growth. There were several serious outbreaks of infectious diseases
during the 1980s, including cerebrospinal meningitis and yellow fever, for
which, especially in rural areas, treatment or preventive immunization was often
difficult to obtain. Chronic diseases, such as malaria and guinea worm,
continued to resist efforts to reduce their incidence in many areas. The presence
of acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) in Nigeria was confirmed by
1987 and appeared to be growing.
3.2 History of Modern Medical Services
Western medicine was not formally introduced into Nigeria until the 1860s,
when the Sacred Heart Hospital was established by Roman Catholic
missionaries in Abeokuta. Throughout the ensuing colonial period, the religious
missions played a major role in the supply of modern health care facilities in
Nigeria. The Roman Catholic missions predominated, accounting for about 40
percent of the total number of mission-based hospital beds by 1960. By that
time, mission hospitals somewhat exceeded government hospitals in number:
118 mission hospitals, compared with 101 government hospitals.
Mission-based facilities were concentrated in certain areas, depending on the
religious and other activities of the missions. Roman Catholic hospitals in
particular were concentrated in the southeastern and Midwestern areas. By 1954
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almost all the hospitals in the Midwestern part of the country were operated by
Roman Catholic missions. The next largest sponsors of mission hospitals were,
respectively, the Sudan United Mission, which concentrated on middle belt
areas, and the Sudan Interior Mission, which worked in the Islamic north.
Together they operated twenty-five hospitals or other facilities in the northern
half of the country. Many of the mission hospitals remained important
components of the health care network in the north in 1990.
The missions also played an important role in medical training and education,
providing training for nurses and paramedical personnel and sponsoring basic
education as well as advanced medical training, often in Europe, for many of
the first generation of Western-educated Nigerian doctors. In addition, the
general education provided by the missions for many Nigerians helped to lay
the groundwork for a wider distribution and acceptance of modern medical care.
The British colonial government began providing formal medical services with
the construction of several clinics and hospitals in Lagos, Calabar, and other
coastal trading centers in the 1870s. Unlike the missionary facilities, these were,
at least initially, solely for the use of Europeans. Services were later extended to
African employees of European concerns. Government hospitals and clinics
expanded to other areas of the country as European activity increased there. The
hospital in Jos, for example, was founded in 1912 after the initiation there of tin
mining.
World War I had a strong detrimental effect on medical services in Nigeria
because of the large number of medical personnel, both European and African,
who were pulled out to serve in Europe. After the war, medical facilities were
expanded substantially, and a number of government-sponsored schools for the
training of Nigerian medical assistants were established. Nigerian physicians,
even if trained in Europe, were, however, generally prohibited from practicing
in government hospitals unless they were serving African patients. This practice
led to protests and to frequent involvement by doctors and other medical
personnel in the nationalist movements of the period.
After World War II, partly in response to nationalist agitation, the colonial
government tried to extend modern health and education facilities to much of
the Nigerian population. A ten-year health development plan was announced in
1946. The University of Ibadan was founded in 1948; it included the country's
first full faculty of medicine and university hospital, still known as University
College Hospital. A number of nursing schools were established, as were two
schools of pharmacy; by 1960 there were sixty-five government nursing or
midwifery training schools. The 1946 health plan established the Ministry of
Health to coordinate health services throughout the country, including those
provided by the government, by private companies, and by the missions. The
plan also budgeted funds for hospitals and clinics, most of which were
concentrated in the main cities; little funding was allocated for rural health
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centers. There was also a strong imbalance between the appropriations of
facilities to southern areas, compared with those in the north.
By 1979 there were 562 general hospitals, supplemented by 16 maternity and/or
pediatric hospitals, 11 armed forces hospitals, 6 teaching hospitals, and 3 prison
hospitals. Altogether they accounted for about 44,600 hospital beds. In addition,
general health centers were estimated to total slightly less than 600; general
clinics 2,740; maternity homes 930; and maternal health centers 1,240.
Ownership of health establishments was divided among federal, state, and local
governments, and there were privately owned facilities. Whereas the great
majority of health establishments were government owned, there were a
growing number of private institutions through the 1980s. By 1985 there were
84 health establishments owned by the federal government (accounting for 13
percent of hospital beds); 3,023 owned by state governments (47 percent of
hospital beds); 6,331 owned by local governments (11 percent of hospital beds);
and 1,436 privately owned establishments (providing 14 percent of hospital
beds).
The problems of geographic maldistribution of medical facilities among the
regions and of the inadequacy of rural facilities persisted. By 1980 the ratios
were an estimated 3,800 people per hospital bed in the north (Borno, Kaduna,
Kano, Niger, and Sokoto states); 2,200 per bed in the middle belt (Bauchi,
Benue, Gongola, Kwara, and Plateau states); 1,300 per bed in the southeast
(Anambra, Cross River, Imo, and Rivers states); and 800 per bed in the
southwest (Bendel, Lagos, Ogun, Ondo, and Oyo states). There were also
significant disparities within each of the regions. For example, in 1980 there
were an estimated 2,600 people per physician in Lagos State, compared with
38,000 per physician in the much more rural Ondo State.
In a comparison of the distribution of hospitals between urban and rural areas in
1980, Dennis Ityavyar found that whereas approximately 80 percent of the
population of those states lived in rural regions, only 42 percent of hospitals
were located in those areas. The maldistribution of physicians was even more
marked because few trained doctors who had a choice wanted to live in rural
areas. Many of the doctors who did work in rural areas were there as part of
their required service in the National Youth Service Corps, established in 1973.
Few, however, remained in remote areas beyond their required term.
Hospitals were divided into general wards, which provided both outpatient and
inpatient care for a small fee, and amenity wards, which charged higher fees but
provided better conditions. The general wards were usually very crowded, and
there were long waits for registration as well as for treatment. Patients
frequently did not see a doctor, but only a nurse or other practitioner. Many
types of drugs were not available at the hospital pharmacy; those that were
available were usually dispensed without containers, meaning the patients had
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to provide their own. The inpatient wards were extremely crowded; beds were
in corridors and even consisted of mattresses on floors. Food was free for very
poor patients who had no one to provide for them. Most, however, had relatives
or friends present, who prepared or brought food and often stayed in the hospital
with the patient. By contrast, in the amenity wards available to wealthier or elite
patients, food and better care were provided, and drug availability was greater.
The highest level of the Nigerian elite frequently traveled abroad for medical
care, particularly when a serious medical problem existed.
In the early 1980s, because of shortages of fuel and spare parts, much expensive
medical equipment could not be operated. Currency devaluation and structural
adjustment beginning in 1986 exacerbated these conditions. Imported goods of
all types doubled or tripled in price and government and public health care
facilities were severely affected by rising costs, government budget cuts, and
materials shortages of the late 1980s. Partly as a result of these problems,
privately owned health care facilities became increasingly important in the late
1980s. The demand for modern medical care far outstripped its availability.
Medical personnel, drugs, and equipment were increasingly diverted to the
private sector as government hospitals deteriorated.
Government health policies increasingly had become an issue of policy debate
and public contention in the late 1980s. The issue emerged during the
Constituent Assembly held in 1989 to draft a proposed constitution. The
original draft reported by the assembly included a clause specifying that free
and adequate health care was to be available as a matter of right to all Nigerians
within certain categories. The categories included all children younger than
eighteen; all people sixty-five and older; and all those physically disabled or
handicapped. This provision was, however, deleted by the president and the
governing council when they reviewed the draft constitution.
3.3 Primary Health Care Policies
In August 1987, the Federal Government launched its Primary Health Care plan
(PHC), which President Ibrahim Babangida announced as the cornerstone of
health policy. Intended to affect the entire national population, its main stated
objectives included accelerated health care personnel development; improved
collection and monitoring of health data; ensured availability of essential drugs
in all areas of the country; implementation of an Expanded Programme on
Immunization (EPI); improved nutrition throughout the country; promotion of
health awareness; development of a national family health program; and
widespread promotion of oral rehydration therapy for treatment of diarrheal
disease in infants and children. Implementation of these programs was intended
to take place mainly through collaboration between the Ministry of Health and
participating local government councils, which received direct grants from the
federal government.
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Of these objectives, the EPI was the most concrete and probably made the
greatest progress initially. The immunization program focused on four major
childhood diseases: pertussis, diphtheria, measles, and polio, and tetanus and
tuberculosis. Its aim was to increase dramatically the proportion of immunized
children younger than two from about 20 percent to 50 percent initially, and to
90 percent by the end of 1990. Launched in March 1988, the program by
August 1989 was said to have been established in more than 300 of 449 LGAs.
Although the program was said to have made much progress, its goal of 90
percent coverage was probably excessively ambitious, especially in view of the
economic strains of structural adjustment that permeated the Nigerian economy
throughout the late 1980s.
The government's population control program also came partially under the
PHC. By the late 1980s, the official policy was strongly to encourage women to
have no more than four children, which would represent a substantial reduction
from the estimated fertility rate of almost seven children per woman in 1987.
No official sanctions were attached to the government's population policy, but
birth control information and contraceptive supplies were available in many
health facilities.
The federal government also sought to improve the availability of
pharmaceutical drugs. Foreign exchange had to be released for essential drug
imports, so the government attempted to encourage local drug manufacture;
because raw materials for local drug manufacture had to be imported, however,
costs were reduced only partially. For Nigeria both to limit its foreign exchange
expenditures and simultaneously to implement massive expansion in primary
health care, foreign assistance would probably be needed. Despite advances
against many infectious diseases, Nigeria's population continued through the
1980s to be subject to several major diseases, some of which occurred in acute
outbreaks causing hundreds or thousands of deaths, while others recurred
chronically, causing large-scale infection and debilitation. Among the former
were cerebrospinal meningitis, yellow fever, Lassa fever and, most recently,
AIDS; the latter included malaria, guinea worm, schistosomiasis (bilharzias),
and onchocerciasis (river blindness). Malnutrition and its attendant diseases also
continued to be a refractory problem among infants and children in many areas,
despite the nation's economic and agricultural advances.
Among the worst of the acute diseases was cerebrospinal meningitis, a
potentially fatal inflammation of the membranes of the brain and spinal cord,
which can recur in periodic epidemic outbreaks. Northern Nigeria is one of the
most heavily populated regions in what is considered the meningitis belt of
Africa, stretching from Senegal to Sudan and all areas having a long dry season
and low humidity between December and April. The disease plagued the
northern and middle belt areas in 1986 and 1989, generally appearing during the
cool, dry harmattan season when people spend more time indoors, promoting
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contagious spread. Paralysis, and often death, can occur within forty-eight hours
of the first symptoms.
In response to the outbreaks, the federal and state governments in 1989
attempted mass immunization in the affected regions. Authorities pointed,
however, to the difficulty of storing vaccines in the harsh conditions of northern
areas, many of which also had poor roads and inadequate medical facilities.
Beginning in November 1986 and for several months thereafter, a large
outbreak of yellow fever occurred in scattered areas. The most heavily affected
were the states of Oyo, Imo, Anambra, and Cross River in the south, Benue and
Niger in the middle belt, and Kaduna and Sokoto in the north. There were at
least several hundred deaths. Fourteen million doses of vaccine were distributed
with international assistance, and the outbreak was brought under control.
Lassa fever, a highly contagious and virulent viral disease, appeared
periodically in the 1980s in various areas. The disease was first identified in
1969 in the northeast Nigerian town of Lassa. It is believed that rats and other
rodents are reservoirs of the virus, and that transmission to humans can occur
through droppings or food contamination in and around homes. Mortality rates
can be high, and there is no known treatment.
The presence of AIDS in Nigeria was officially confirmed in 1987, considerably
later than its appearance and wide dispersion in much of East and Central
Africa. In March 1987, the minister of health announced that tests of a pool of
blood samples collected from high risk groups had turned up two confirmed
cases of AIDS, both HIV Type-1 strains. Subsequently, HIV-2, a somewhat less
virulent strain found mainly in West Africa, was also confirmed. In 1990 the
infection rate for either virus in Nigeria was thought to be below 1 percent of
the population.
Less dramatic than the acute infectious diseases but often equally destructive
were a host of chronic diseases that were serious and widespread but only
occasionally resulted in death. Of these the most common was malaria,
including cerebral malaria, which can be fatal. The guinea worm parasite, which
is spread through ingestion of contaminated water, is endemic in many rural
areas, causing recurring illness and occasionally permanently crippling its
victims. The World Health Organization (WHO) in 1987 estimated that there
were 3 million cases of guinea worm in Nigeria--about 2 percent of the world
total of 140 million cases- -making Nigeria the nation with the highest number
of guinea worm cases. In affected areas, guinea worm and related complications
were estimated to be the major cause of work and school absenteeism.
Virtually all affected states had campaigns under way to eradicate the disease
through education and provision of pure drinking water supplies to rural
villages. The government has set an ambitious target of full eradication by 1995,
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with extensive assistance from the Japanese government, Global 2000, and
numerous other international donors.
The parasitic diseases onchocerciasis and schistosomiasis, both associated with
bodies of water, were found in parts of Nigeria. Onchocerciasis is caused by
filarial worms transmitted by small black flies that typically live and breed near
rapidly flowing water. The worms can damage the eyes and optic nerve and can
cause blindness by young adulthood or later. In some villages near the Volta
River tributaries where the disease is endemic, up to 20 percent of adults older
than thirty are blind because of the disease. Most control efforts have focused
on a dual strategy of treating the sufferers and trying to eliminate the flies,
usually with insecticide sprays. The flies and the disease are most common in
the lowland savanna areas of the middle belt.
Schistosomiasis is caused by blood flukes, which use freshwater snails as an
intermediate host and invade humans when the larvae penetrate the skin of
people entering a pond, lake, or stream in which the snails live. Most often,
schistosomiasis results in chronic debilitation rather than acute illness.
4.0 Summary
In this unit, the historical development of health care system in Nigeria is
discussed. Role of traditional medicine played was studied. The World War II
however brought about provision of modern health care to Nigeria. Some of the
accomplishments during this era include: expansion of medical education,
improvement of public health care, the control of many contagious diseases and
disease vectors, and provision of primary health care in many urban and rural
areas. In addition, it recognized the large increase in vaccination against major
childhood diseases and a significant expansion of primary health care became
the cornerstones of the government's health policies since the 1980‘s.
5.0 Conclusion
The modern health care as we have it today started from the traditional. In view
of the different administrations in the country, different policies were
implemented in health care delivery. However, there is still a long way to go if
the future of the citizens is to be guaranteed.
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6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
(a) Briefly trace the history of modern health care in Nigeria. (b) Explain the
Primary Health Care Policies of Nigeria in the early 1980‘s
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1.0

Introduction

Although, this course is concern with ethics, community health
professional ethics, morality and other related concepts as well as regulatory
bodies. It would be difficult to discuss all of the above without first discussing
the Nigerian health system and community health practice.
Thus, this in unit we shall focus on the Nigerian health system, because this
will give us the required background knowledge to be able to discuss ethical
and non-ethical issues as well as regulating matters connected therewith. And in
considering the Nigerian health system we shall take a snap shot at the concept
of system, health system, history of health services in Nigeria, the levels of
health service delivery and finally the responsibilities of the various levels of
government in health service delivery.
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2.0 Objectives
At end of studying this unit the learner should be able to:
Define systems
Define health system
Narrate the history of health services in Nigeria
State the various levels of health service delivery
State the responsibilities of the various tiers of government
3.0

Main Content

3.1

Definition of System

According to Martin and Powell (1992) ―a system is a collection of
entities which are interrelated to each other and to their environment so they
form a whole‖.
While the Oxford Advanced Learner‘s Dictionary defined system as a group
things or systems working together as a whole.

of

From the two above definition you can see clearly that when we talking about
system, we are referring to several things working together in
unity under the
control of one entity for efficiency or optimization.
It also means different things doing different work but less than one entity or
whole for the successful functioning of that entity or whole. Thus in any system
there are always subsystems that are constantly interacting.
3.2

Health System

According to Adundu (2007) ―The health system is simply an amalgam of
various elements, part or subsystems that are interrelated interdependent, and
rely on each other‘s contribution for attainment of set health objective success
or failure in one part affects the entire system‖.
She went a step further to argue that a health system comprises of functionally
interrelated components that provide diverse health services to the people
through work performed by professional, and non-professional health workers
in the Community, and health facilities.
However, a health system can be defined as the various functional units and
elements within the Health sector that interact and interrelated to ensure the
efficiency of the health sector. We used the word health sector because for the
health system holistically speaking would involve other sectors.
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3.2.1 Subsystem of a Health System
Having dealt a little with health system, the next issue we want to consider in
this unit is what are the subsystems of a health system?
According to Adundu (2007) ―a Health System is made up of four broad
subsystems which are, the people and their health need as a subsystem, resource
subsystem, management subsystem, and services subsystem.‖
It is imperative to distinguish between a health service delivery system and
health system. In our opinion there is some confusion about a health care
service delivery system and a health system.
A health care service delivery system consists of the ministry of health and its
parastatal hospitals, clinics and health posts. This means these are the functional
subsystems that interact to ensure the efficiency of the health service delivery
system.
However, for the purposes of this unit a health system shall be said to consist of
the following subsystem which are; the households, the communities and
government. This is because for any health system to function effectively and
efficiently, the households where the family units exist; the communities and
the government must all put hands on deck by interacting and interrelating.
(i) Household subsystem: The household as a health subsystem consist of
all those activities and function undertaken by the household that
contribute to effective and efficient health services. These include;
personal hygiene, home management, environmental sanitation and
preventive services.
The household is an important subsystem, because an average child
spends about seven hours at school, at least 2-3 hours in a health facility
in case of any need for health services, while the rest 14-15 hours is spent
in the household.
(ii)

Community subsystem: Another subsystem within the health
system is the community subsystem and its contribution include;
mobilization, supervision, monitoring, provision of facilities and
policy formulation as well as implementation.

As Ibet-Iragunima (2006) rightly stated ―the down-up approach is an approach
that see primary health care as a health care that requires planning from the
community level or grass root to the local government, state and federal level its
planning, implementation and evaluation should come from the foundation or
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downward and flow upwards. Therefore, the approach should start from the
communities‖.
(i) Government subsystem: This consist of all those services and functions
undertaken by government at all levels with all its agencies and department to
ensure proper policy framework, promotion and evaluation, supervision and
technical support to the other two subsystem (household and Communities) to
ensure proper interact and interrelation within the health system entity.
3.3

History of Health Services in Nigeria

The next issue we shall discuss in this unit is the history of health services in
Nigeria. However, it is important to mention that what is referred to here is the
history of modern health services as Nigerian has its own traditional health
services before the advent of either trade across the Sahara desert and the
Atlantic Ocean; and the entry of missionary activities which stepped up modern
medical services in Nigeria.
According to Kale (2006) ―in the first phase of the pre-colonial era, all
Community had some form of organized social structure, an important
component of which was a health care system. Attention for the provision of
personal health care usually centred on individuals with expertise in preventive,
creative and rehabilitative medicine.‖
Although, there is no consensus as to the exact date health of services
commence in Nigeria. But most scholars hold the common denominator that it
was during the period of the trans-Atlantic Slave trade and Sahara Trade, and
the missionary exploit that modern health service was introduced into Nigeria
especially, the catholic mission in Abeokuta and subsequently the Army
medical corps.
From the above it is hoped you now know the brief history of health services in
Nigeria.
3.4

Levels of Health Service Delivery in Nigeria

The Nigeria health care system is divided into three levels. These are the
Primary level or system, Secondary level and Tertiary level. This classification
is synonymous with the three levels of government recognized in the 1999
constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria though nothing to be the extent
is expressly stated in the constitution.
Primary level of care:
This is the first level of health care service delivery in Nigeria the services
provided at this level of care which also regarded as the first level of contact
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with the Nigeria health system include, preventive, promotive, curative and
rehabilitative health services. It managed by the local government councils.
Secondary level of care:
The secondary level of care in Nigeria render secondary health services using
cottage Hospitals, Maternities, General Hospitals and state specialist hospitals.
It deals with complicated health conditions that are referred from the primary
level and is managed by the state government.
Tertiary level of care:
This is a level health care where specialized health services are rendered. It
handles very complicated cases or health conditions that require higher level of
specialization compared to those managed at the secondary health care level.
These services are rendered in the University Teaching Hospitals attached to
colleges of medical or health sciences of various Universities. They also
include; Orthopaedic Hospitals, Eye and Psychiatric Hospitals among others.
Although, in the recent past Federal Medical Centre are being run as tertiary
health institution, we strongly feel that the difference between services rendered
in these centres and the General Hospitals of the states have a very thin line
dividing them. Nevertheless, they are still regarded as tertiary health
institutions. It is managed by the federal government.
3.5 Roles of the various tiers of Government in Health Service Delivery.
The responsibilities of the various levels of government are not expressly
mentioned in any legislation especially the 1999 constitution. In fact, the
constitution is not only silent, but also deaf on the issue. And this has indeed
caused a lot of confusion as to who does what, how, when and where. Rightly
so of course some critical minded commentators have argued that, this is one of
the reasons for the inefficiency of the health system. As Erin so (2006) rightly
stated ―the roles and responsibilities of the various tiers are not clearly stated in
any enabling law or statute‖. However, some of the roles and responsibility of
the various levels of government in health include:
Federal government:
The roles/responsibilities of the federal government in health service delivery
include the following but limited to the following:
* Formulation of broad based health polices and strategies
* Management and supervision of all tertiary health institution
* Coordination of development partners
* Representation of the country at international health fora and forum
* Provision of technical and logistic assistance to states and local government,
and management of port health services
* Response to epidemic and endemic diseases.
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State government:
The role and responsibilities of the state government in terms of health care
services delivery include:
Formulation of state health policy based on peculiar health needs, but
with reference to existence federal policies
Implementation of federal government health policies
Management of secondary health institutions
Preparation of primary health care polices
Provision of technical, financial and logistics assistance to local
governments.
Response to state epidemics and endemic diseases.
Local government:
The role and responsibilities of the local government in terms health
services delivery include:
Formulation of primary health care implementation strategies
Provision of essential drugs and local logistic for the delivery of health
service
Management of primary health care facilities
Notification of epidemics
Training and recruitment of primary health care staff.
Implementation of immunization campaign and other child survival
strategies among others.
However, since there is not water tight compartmentalized of their roles
in any statute the federal government acting through the federal ministry
of health perform some state and local government roles vice versa the
states and local governments.
4.0

Conclusion
In this unit you have learned about system and health system. You have
also learned about the subsystem makes up a health system and the
difference between a health care delivery system and a health system.
Equally, you have learned about the history of health services in Nigeria,
the various levels of care and the role/responsibilities of the various tiers of
government.
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It is believed you should now be able to define a health system and
describe
its subsystem. You should also now be able to give a brief history of health
services in Nigeria and the nature of health care services delivered at the various
levels of health care service as well as the roles and responsibilities of the various
tiers of government.
5.0

Summary

This unit focused on the definition of system and health system as well as its
subsystem. It also considered the history of health services in Nigeria, the
various levels of health care and the role and responsibilities of the various tiers
of government in health service delivery.
6.0

Tutor Marked Assignment
(1) Define a health system in your own words and list its subsystem
.
(2) (a) What are the various levels of health care services in Nigeria
(b) State some of the role and responsibilities of the federal
government in health service delivery.
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1.0 Introduction
It is believed that the Nigerian public health care system just like any other
sector has failed in meeting the health care requirements of its citizens. Hence,
the provision of adequate health care services to the citizens of Nigeria has left
much to be desired. In spite of the current health sector reforms by the
government, the public health care system in Nigeria is still inefficient in all
ramifications. It is therefore argued that the problems facing the public health
care system in Nigeria could be traced to poor implementation of National
Health Policy as well as other health-related policies and programmes. Also, the
implementation of National Health Policy and the current reforms in the health
sector are therefore expected to address the perennial problems inflicting public
health care development in Nigeria. This unit examined the various challenges
facing the sector and the way out.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners:
Identify critical indices in Nigeria Health sector
Determine critical challenges confronting Nigeria Health system
Proffer effective solutions/recommendation to the challenges
3.0 Main Content
3.1 Health Policy Indices As At 2010
Fifty years after independence, Nigeria‘s health status indicators have remained
poor despite the country‘s wealth in natural and human resources and notable
achievements by Nigerians in every walk of life (including the health sector)
inside and outside the country. The National Strategic Health Development Plan
2009 t0 2013 (NSHDP) rehashes that ―the health status indicators for Nigeria
are among the worst in the world and that on the average, health status of the
population has declined, compared with the indicators of a decade earlier. Life
expectancy at birth has continued to drop and was reported to be 47years by the
2008 Nigerian Demographic Health Survey (NDHS) report, 6 years lower than
the 53years average for the least developed countries (LDC) while maternal
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mortality ratio was estimated at 545 per 100, 000 live births, one of the highest
rates in the world. This translates to 4 maternal deaths per hour, 90 per day, and
2,800 per month totaling about 34,000 deaths annually. The NSHDP further
highlights that one out of every 7 to 8 children dies before her/his first birthday
and one out of 6 before her/his 5th birthday. The prevalence of communicable
diseases remains unacceptably high with attendant high mortality while noncommunicable diseases (hypertension, diabetes, kidney failure, arthritis etc) are
on the increase especially among urban and well to do populations. The 2008
sero-prevalence survey reported an adult HIV/AIDS prevalence of 4.6%, so
Nigeria has about 3.5 million people living with HIV, one of the highest
numbers of infected people in the world. Nigeria has the fourth highest TB
burden in the world.
Besides general poor health status, Nigeria also has huge disparities in health
status between geopolitical regions and income groups. Infants and children
under 5 years are more likely to die in the northern region of the country than in
the southern region and under-5 mortality rate is 87 per 1,000 among the
wealthiest population and 219 per 1,000 amongst the poorest (DHS 2008).
The persistent poor health indices have raised concerns about Nigeria‘s ability
to achieve the millennium development goals (MDGS) by 2015. They also have
serious consequences for the economy, as a healthy workforce is needed to have
a vibrant economy. Unhealthy individual not only do not contribute to
productivity but also cannot take care of himself and his dependants; and he
may eventually become an economic and security burden to the society. These
and other social welfare challenges have contributed to Nigeria‘s poor human
development index ranking of 158 out of 182 countries in 2009 (UNDP HDR
2009).
3.2 Critical Challenges
There are numerous factors responsible for the poor health indices, but those
that require the most urgent attention, to reverse the current trend and get back
on track towards achieving the MDGs are highlighted below:
3.2.1 Weak primary health care system
The 2005 mapping of health facilities by the federal ministry of health (FMOH)
estimated that 85.5% of all health facilities in Nigeria are primary health
facilities. These are the facilities that are closest to the people and by policy,
should be able to provide the minimum ward package which include the cost
effective interventions for improving maternal and child health (immunization,
treatment of diarrhea diseases, antenatal care, deliveries, management of
malaria, TB and HIV/AIDS prevention and basic care etc). Unfortunately the
PHC system has been largely abandoned and is not able to provide quality
primary health care. Financing of the health sector is skewed in favour of the
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tertiary sector with the primary care level grossly underfunded and poorly
managed leading to decay of infrastructure, lack of necessary health
commodities and the right quantity and mix of staff. The problem is
compounded by the fact that the LGA which is the least funded tier of
government with the weakest management capacity and governance structures
is saddled the responsibility of funding and managing primary health care. All
these have resulted in lack of access to basic packages for a significant
proportion of the population especially the poor and rural dwellers.
3.2.2 Human resource (HR) for health challenges
Nigeria produces a huge number of health care workers every year, but despite
this production, most facilities especially the primary health care facilities have
huge inadequate number and mix of health care workers. Data from the HRH
strategic plan 2008 shows that 88% of the 26,361 doctors practicing in the
country work in hospitals, most of them (74%) in private hospitals, with only
about 12% in private or public sector PHC facilities. Migration outside and
within the country (health care workers are migrating outside the health sector),
poor motivation and differentials conditions of service contribute to the
shortages. Mal-distribution, poor skill mix and lack of performance
management lead to inefficiency in the use of existing staff. HR needs are not
matched with training plans leading to inadequacies in some staff cadres and
excess in some and eventual sub-optimal mixes.
3.2.3 Financing health care
The goal of a health financing system is to provide all people with access to
needed health services of sufficient quality and ensure that the use of these
services does not expose the user to financial hardship (universal coverage). Out
of pocket health expenditure (OOP) has been recognized to create access
barriers especially for the poor and has the potential of pushing households into
poverty or further into poverty and it is recommended that all countries move
away from OOP to be able to make progress towards universal coverage. WHO
reports that globally, 150 million individuals experience catastrophic
expenditure on health1 and 100million are pushed into poverty every year
(WHR 2010).
The WHO further posits that it is only when OOP falls to 15-20% of total health
expenditure that incidence of catastrophic health expenditure and improvement
falls to negligible proportions. OOP currently constitutes about 69% of total
health expenditure in Nigeria (NHA 2003-2005)!
As at 2010, Nigeria was not one of the 6 countries that had achieved the Abuja
declaration of 2001 by African heads of states to allocate at least 15% of the
total budget to health, despite being the host of the declaration! It is noteworthy
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that countries that have achieved this are smaller and poorer countries namely
Liberia, Malawi and Burkina Faso, Djibouti, Botswana and Rwanda!
Besides government and donors, non-traditional additional resource
mobilization means such as dedicated taxation for health and special funds have
not been fully explored and developed.
1 Expenditure on health more than 40% of income after deducting food
expenses
3.2.4 Weak and unclear governance structures
There are obvious weakness in the stewardship and governance of the sector as
demonstrated by the poor coordination of vertical health projects (by
programmes and donors), numerous and sometimes conflicting policies from
different programmes/departments/agencies, lack of clarity of roles and
responsibilities amongst key players and poor regulation of public and private
health services provision.
Weak planning, budgeting, information management, HR management and
logistics capacity is evident at all the levels especially the LGA level which is
expected to manage primary health care. Lack of proper planning and adequate
coordination of key players leads to wastes of resources through duplication of
efforts or application of resources towards non-priority issues.
Poor regulation of the private and inadequate private sector involvement in the
national health plan creates huge missed opportunities for tapping the enormous
resources within that sector to increase access. The Ghana health service,
partner‘s not-for-profit health facilities in rural areas to increase access to
Ghanaians, by deploying trained staff to these facilities. There is also a huge but
unregulated traditional medicine sector.
3.2.5 Provider focused rather than client focused health system
The Nigerian health system is more providers focused than client/customer
focused. The discussion is always about the availability of health facilities,
equipment, drugs and health care workers, with little attention to responsiveness
of the system to the needs and/or expectations of the consumers. There are no
systematic processes for assessing client needs and satisfaction with services,
ensuring patient‘s rights and responsibilities and addressing complaints. Quality
is mostly viewed from what is available in the health facility without recourse to
the clients who the health system should be centered on.
The emphasis on the supply side also reflects on the inadequate attention to
family and population focused interventions such as community based care,
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health awareness creation and other health promotion and prevention activities
that could have reduced the need for some of the expensive hospital based care.
3.2.6 Poor drug and medical commodities management
Procurement supply chain management of drugs and medical commodities has
improved in recent times, but a lot still needs to be done. Poor forecasting skills
in the public sector lead to either expiries or stock outs. Recent assessments of
the central medical store in Oshodi showed that most of the stores are in a
pathetic situation, some are not adequately cooled and drugs are often poorly
packed raising concerns about the integrity of these drugs by the time they leave
the store. Most of the state stores are worse off and a lot of LGAs don‘t have
functional medical stores. Vertical distribution leads to unnecessary duplication
and waste of resources. An example is HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis (TB) and family
planning commodities leaving same warehouse for same facility via 3 different
routes/vehicles because there is no coordinated distribution between the 3
disease programs, leading to unnecessary costs. In some cases, procured
commodities never make it to the facilities because there are no plans/funding
for distribution. Procurement of commodities for HIV/AIDS, TB and malaria is
still hugely donor, creating worries about sustainability and commodities
security moving forward.
It is important to note that most indigenous pharmaceutical companies are not
WHO pre-qualified, excluding them from the donor supported multi-billion
dollar HIV/AIDS, TB and malaria commodities procurement contracts that
could have grown the sector, created more jobs and contributed to GDP growth.
3.2.7 Weak information management
The health information system in Nigeria has remained very weak such that at
the LGA, state or federal level, it is difficult to find in any one place,
comprehensive information on health services, utilization and outcomes.
Vertical disease programmes house data specific to their programmes and data
is rarely aggregated across disease programmes except during report
preparation. Data transmission from facilities to the national level has mostly
been driven by donor requirements rather than a local need for information. As
a result, information flows upwards without people making use of it at the
different levels.
It is hard to get reliable information on non-donor funded programme areas.
The lack of reliable comprehensive health data makes it difficult to determine
priorities, plan and show evidence of what works and outcome of huge
investments in health. Data from Nigeria is occasionally missing in international
reports due to either data availability or reliability.
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3.3 Suggested Remedies
These myriad of problems requires a well thought out comprehensive approach
to reviving the health sector. The current prescriptions which look at one or two
of the problems will not achieve much besides short lived reliefs. Some key
ingredients of any effort to improve the sector are listed below
3.3.1Service delivery
Passage of the National Health Bill (which provides additional funding for
primary health care should be given the highest priority)
Primary Health Care should be the bedrock of Health Care delivery as the
most cost-effective, acceptable and affordable healthcare service to the
greatest number of Nigerians and should be taken as priority by all tiers of
government
Access to improved Maternal, Newborn and Child Health as strategy for
poverty reduction and national well-being
Minimum package for primary, secondary and tertiary facilities – minimum
infrastructure, staffing, equipment and services for each level
3.3.2Human resource for health
Review and roll out the national human resource for health policy – should
look at assessment of needs based on mandate, review of training needs and
package, review of recruitment and retention policies
Introduction of strict performance management - basis for salary increase
and incentives, disciplinary actions etc
3.3.3Health financing
Increase government allocation and expenditure to meet at the minimum, the
Abuja declaration of 15% of Annual budget
Improve transparency and accountability in the use of resources
Health insurance should be compulsory, with pooling of contributions across
different occupational, income and social groups
Introduce insurance schemes for the informal sector and rural dwellers and
introduce safety nets for the poor (e.g. equity funds from which their
insurance premium is covered)
Target additional resources through innovative financing schemes such as
dedicated tax e.g. tobacco and alcohol tax, foreign exchange or air flight tax
etc
The Legislators should ensure resources are made available for improved
health system performance and life expectancy
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3.3.4Governance
Capacity building for health planning, policy development, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation should be given a high priority by the political
parties
Management and leadership training for health managers
National planning commission to use national sect oral plans as basis for
negotiation with donors – donors should support national priorities and not
their own priorities
Clarify the legal frameworks for healthcare delivery, strengthen regulation
and ensure protection of consumers
Linkage with other sectors – education, women affairs, agriculture,
information etc
3.3.5Drugs and other commodities
Revamp the central medical store Oshodi as an emergency action and
establish regional stores
Develop a national PSM plan that amongst other things, identifies cost
effective mixes of public and private warehousing and distribution strategies
Scale up fight against fake drugs and reporting/management of adverse drug
reactions
Support WHO certification of local firms and remove all barriers to certified
local firms participating in procurement from agreement with donors e.g.
don‘t grant waivers for importation of commodities that are locally produced
3.3.6Information management
Develop national health M&E plan with national indicators, tools and
reporting platforms which all stakeholders including donors must agree to
Biannual health reports developed from NHMIS
Strengthen NHMIS to receive, warehouse and analyze on a routine basis,
comprehensive health data from facilities and states
Independent validation of data
3.3.7Provider focused rather than client focused health system
Enforce patients rights and responsibilities
Routine patient, household and community surveys to get consumer
perspective
Focus on health promotion and prevention activities
There should be sensitization and effective Health promotion
Community mobilization, education, engagement, and ownership for health
interventions should be improved.
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4.0 Summary
The unit focuses on challenges of health care delivery in Nigeria. They range
from human resource (HR) for health challenges to weak primary health care
system, poor financing health care and unclear governance structures which are
very weak among others. Necessary remedies that can lead to a reversal of the
current poor state of health are also enumerated and discussed.
5.0 Conclusion
Available statistics confirmed that about fifty years after independence,
Nigeria‘s health status indicators remained poor despite the country‘s wealth in
natural and human resources and notable achievements by Nigerians in every
walk of life (including the health sector) inside and outside the country. A lot of
problems confront the system which must be effectively addressed for the
health status of Nigerians to improve.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
Enumerate at least eight (8) the critical problems that militate against effective
health care delivery in Nigeria. What suggestions do you recommend for
improvement?
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Unit 11: RECORDS & REPORTS: DOCUMENTATION
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4.0 Summary
5.0 Conclusion
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1.0 Introduction
An effective health record shows the extent of the health problems‘ needs and
other factors that affect individuals their ability to provide care and what the
family believes. What has been done and what to be done now also can be
shown in the records. It also indicates the plans for future visits in order to help
the family member to meet the needs.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will:
· Enumerate purposes of records
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· Identify principles of record writing
· State the values and uses of records
· State types of records and how records can be filed
3.0 Main Content
3.1 Purposes of Records
Provides staff member, administrator, or any other members and not only
members of the health team with documentation of the services that have
been rendered and supply data that are essential for programme planning
and evaluation.
To provide the practitioner with data required for the application of
professional services for the improvement of family‘s health.
Records are tools of communication between health workers, the family,
and other development personnel.
Effective health records show the health problem in the family and other
factors that affect health. Thus, it is more than a standardized sheet or a
form.
A record indicates plans for future.
It provides baseline data to estimate the long-term changes related to
services.
3.2 Principles of Record Writing
Nurses should develop their own method of expression and form in
record writing.
Records should be written clearly, appropriately and legibly.
Records should contain facts based on observation, conversation and
action.
Select relevant facts and the recording should be neat, complete and
uniform
Records are valuable legal documents and so it should be handled
carefully, and accounted for.
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Records systems are essential for efficiency and uniformity of services.
Records should provide for periodic summary to determine progress and
to make future plans.
Records should be written immediately after an interview.
Records are confidential documents.
3.3 Values and Uses of Records
Record provides basic facts for services. Records show the health
condition as it is and as the patient and family accepts it.
Provides a basis for analyzing needs in terms of what has been done, what
is being done, what is to be done and the goals towards which means are to
be directed.
Provides a basis for short and long term planning.
It prevents duplication of services and helps follow up services
effectively.
Helps the nurse to evaluate the care and the teaching which she has given.
It helps the nurse organize her work in an orderly way and to make an
effective use of time.
It serves as a guide to professional growth.
It enables the nurse to judge the quality and quantity of work done.
Records help them to become aware of and to recognize their health
needs. A Record can be used as a teaching tool too.
Record serves as a guide for diagnosis, treatment and evaluation of
services.
It indicates progress
It may be used in research
The record helps identify families needing service and those prepared to
accept help.
It enables him to draw the nurse‘s attention towards any pertinent
observation he has made.
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The record helps the supervisor evaluate the services rendered, teaching
done and a person‘s actins and reactions.
It helps in the guidance of staff and students – when planned records are
utilized as an evaluation tool during conferences.
It helps the administrator assess the health assets and needs of the village
or area.
It helps in making studies for research, for legislative action and for
planning budget.
It is legal evidence of the services rendered by each worker.
It provides a justification for expenditure of funds
3.4 Types of Records
1) Cumulative or continuing records
This is found to be time saving, economical and also it is helpful to
review the total history of an individual and evaluate the progress of a
long period. (e.g.) child‘s record should provide space for newborn, infant
and preschool data.
The system of using one record for home and clinic services in which
home visits are recorded in blue and clinic visit in red ink helps
coordinate the services and saves the time.
2) Family records
The basic unit of service is the family. All records, which relate to
members of family, should be placed in a single family folder. This gives
the picture of the total services and helps to give effective, economic
service to the family as a whole.
Separate record forms may be needed for different types of service such
as TB, maternity etc. all such individual records which relate to members
of one family should be placed in a single family folder.
3.5 Filling of Records
Different systems may be adopted depending on the purposes of the records and
on the merits of a system. The records could be arranged
Alphabetically
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Numerically
Geographically and
With index cards
Registers
It provides indication of the total volume of service and type of cases seen.
Clerical assistance may be needed for this. Registers can be of varied types such
as immunization register, clinic attendance register, family planning register,
birth register and death register.
Reports
Reports can be compiled daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annually. Report
summarizes the services of the nurse and/ or the agency. Reports may be in the
form of an analysis of some aspect of a service. These are based on records and
registers and so it is relevant for the nurses to maintain the records regarding
their daily case load, service load and activities. Thus the data can be obtained
continuously and for a long period.
3.6 Purposes of Writing Reports
To show the kind and quantity of service rendered over to a specific
period.
To show the progress in reaching goals.
As an aid in studying health conditions.
As an aid in planning.
To interpret the services to the public and to other interested agencies.
In addition to the statistical reports, the nurse should write a narrative report
every month which provides as opportunity to present problems for
administrative considerations.
Maintaining records is time consuming, but they are of definite importance
today in the community health practice in solving its health problems.
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4.0 Summary
This unit focuses on the purposes of records, clearly identified the principles of
record writing and emphasized on the values and uses of records. Furthermore,
types of records and how records can be filed were also discussed.

5.0 Conclusion
Records and reports revels the essential aspects of service in such logical order
so that the new staff may be able to maintain continuity of service to
individuals, families and communities. Good record system also facilitates early
identification of areas of improvement both in the lives of the clients/customers
and also in the service process.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
a) Enumerate purposes of records (b) Identify principles of record writing ( c)
State the values and uses of records
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Unit 12: Health Care Executives Competencies & Vocabulary
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1.0 Introduction
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1.0 Introduction
Human resource is a key factor of production. Even if other factors are available
in the right quantity and quality, a defective human resource will destroy others.
Therefore this unit looks at the competencies required by health care executives.
It also examines some common terms that professionals must be conversant
with.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of the unit, learners will be able to:
Explain the usefulness of Competencies
Identify the core competencies of a health care executive
Explain basic terms and terminology in health
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3.0 Main content
3.1. Healthcare Executive Competencies Assessment Tool
Healthcare Executive Competencies Assessment Tool serves as an instrument to
assist healthcare executives in assessing their expertise in critical areas of
healthcare management.
It will help health care executives to identify their areas of strength as well as
areas they may wish to include in their personal development plan.
Healthcare Executive may choose to have their immediate supervisor use the
tool to assess them, and then compare results from own self-assessment with
perceptions of their supervisor. When it is used in such a manner, the
competency self-assessment can be a powerful tool in facilitating feedback
about gaps in skills necessary for optimizing performance.
Healthcare organizations also may choose to use this as an assessment tool to
better define the requirements of specific roles within the organization. Once
defined, the organization then can respond with a targeted training and
development plan for those roles. Certain tasks also may require teams with a
blend of strengths, and the self-assessment tool can be used to compose an ideal
skill mix among such teams.
Within the HLA Competency Directory, the competencies are categorized into
five critical domains: Communication and Relationship Management,
Leadership, Professionalism, Knowledge of the Healthcare Environment and
Business Skills and Knowledge. The definitions for the domains are as follows:
1. Communication and Relationship Management
The ability to communicate clearly and concisely with internal and external
customers, establishes and maintains relationships, and facilitates constructive
interactions with individuals and groups.
Communication and Relationship Management includes:
A. Relationship Management
B. Communication Skills
C. Facilitation and Negotiation
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2. Leadership
According to the Healthcare Leadership Alliance and the American College of
Healthcare Executives Communication and Relationship Management includes:
A. Leadership Skills and Behaviour
B. Organizational Climate and Culture
C. Communicating Vision
3. Professionalism
The ability to align personal and organizational conduct with ethical and
professional standards that include a responsibility to the patient and
community, a service orientation, and a commitment to lifelong learning and
improvement.
Professionalism includes:
A. Personal and Professional Accountability
B. Professional Development and Lifelong Learning
C. Contributions to the Community and Profession
4. Knowledge of the Healthcare Environment
The understanding of the healthcare system and the environment in which
healthcare managers and providers function.
Knowledge of the Healthcare Environment includes:
A. Healthcare Systems and Organizations
B. Healthcare Personnel
C. The Patient‘s Perspective
D. The Community and the Environment
5. Business Skills and Knowledge
The ability to apply business principles, including systems thinking, to the
healthcare environment.
Business Skills and Knowledge include:
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A. General Management
B. Financial Management
C. Human Resource Management
D. Organizational Dynamics and Governance
E. Strategic Planning and Marketing
F. Information Management
G. Risk Management
H. Quality Improvement
Healthcare executives should demonstrate competence in aspects of all five
domain areas. As you work your way through the self-assessment tool, we hope
you will find it valuable and that it helps you along the path of lifelong
professional education as you face the ongoing challenges of leadership. We
also hope you will share it with other healthcare executives, and we have made
it available as a
Glossary of Health Terms
health,
n a bodily state in which all parts are functioning properly. Also refers to the
normal functioning of a part of the body. A state of normal functional
equilibrium; homeostasis.
health assessment,
n an evaluation of the health status of an individual by performing a physical
examination after obtaining a health history. Various laboratory and functional
tests may also be ordered to confirm a clinical impression or to screen for
possible disease involvement.
health behavior,
n an action taken by a person to maintain, attain, or regain good health and to
prevent illness. Health behavior reflects a person's health beliefs.
health care clearing house,
n an entity used to process or aid in the processing of information; may also be
called a repricing company, billing service, community health information
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system, community health management information system, or ―value-added‖
switch or network.
health care operations,
n.pl the functions performed by a health care provider, health care plan, or
health care clearing house to conduct administrative and business management
activities.
health care professional,
n a person who by education, training, certification, or licensure is qualified to
and is engaged in providing health care.
health care provider,
n an individual who provides health services to health care consumers
(patients).
health education,
n an educational program directed to the general public that attempts to
improve, maintain, and safeguard the health care of the community.
health hazard,
n a danger to health resulting from exposure to environmental pollutants such as
asbestos or ionizing radiation, or to a lifestyle influence such as cigarette
smoking or chemical abuse.
health history,
n previously diagnosed physical or mental condition of an individual. Also
called
medical history.
health information,
n recorded information in any format (e.g., oral, written, or electronic) regarding
the physical or mental condition of an individual, health care provision, or
health care payment. See also
health information, individually identifiable,
n recorded information in any format (e.g., oral, written, or electronic) regarding
the physical or mental condition of an individual, health care provision, or
health care payment. It contains demographic information able to specifically
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distinguish an individual. In some cases, this information may not be considered
―protected.‖ See also health information, protected.
health information, protected (PHI),
n recorded information in any format (e.g., oral, written, or electronic) regarding
the physical or mental condition of an individual, health care provision, or
health care payment. It contains demographic information able to specifically
distinguish an individual. See also health information, individually identifiable.
health maintenance organization (HMO),
n a legal entity that accepts responsibility and financial risk for providing
specified services to a defined population during a defined period at a fixed
price. An organized system of health care delivery that provides comprehensive
care to enrollees through designated providers. Enrollees are generally assessed
a monthly payment for health care services and may be required to remain in the
program for a specified amount of time.
health, patient,
n the state of bodily soundness of the patient; the patient's absolute or relative
freedom from physical and mental disease.
health physics,
n the study of the effects of ionizing radiation on the body and the methods for
protecting people from the undesirable effects of radiation.
health policy,
n 1. a statement of a decision regarding a goal in health care and a plan for
achieving that goal; e.g., to prevent an epidemic, a program for inoculating a
population is developed and implemented.
n 2. a field of study and practice in which the priorities and values underlying
health resource allocation are determined.
health promotion,
n an educational program or effort directed at a targeted population to improve,
maintain, and safeguard the health of that segment of society. See also health
education.
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health resources,
n all materials, personnel, facilities, funds, and anything else that can be used
for providing health care and services.
health risk,
n a disease precursor associated with a higher than average morbidity or
mortality. The disease precursors may include demographic variables, certain
individual behaviors, familial and individual histories, and certain physiologic
changes.
health risk appraisal,
n a process of gathering, analyzing, and comparing an individual's prognostic
characteristics of health with a standard age group, thereby predicting the
likelihood that a person may develop prematurely a health problem associated
with a high morbidity and mortality rate.
Health Impact Assessment

Health impact assessments look at the effect on health of policies implemented
outside the health care
Information in this appendix includes excerpts from the following sources:
• Mindell et al. A Glossary for Health Impact Assessment, Journal of
Epidemiology and
Community Health 2003; 57(9): 647-651, BMJ Publishing Group Ltd. 2003
• Blau G and Mahoney M. The Positioning of Health Impact Assessment in
Local Government in Victoria,
Health Impact Assessment Unit, Deakin University, Australia, October 2005.
Health impact assessment has its roots in environmental impact assessment.
However, the scope of health impact assessment has broadened from this
traditional risk/environmental/health protection model to public health/health
promotion applications that can be applied to all activities that may have an
impact on human health.
It has long been recognised that health and its determinants are strongly
influenced by policies outside the health care sector, for example, transport,
regeneration projects and housing. In recent years several countries have
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introduced health impact assessment to ensure that potential effects on health
are taken into account. It involves identifying disbenefits and benefits to health,
interpreting health risk and potential health gain, and presenting this
information to aid decision-making.
Health impact assessment is a multidisciplinary activity that a consensus paper
published by the WHO Regional Office for Europe describes as “a combination
of procedures, methods and tools by which a policy, program or project may be
judged as to its potential effects on the health of a population, and the
distribution of those effects within the population”.

The Aim of Health Impact Assessment
All definitions of health impact assessment agree that the aim is to maximise the
health gain (and minimise the loss) that might result from a proposal, even when
the proposal does not have health improvement as its aim:
• Health impact assessment should be multidisciplinary, intersectoral and
participatory, and should include a focus on health inequalities.
• Both quantitative and qualitative evidence should be used.
• The main values underlying the conduct of health impact assessment are:
• sustainability
• the promotion of health
• participation
• democracy
• equity
• equality (of all stakeholders in the process, but in particular of the community
affected)
• the ethical use of evidence.
Health Inequalities Impact Assessment (HIIA)
This form of health impact assessment used in the UK aims at assessing impacts
of a proposal on the health and well-being of people in the community who
experience health and other inequalities in relation to age, sex, ethnic
background or socioeconomic status, to identify whether there is a differential
distribution of impacts.
The current consensus is that all health impact assessments should consider
inequalities and/or the distribution of potential health effects.
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Levels of Application
Health impact assessment can be applied to three main levels of proposal: a
policy, a programme, or a project:
• A policy represents the way in which government or an organisation seeks to
achieve the objectives it has set. Health impact assessment at this level can be
strategic, enabling health concerns to be incorporated early on and a global view
to be taken.
In some cases (taxation for example) there is no lower level at which health
impact assessment could be applied.
• A programme is a series of related activities that give effect to policy.
• A project is a component of a programme, and is a discrete activity often
undertaken at a specific location.
Health impact assessment at the programme and project levels allows health
impacts to be assessed that are specific to a particular locality or community. It
is more tactical, with aims relating to proposal modification and
implementation.

Comparison of Policy Options
Ideally a health impact assessment will compare all possible options that could
be under consideration. This gives policy makers the most explicit information
on the health consequences of their actions and increases the possibility of
integrated assessment.
Stages
Health impact assessment comprises six stages:
1. screening
2. scoping
3. appraisal or risk assessment
4. preparation of report and recommendations
5. submission of report and recommendations to decision makers
6. monitoring and evaluation.
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Needs Impact Based Planning Model

DETERMINE THE NEEDS
• Identify issues with greatest
impact on health using

EVALUATE IMPACT
• Evaluate impact of the
chosen strategies

Research

POTENTIAL & CURRENT
STRATEGIES
• Identify potentially feasible
interventions
• Estimate impact on the
identified issues

ACTION & ADVOCACY
• Implement
• Advocate for implementation
where appropriate

EVALUATE STRATEGIES
• Determine efficacy,
effectiveness, efficiency,
availability and appropriateness
of the strategies

Research

Research

DETERMINE PRIORITIES
• Rank the identified health issues on
the basis of the evaluation
• set targets for implementation
• identify barriers to implementation

Source: Needs/Impact Based Planning Committee. A Guide to Needs/Impact
Based Planning: Final Report to Ministry of Health. 1996.
4.0 Summary
In this unit, attempt was made to explain the usefulness of competencies in
health care. The various competencies that have been proved to be worth its
while were enumerated and discussed. In order to assist the health care
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professional, common day to day terms were identified and explained all
view a view to increasing their vocabulary.
5.0
Conclusi
on
Human resource is very vital to the success of any endeavour – health care
inclusive. The competence matrix in this unit will help professionals
to do a kind of self assessment to determine personal development plan
on one hand. It will also be useful in getting feedback from
subordinates or even superiors if applied as such.
6.0
Tutor
Assignment

Marked

(i) What are the core competencies required for a professional
health care executive?
(ii) Explain the concept of Health Impact Assessment.
7.0
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PHS 313 HEALTH MANAGEMENT II
Introduction
PHS 313: Health Management II is a first semester course work of two credit hours to be taken by
all students, in the BSc. Community Health programme in the School of Science & Technology.
The course consists of 15 units embracing the theory and principles of management. The course
guide tells you what the course is all about this course. It also contains other information such as
Tutor-marked Assignments / Questions. In the course of your studies, you will be exposed to some
tutorial classes.
Information concerning this will be communicated to you in due course.
Course Content
The course content consists of:
Overview of Management
Principles of Management
Principles of Scientific Management
Management Process – Functions I – (Planning)
Management Process – Functions II - Organizing
Human Resource Management
Performance Appraisal
Power and Delegation of Authority
Motivation
Leadership
People Related Issues in Management
Group Processes And Team Working
Effective Communication in the Workplace
Time Management
Total Quality Management
Course Aims
The aim of this course is to expose you to the principles and practices of management as a
prerequisite for effective utilization of resources to achieving desired result even in health care
delivery system.
The aims will be achieved by:
Explaining the principles, features, objectives and importance of management
Describing the various functions of management such as planning, organizing and staffing
Identifying and describing the role of leadership and motivation in achieving result through
people.
Explain the human resource function.
Describing the principle of time management and also acquire skills in effective time
management.
Objectives
At the end of this course, you should be able to:
Explain the definition and scope of management.
Identify and explain the functions of management.
Appreciate the importance of human resources functions in the process of management
Apply the principles of management in Community Health care
Demonstrate the importance of effective communication in management.
Acquire skills in effective time management
7

Explain the concept of Total Quality Management and apply the principles to work
situation.
Course Materials
Course Guide
Study Units
Text Books
Assignment Guide
Study Units
There are 15 units in this course, which should be studied carefully.
Unit 1: Overview of Management

10

Unit 2 – Principles of Management I

20

Unit 3 – Principles of Scientific Management

28

Unit 4 Management Process – Functions I (Planning)

36

Unit 5 Management Process – Functions II - Organizing

45

Unit 6 Human Resource Management

56

Unit 7 Performance Appraisal

68

Unit 8 - Power and Delegation of Authority

74

Unit 9 – Motivation

82

Unit 10 - Leadership

93

Unit 11 - People Related Issues in Management

104
122

Unit 12 - Group Processes and Team Working
Unit 13 - Effective Communication in the workplace

120

Unit 14 - Effective Time Management

127

Unit 15 - Total Quality Management

134

Each study unit will take at least three hours and consists of the introduction, objectives, main
content, exercise, conclusion, summary and references as well as tutor-marked question.
Assignments
You are expected to study the materials and do the exercises. Reference texts are produced at the
end of each unit for you to get additional information.
There are assignments at the end of each unit and you are expected to do all of them.
Assessment
Tutor-marked assignments
You are expected to apply what you have learnt in the contents of the study units to do them and
return to your tutor for grading.
Final Written Examination
There will be a written examination at the end of the course and it will attract 70%.
Summary
Course PHS 313 – Health Management II will expose you to the principles and practice of
management in Health Care.
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Module 1: Fundamentals of Management
Unit 1: Overview of Management
CONTENTS
1.0 Introduction
2.0 Objectives
3.0 Main Content
4.0 Conclusion
5.0 Summary
6.0 Tutor-Marked Assignment
7.0 References/Further Readings
1.0 Introduction
This unit introduces the subject management. It discusses the various definitions of management.
The unit further explains the features and levels of management. Finally, it discusses the objectives
and importance of management and concludes by differentiating between management and
administration.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will:
Define management
Identify the features of management
Enumerate and discuss the various levels of management
Appreciate the importance and the objectives of management
Distinguish between management and administration.
3.0 Main Content
3.1 What is Management?
Management is a universal phenomenon. It is a very popular and widely used term. All
organizations - business, political, cultural or social are involved in management because it is
management which helps and directs the various efforts towards a definite purpose. According to
Harold Koontz, ―Management is an art of getting things done through (and with) people in a
formally organized groups. It is an art of creating an environment in which people can perform as
individuals and can co-operate towards the attainment of group goals‖. According to F.W. Taylor,
―Management is an art of knowing what to do, when to do and see that it is done in the best and
cheapest way‖.
Management is a purposive activity. It is something that directs group efforts towards the
attainment of certain pre – determined goals. It is the process of working with and through others
to effectively achieve the goals of the organization, by efficiently using limited resources in the
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changing world. Of course, these goals may vary from one enterprise to another. E.g.: For one
enterprise it may be launching of new products by conducting market surveys and for other it may
be profit maximization by minimizing cost.
Management involves creating an internal environment: - It is the management which puts into use
the various factors of production. Therefore, it is the responsibility of management to create such
conditions which are conducive to maximum efforts so that people are able to perform their task
efficiently and effectively. It includes ensuring availability of raw materials, determination of
wages and salaries, formulation of rules and regulations etc.
Therefore, we can say that good management includes both being effective and efficient. Being
effective means doing the appropriate task i.e, fitting the square pegs in square holes and round
pegs in round holes. In other words, being effective means doing the right thing to achieve the
organisation‘s objective. On the other hand, being efficient means doing the task correctly, at the
least possible cost and with minimum wastage of resources.
Management has many definitions just as there are many managers. Sometimes, the definition you
give to management depends on the perspective from which you look at it. Thus, definition of
management has been broken into four categories as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Management
Management
Management
Management

as
as
as
as

a Process
an Activity
a Discipline
a Group

3.1.1 Management as a Process
As a process, management refers to a series of inter – related functions. It is the process by which
management creates, operates and directs purposive organization through systematic, coordinated
and co-operated human efforts, according to Prasad, M. ―Management is a distinct process
consisting of planning, organizing, motivating and controlling, performed to determine and
accomplish stated objective by the use of human beings and other resources‖. As a process,
management consists of three aspects:
Management is a social process – Since human factor is most important among the other
factors, therefore management is concerned with developing relationship among people. It is
the duty of management to make interaction between people – productive and useful for
obtaining organizational goals.
2. Management is an integrating process – Management undertakes the job of bringing together
human physical and financial resources so as to achieve organizational purpose. Therefore, is
an important function to bring harmony between various factors.
3. Management is a continuous process – It is a never ending process. It is concerned with
constantly identifying the problem and solving them by taking adequate steps. It is an on-going
process.
1.
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3.1.2 Management as an Activity
Like various other activities performed by human beings such as writing, playing, eating, cooking
etc, management is also an activity because a manager is one who accomplishes the objectives by
directing the efforts of others. According to Koontz, ―Management is what a manager does‖.
Management as an activity includes –
1. Informational activities – In the functioning of business enterprise, the manager constantly has
to receive and give information orally or in written. A communication link has to be
maintained with subordinates as well as superiors for effective functioning of an enterprise.
2. Decisional activities – Practically all types of managerial activities are based on one or the
other types of decisions. Therefore, managers are continuously involved in decisions of
different kinds since the decision made by one manager becomes the basis of action to be taken
by other managers. (E.g. Sales Manager is deciding the media and content of advertising).
3.
Inter-personal activities – Management involves achieving goals through people. Therefore,
managers have to interact with superiors as well as the sub-ordinates. They must maintain good
relations with them. The inter-personal activities include with the sub-ordinates and taking care
of the problem. (E.g. Bonuses to be given to the sub-ordinates).
3.1.3 Management as a Discipline
Management as a discipline refers to that branch of knowledge which is concerned with the study
of principles and practices of basic administration. It specifies certain code of conduct to be
followed by the manager and also various methods for managing resources efficiently.
Management as a discipline specifies certain code of conduct for managers and indicates various
methods of managing an enterprise. Management is a course of study which is now formally being
taught in various institutions and universities after completing a prescribed course or by obtaining
degree or diploma in management, a person can get employment as a manager.
Any branch of knowledge that fulfils following two requirements is known as discipline:
1. There must be scholars and thinkers who communicate relevant knowledge through
research and publications.
2. The knowledge should be formally imparted by education and training programmes.
Since management satisfies both these problems, therefore it qualifies to be a discipline. Though it
is comparatively a new discipline but it is growing at a faster pace.
3.1.4 Management as a Group
Management as a group refers to all those persons who perform the task of managing an enterprise.
When we say that management of ABC and Co. is good, we are referring to a group of people
those who are managing. Thus as a group technically speaking, management will include all
managers from chief executive to the first – line managers (lower-level managers). But in common
practice management includes only top management i.e. Chief Executive, Chairman, General
Manager, Board of Directors etc. In other words, those who are concerned with making strategic
decisions that determine the fate of the organization. These persons enjoy the authorities to use
20

resources to accomplish organizational objectives and also responsibility to for their efficient
utilization.
Management as a group may be looked at in 2 different ways:
1. All managers taken together.
2. Only the top management
The interpretation depends upon the context in which these terms are used. Broadly speaking, there
are 3 types of managers 1. Patrimonial / Family Manager: Those who have become managers by virtue of their being
owners or relatives of the owners of company.
2. Professional Managers: Those who have been appointed on account of their specialized
knowledge and degree.
3. Political Managers / Civil Servants: Those who manage public sector undertakings.
Managers have become a part of elite group of society as they enjoy higher standard of living in
the society.
3.2 Features of Management
Management is an activity concerned with guiding human and physical resources such that
organizational goals can be achieved. Nature of management can be highlighted as: 1.

Management is Goal-Oriented: The success of any management activity is accessed by its
achievement of the predetermined goals or objective. Management is a purposeful activity. It is
a tool which helps use of human and physical resources to fulfill the pre-determined goals. For
example, the goal of an enterprise is maximum consumer satisfaction by producing quality
goods and delivering them to customers at a price that gives the organization some profit. This
can be achieved by employing efficient persons and making better use of scarce resources.
2. Management integrates Human, Physical and Financial Resources: In an organization, human
beings work with non-human resources like machines. Materials, financial assets, buildings
etc. Management integrates human efforts to those resources. It brings harmony among the
human, physical and financial resources.
3. Management is Continuous: Management is an ongoing process. It involves continuous
handling of problems and issues. It is concerned with identifying the problem and taking
appropriate steps to solve it. E.g. the target of a company is maximum production. For
achieving this target various policies have to be framed but this is not the end. Marketing and
Advertising is also to be done. For this policies have to be again framed. Hence this is an
ongoing process.
4. Management is all Pervasive: Management is required in all types of organizations whether it
is political, social, cultural or business because it helps and directs various efforts towards a
definite purpose. Thus clubs, hospitals, political parties, colleges, hospitals, business firms all
require management. Whenever more than one person is engaged in working for a common
goal, management is necessary. Whether it is a small business firm which may be engaged in
trading or a large firm like Tata Iron and Steel, management is required everywhere
irrespective of size or type of activity.
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5. Management is a Group Activity: Management is very much less concerned with individual‘s
efforts. It is more concerned with groups. It involves the use of group effort to achieve
predetermined goal of management of XYZ and Co. is good refers to a group of persons
managing the enterprise.
3.3 Levels of Management
The term ―Levels of Management‘ refers to a line of demarcation between various managerial
positions in an organization. The number of levels in management increases when the size of the
business and work force increases and vice versa. The level of management determines a chain of
command, the amount of authority and status enjoyed by any managerial position. The levels of
management can be classified in three broad categories: 1. Top level / Administrative level
2. Middle level / Executory
3. Low level / Supervisory / Operative / First-line managers
Managers at all these levels perform different functions. The role of managers at all the three levels
is discussed below:

LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT
1. Top Level of Management
It consists of board of directors, chief executive or managing director. The top management
is the ultimate source of authority and it manages goals and policies for an enterprise. It
devotes more time on planning and coordinating functions.
The role of the top management can be summarized as follows –
a. Top management lays down the objectives and broad policies of the enterprise.
b. It issues necessary instructions for preparation of department budgets, procedures,
schedules etc.
c. It prepares strategic plans and policies for the enterprise.
d. It appoints the executive for middle level i.e. departmental managers.
e. It controls and coordinates the activities of all the departments.
f. It is also responsible for maintaining a contact with the outside world.
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g. It provides guidance and direction.
h. The top management is also responsible to the shareholders for the performance of the
enterprise.
2. Middle Level of Management
The branch managers and departmental managers constitute middle level. They are responsible
to the top management for the functioning of their department. They devote more time to
organizational and directional functions. In small organization, there is only one layer of
middle level of management but in big enterprises, there may be senior and junior middle level
management. Their role can be emphasized as –
a. They execute the plans of the organization in accordance with the policies and directives of
the top management.
b. They make plans for the sub-units of the organization.
c. They participate in employment and training of lower level management.
d. They interpret and explain policies from top level management to lower level.
e. They are responsible for coordinating the activities within the division or department.
f. It also sends important reports and other important data to top level management.
g. They evaluate performance of junior managers.
h. They are also responsible for inspiring lower level managers towards better performance.
3. Lower Level of Management
Lower level is also known as supervisory / operative level of management. It consists of
supervisors, foreman, section officers, superintendent etc. According to R.C. Davis,
―Supervisory management refers to those executives whose work has to be largely with
personal oversight and direction of operative employees‖. In other words, they are concerned
with direction and controlling function of management. Their activities include –
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.

Assigning of jobs and tasks to various workers.
They guide and instruct workers for day to day activities.
They are responsible for the quality as well as quantity of production.
They are also entrusted with the responsibility of maintaining good relation in the
organization.
They communicate workers problems, suggestions, and recommendatory appeals etc to the
higher level and higher level goals and objectives to the workers.
They help to solve the grievances of the workers.
They supervise and guide the sub-ordinates.
They are responsible for providing training to the workers.
They arrange necessary materials, machines, tools etc for getting the things done.
They prepare periodical reports about the performance of the workers.
They ensure discipline in the enterprise.
They motivate workers.
They are the image builders of the enterprise because they are in direct contact with the
workers.

3.4 Objectives of Management
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The main objectives of management are:
1. Getting Maximum Results with Minimum Efforts – The main objective of management is to
secure maximum outputs with minimum efforts and resources. Management is basically
concerned with thinking and utilizing human, material and financial resources in such a
manner that would result in best combination. This combination results in reduction of various
costs.
2. Increasing the Efficiency of factors of Production – Through proper utilization of various
factors of production, their efficiency can be increased to a great extent which can be obtained
by reducing spoilage, wastages and breakage of all kinds, this in turn leads to saving of time,
effort and money which is essential for the growth and prosperity of the enterprise.
3. Maximum Prosperity for Employer and Employees – Management ensures smooth and
coordinated functioning of the enterprise. This in turn helps in providing maximum benefits to
the employee in the shape of good working condition, suitable wage system, incentive plans on
the one hand and higher profits to the employer on the other hand.
4. Human betterment and Social Justice – Management serves as a tool for the upliftment as well
as betterment of the society. Through increased productivity and employment, management
ensures better standards of living for the society. It provides justice through its uniform
policies.
3.5 Importance of Management
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

It helps in Achieving Group Goals – It arranges the factors of production, assembles and
organizes the resources, integrates the resources in effective manner to achieve goals. It directs
group efforts towards achievement of pre-determined goals. By defining objective of
organization clearly there would be no wastage of time, money and effort. Management
converts disorganized resources of men, machines, money etc. into useful enterprise. These
resources are coordinated, directed and controlled in such a manner that enterprise work
towards attainment of goals.
Optimum Utilization of Resources – Management utilizes all the physical and human resources
productively. This leads to efficacy in management. Management provides maximum
utilization of scarce resources by selecting its best possible alternate use in industry from out of
various uses. It makes use of experts, professional and these services leads to use of their skills,
knowledge, and proper utilization and avoids wastage. If employees and machines are
producing at their maximum ability and capacity, there is no under employment of any
resources.
Reduces Costs – It gets maximum results through minimum input by proper planning and by
using minimum input and getting maximum output. Management uses physical, human and
financial resources in such a manner which results in best combination. This helps in cost
reduction.
Establishes Sound Organization – No overlapping of efforts (smooth and coordinated
functions). To establish sound organizational structure is one of the objective of management
which is in tune with objective of organization and for fulfillment of this, it establishes
effective authority and responsibility relationship i.e. who is accountable to whom, who can
give instructions to whom, who are superiors and who are subordinates. Management fills up
various positions with right persons, having right skills, training and qualification. All jobs
should be clear to everyone.
Establishes Equilibrium – It enables the organization to survive in changing environment. It
keeps in touch with the changing environment. With the change is external environment, the
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initial co-ordination of organization must be changed. So it adapts organization to changing
demand of market / changing needs of societies. It is responsible for growth and survival of
organization.
6. Essentials for Prosperity of Society – Efficient management leads to better economical
production which helps in turn to increase the welfare of people. Good management makes a
difficult task easier by avoiding wastage of scarce resource. It improves standard of living. It
increases the profit which is beneficial to business and society will get maximum output at
minimum cost by creating employment opportunities which generate income in hands.
Organization comes with new products and researches beneficial for society.
3.6 Management and Administration
According to Katz, R. L. ―Administration means overall determination
objectives, the identification of general purposes and laying down
projects‖. It refers to the activities of higher level. It lays down basic
According to Koonz, H., ―Administration means guidance, leadership
the groups towards some common goals‖.

of policies, setting of major
of broad programmes and
principles of the enterprise.
and control of the efforts of

Whereas, management involves conceiving, initiating and bringing together the various elements;
coordinating, actuating, integrating the diverse organizational components while sustaining the
viability of the organization towards some pre-determined goals. In other words, it is an art of
getting things done through and with people in formally organized groups.
The difference
categories:

between Management

and Administration

can be summarized

under 2

1. Functions
2. Usage / Applicability
On the Basis of Functions: Basis

Management

Administration

Meaning

Management is an art of getting things done It is concerned with formulation of
through others by directing their efforts broad objectives, plans and policies.
towards achievement of pre-determined goals.

Nature

Management is an executing function.

Administration is
making function.

Process

Management decides who should do it and
how should he do it.

Administration decides what is to
be done and when it is to be done.

Function

Management is a doing function because Administration
is a thinking
managers
get work
done
under
their function because plans and policies
supervision.
are determined under it.
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a

decision-

Skills

Technical and Human skills

Conceptual and Human skills

Level

Middle and lower level function

Top level function

On the Basis of Usage: Basis

Management

Administration

Applicability

It is applicable to business concerns
i.e. profit-making organization.

It is applicable to non-business concerns
i.e. clubs, schools, hospitals, government
ministries and departments, etc.

Influence

The
management
decisions
are The administration is influenced by
influenced by the values, opinions, public opinion, govt. policies, religious
beliefs
and
decisions
of the organizations, customs etc.
managers.

Status

Management
constitutes
the
employees of the organization who
are paid remuneration (in the form of
salaries and wages).

Administration represents owners of the
enterprise who earn return on their
capital invested and profits in the form of
dividend.

Practically, there is no difference between management and administration. Every manager is
concerned with both – administrative management function and operative management function as
shown in the figure. However, the managers who are higher up in the hierarchy devote more time
on administrative function and the lower level devote more time on directing and controlling
worker‘s performance i.e. management.

The Figure above clearly shows the degree of administration and management performed by the
different levels of management
4.0 Summary
The subject management was introduced in this unit. Consequently, various definitions such as
management being a process, an activity, a discipline among others were given. The features of
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management such as: goal orientation and being continuous were considered. Three levels of
management were identified and discussed. The unit highlighted the objectives and significance of
management. It concluded by distinguishing between management and administration using
meaning, nature, process, function, skills and levels as basis of comparison.
5.0 Conclusion
The following conclusions are drawn from the unit:
Management is a universal phenomenon applicable in every facet of human endeavour – business,
politics, culture, social among others. Management is also a purposeful activity because it directs
group efforts toward achieving a pre-determined goals. Furthermore that management exits at all
levels – top, middle and lower levels. It is also concerned with harnessing human and physical
resources to facilitate achievement of organizational goals. Therefore, management is a skill that
all managers must acquire to be efficient and effective.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
Discuss the features, objectives and significance of management.
Management and administration mean the same thing – True or False? Justify your stand
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Unit 2 – Principles of Management

I
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1.0 Introduction
Unit 2 focuses on the underlining principles upon which management rests. It will examine the 14
principles of management as described by Henri Fayol. It will discuss the features and importance
of the principles.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of the unit, learners will:
Explain the meaning of principle
Identify the 14 principles of management as discussed by Henri Fayol
Enumerate and discuss the features of the principles of management
Discuss the importance of principles of management
3.0 Main Content
3.1 Meaning of Principle
A principle refers to a fundamental truth. It establishes cause and effect relationship between two
or more variables under given situation. They serve as a guide to thought and actions. Therefore,
management principles are the statements of fundamental truth based on logic which provides
guidelines for managerial decision making and actions. These principles are derived: a. From observation and analysis i.e. practical experience of managers.
b. By conducting experimental studies.
3.1. Henry Fayol 14 Principles of Management
The following are the 14 Principles of Management described by Henry Fayol.
1. Division of Labor
a. Henry Fayol has stressed on the specialization of jobs.
b. He recommended that work of all kinds must be divided and subdivided and allotted to
various persons according to their expertise in a particular area.
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c. Subdivision of work makes it simpler and results in efficiency.
d. It also helps the individual in acquiring speed, accuracy in his performance.
e. Specialization leads to efficiency and economy in spheres of business.
2. Party of Authority and Responsibility
a. Authority and responsibility are co-existing.
b. If authority is given to a person, he should also be made responsible, for some specific
tasks.
c. In a same way, if anyone is made responsible for any job, he should also be given the
auhority to enable him discharge the responsibility (i.e. to do the job).
d. Authority refers to the right of superiors to get exactness from their sub-ordinates whereas
responsibility means obligation for the performance of the job assigned.
e. There should be a balance between the two i.e. they must go hand in hand.
f. Authority without responsibility leads to irresponsible behavior whereas responsibility
without authority makes the person ineffective.
3. Principle of One Boss
a. A sub-ordinate should receive orders and be accountable to one and only one boss at a
time.
b. In other words, a sub-ordinate should not receive instructions from more than one
person because –
-

It undermines authority
Weakens discipline
Divides loyalty
Creates confusion
Delays and chaos
Escaping responsibilities
Duplication of work
Overlapping of efforts

And as the saying goes ― a man who serves two masters at a time will certainly love
one and hate the other or satisfy one and dissatisfy the other‖
c. Therefore, dual sub-ordination should be avoided unless and until it is absolutely
essential.
d. Unity of command provides the enterprise a disciplined, stable and orderly existence.
e. It creates harmonious relationship between superiors and sub-ordinates.
4. Unity of Direction
a. Fayol advocates one head one plan which means that there should be one plan for a group
of activities having similar objectives.
b. Related activities should be grouped together. There should be one plan of action for them
and they should be under the charge of a particular manager.
c. According to this principle, efforts of all the members of the organization should be
directed towards common goal.
d. Without unity of direction, unity of action cannot be achieved.
e. In fact, unity of command is not possible without unity of direction.
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Basis

Unity of command

Meaning

It implies that a sub-ordinate should It means one head, one plan for a group
receive orders and instructions from only of activities having similar objectives.
one boss.

Nature

It is related
personnel‘s.

Necessity

It is necessary for fixing responsibility of
each subordinates.

It is necessary for sound organization.

Advantage

It avoids conflicts, confusion and chaos.

It avoids duplication of efforts and
wastage of resources.

Result

It leads to better superior sub-ordinate
relationship.

It leads to smooth running of the
enterprise.

to the

Unity of direction

functioning

of

It is related to the functioning of
departments, or organization as a whole.

Therefore it is obvious that they are different from each other but they are dependent on each other
i.e. unity of direction is a pre-requisite for unity of command. But it does not automatically come
from the unity of direction.
5. Equity
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Equity means combination of fairness, kindness and justice.
The employees should be treated with kindness and equity if devotion is expected of them.
It implies that managers should be fair and impartial while dealing with the subordinates.
They should give similar treatment to people of similar position.
They should not discriminate with respect to age, caste, sex, religion, relation etc.
Equity is essential to create and maintain cordial relations between the managers and subordinate.
g. But equity does not mean total absence of harshness.
h. Fayol was of opinion that, ―at times force and harshness might become necessary for the sake
of equity‖.
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Order
a. This principle is concerned with proper and systematic arrangement of things and people.
b. Arrangement of things is called material order and placement of people is called social order.
c. Material order- There should be safe, appropriate and specific place for every article and every
place to be effectively used for specific activity and commodity.
d. Social order- Selection and appointment of most suitable person on the suitable job. There
should be a specific place for every one and everyone should have a specific place so that they
can easily be contacted whenever need arises.
6. Discipline
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

According to Fayol, ―Discipline means sincerity, obedience, respect of authority and
observance of rules and regulations of the enterprise‖.
This principle implies that subordinate should respect their superiors and obey their order.
It is an important requisite for smooth running of the enterprise.
Discipline is not only required on the path of subordinates but also on the part of management.
Discipline can be enforced if –

- There are good superiors at all levels.
- There are clear and fair agreements with workers.
- Sanctions (punishments) are judiciously applied.
7. Initiative
a. Workers should be encouraged to take initiative in the work assigned to them.
b. It means eagerness to initiate actions without being asked to do so.
c. Fayol advised that management should provide opportunity to its employees to suggest
ideas, experiences and new method of work.
d. It helps in developing an atmosphere of trust and understanding.
e. People then enjoy working in the organization because it adds to their zeal and energy.
f. To suggest improvement in formulation and implementation of place.
g. They can be encouraged with the help of monetary and non-monetary incentives.
8. Fair Remuneration
a. The quantum and method of remuneration to be paid to the workers should be fair,
reasonable, satisfactory and rewarding of the efforts.
b. As far as possible it should accord satisfaction to both employer and the employees.
c. Wages should be determined on the basis of cost of living, work assigned, financial
position of the business, wage rate prevailing etc.
d. Logical and appropriate wage rates and methods of their payment reduce tension and
differences between workers and management creates harmonious relationship and
pleasing atmosphere of work.
e. Fayol also recommended provision of other benefits such as free education, medical and
residential facilities to workers.
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9. Stability of Tenure
a.
b.

c.

d.
e.

Fayol emphasized that employees should not be moved frequently from one job position to
another i.e. the period of service in a job should be fixed.
Therefore employees should be appointed after keeping in view principles of recruitment
and selection but once they are appointed their services should be kept unless there is any
serious problem against the policy of the organization.
According to Fayol. ―Time is required for an employee to get used to a new work and
succeed to doing it well but if he is removed before that he will not be able to render
worthwhile services‖.
As a result, the time, effort and money spent on training the worker will go waste.
Stability of job creates team spirit and a sense of belongingness among workers which
ultimately increases the quality as well as quantity of work.

10. Scalar Chain
a. Fayol defines scalar chain as ‘The chain of superiors ranging from the ultimate authority to
the lowest‖.
b. Every orders, instructions, messages, requests, explanation etc. has to pass through Scalar
chain.
c. But, for the sake of convenience and urgency, this path can be cut shirt and this short cut is
known as Gang Plank.
d. A Gang Plank is a temporary arrangement between two different points to facilitate quick
and
easy
communication
as
explained
below:

In the figure given, if D has to communicate with G he will first send the communication
upwards with the help of C, B to A and then downwards with the help of E and F to G
which will take quite some time and by that time, it may not be worth-while therefore a
gang plank has been developed between the two.
e. Gang Plank clarifies that management principles are not rigid rather they are very flexible.
They can be moulded and modified as per the requirements of situations
11. Sub-Ordination of Individual Interest to General Interest
a.

An organization is much bigger than the individual it constitutes therefore interest of the
undertaking should prevail in all circumstances.
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b.

As far as possible, reconciliation should be achieved between individual and group
interests.
c. But in case of conflict, individual must sacrifice for bigger interests.
d. In order to achieve this attitude, it is essential that –
- Employees should be honest and sincere.
- Proper and regular supervision of work.
- Reconciliation of mutual differences and clashes by mutual agreement. For
example, for change of location of plant, for change of profit sharing ratio, etc.

12. Espirit De‘ Corps (can be achieved through unity of command)
a.

It refers to team spirit i.e. harmony in the work groups and mutual understanding among
the members.
b. Spirit De‘ Corps inspires workers to work harder.
c. Fayol cautioned the managers against dividing the employees into competing groups
because it might damage the moral of the workers and interest of the undertaking in the
long run.
d. To inculcate Espirit De‘ Corps following steps should be undertaken –
There should be proper co-ordination of work at all levels
Subordinates should be encouraged to develop informal relations among themselves.
Efforts should be made to create enthusiasm and keenness among subordinates so that they
can work to the maximum ability.
Efficient employees should be rewarded and those who are not up to the mark should be
given a chance to improve their performance.
Subordinates should be made conscious of that whatever they are doing is of great
importance to the business and society.
e.

He also cautioned against the use of British pattern of communication to the subordinates
i.e. face to face communication should be developed. The managers should infuse team
spirit and belongingness. There should be no place for misunderstanding. People then enjoy
working in the organization and offer their best towards the organization.

13. Centralization and De-Centralization
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Centralization means concentration of authority at the top level. In other words,
centralization is a situation in which top management retains most of the decision making
authority.
Decentralization means disposal of decision making authority to all the levels of the
organization. In other words, sharing authority downwards is decentralization.
According to Fayol, ―Degree of centralization or decentralization depends on no. of factors
like size of business, experience of superiors, dependability and ability of subordinates etc.
Anything which increases the role of subordinate is decentralization and anything which
decreases it is centralization.
Fayol suggested that absolute centralization or decentralization is not feasible. An
organization should strike to achieve a lot between the two.
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3.2 Features of Principles of Management
1. Principles of Management are Universal
Management principles are applicable to all kinds of organizations – business and non
business.
b. They are applicable to all levels of management
c. Every organization must make best possible use by the use of management principles.
d. Therefore, they are universal or all pervasive.
a.

2. Principles of Management are Flexible
a. Management principles are dynamic guidelines and not static rules.
b. There is sufficient room for managerial discretion i.e. they can be modified as per the
requirements of the situation.
c. Modification and improvement is a continuous phenomenon in case of principles of
management.
3. Principles of Management have a Cause and Effect Relationship
a. Principles of management indicate cause and effect relationship between related variables.
b. They indicate what will be the consequence or result of certain actions. Therefore, if one is
known, the other can be traced.
4. Principles of Management - Aims at Influencing Human Behavior
a. Human behavior is complex and unpredictable.
b. Management principles are directed towards regulating human behavior so that people can
give their best to the organization.
c. Management is concerned with integrating efforts and harmonizing them towards a goal.
d. But in certain situations even these principles fail to understand human behavior.
5. Principles of Management are of Equal Importance
a. All management principles are equally important.
b. No particular principle has greater importance than the other.
c. They are all required together for the achievement of organizational goals.
3.3 Importance of Management Principles
Following are the main importance of the Principles of Management.
Improves Understanding – From the knowledge of principles managers get indication on
how to manage an organization. The principles enable managers to decide what should be
done to accomplish given tasks and to handle situations which may arise in management.
These principles make managers more efficient.
2. Direction for Training of Managers – Principles of management provide understanding of
management process what managers would do to accomplish what. Thus, these are helpful
1.
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in identifying the areas of management in which existing and future managers should be
trained.
3. Role of Management – Management principles makes the role of managers concrete.
Therefore these principles act as ready reference to the managers to check whether their
decisions are appropriate. Besides these principles define managerial activities in practical
terms. They tell what a manager is expected to do in specific situation.
4. Guide to Research in Management – The body of management principles indicate lines
along which research should be undertaken to make management practical and more
effective. The principles guide managers in decision making and action. The researchers
can examine whether the guidelines are useful or not. Anything which makes management
research more exact and pointed will help improve management practice.
4.0 Summary
The second unit discussed the principles that form the foundation of management. Henry Fayol
generated 14 of such principles which include: division of labour, unity of direction, unity of
command, equity, order, discipline, initiative, scalar chain among others. Each of these was fully
explained in the unit. The features of the principles which include its being universal, flexibility,
cause and effect relationship and influencing human behavior were identified.. knowing these
principles are considered to be important because it improves understanding, gives direction for
training of managers and also guides research in management.
5.0 Conclusion
A principle refers to a fundamental truth that establishes cause and effect relationship between two
or more variables under given situations. Hence, management principles are statements of
fundamental truth which guide management in decision making and should be imbibed by
managers to be successful.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
Identify and discuss the principles of management as proposed by Henry Fayol.
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1.0 Introduction
This unit examines the contribution of one the fathers of management most especially the
Scientific Management as demonstrated by F. W. Taylor.
Fredrick Winslow Taylor ( March 20, 1856 - March 21, 1915) commonly known as ‘Father of
Scientific Management‘ started his career as an operator and rose to the position of chief engineer.
He conducted various experiments during this process which forms the basis of scientific
management. It implies application of scientific principles for studying and identifying
management problems.
According to Taylor, ―Scientific Management is an art of knowing exactly what you want your
men to do and seeing that they do it in the best and cheapest way‖. In Taylor‘s view, if a work is
analysed scientifically it will be possible to find one best way to do it.
Hence scientific management is a thoughtful, organized, dual approach towards the job of
management against hit or miss or Rule of Thumb.
According to Drucker, ―The cost of scientific management is the organized study of work,
the analysis of work into simplest element and systematic management of worker‘s
performance of each element‖.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will:
Understand the principles of scientific management
Discuss and apply the techniques of scientific management in their work
Do a constructive criticism of the work of W. F. Taylor
Compare the works of Henry Fayol and W. F. Taylor
3.0 Main content
3.1 Principles of Scientific Management
According to Hill, Charles W. L., the principles of Scientific Management as enumerated by
Taylor are as follows;
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1. Development of Science for each part of men‘s job (replacement of rule of thumb)
a. This principle suggests that work assigned to any employee should be observed, analyzed
with respect to each and every element and part and time involved in it.
b. This means replacement of odd rule of thumb by the use of method of enquiry,
investigation, data collection, analysis and framing of rules.
c. Under scientific management, decisions are made on the basis of facts and by the
application of scientific decisions.
2. Scientific Selection, Training and Development of Workers
a.
b.
c.
d.

There should be scientifically designed procedure for the selection of workers.
Physical, mental and other requirements should be specified for each and every job.
Workers should be selected and trained to make them fit for the job.
The management has to provide opportunities for development of workers having better
capabilities.
e. According to Taylor efforts should be made to develop each employee to his greatest level
and efficiency and prosperity.
3. Co-operation between Management and workers or Harmony not discord
a.
b.
c.
d.

Taylor believed in co-operation and not individualism.
It is only through co-operation that the goals of the enterprise can be achieved efficiently.
There should be no conflict between managers and workers.
Taylor believed that interest of employer and employees should be fully harmonized so as
to secure mutually understanding relations between them.

4. Division of Responsibility
a. This principle determines the concrete nature of roles to be played by different level of
managers and workers.
b. The management should assume the responsibility of planning the work whereas workers
should be concerned with execution of task.
c. Thus planning is to be separated from execution.
5. Mental Revolution
a. The workers and managers should have a complete change of outlook towards their mutual
relation and work effort.
b. It requires that management should create suitable working condition and solve all
problems scientifically.
c. Similarly workers should attend their jobs with utmost attention, devotion and carefulness.
They should not waste the resources of enterprise.
d. Handsome remuneration should be provided to workers to boost up their moral.
e. It will create a sense of belongingness among worker.
f. They will be disciplined, loyal and sincere in fulfilling the task assigned to them.
g. There will be more production and economical growth at a faster rate.
6. Maximum Prosperity for Employer and Employees
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a. The aim of scientific management is to see maximum prosperity for employer and
employees.
b. It is important only when there is opportunity for each worker to attain his highest
efficiency.
c. Maximum output and optimum utilization of resources will bring higher profits for the
employer and better wages for the workers.
d. There should be maximum output in place of restricted output.
e. Both managers and workers should be paid handsomely.
3.2 Techniques of Scientific Management
1. Time Study
a. It is a technique which enables the manager to ascertain standard time taken for performing
a specified job.
b. Every job or every part of it is studied in detail.
c. This technique is based on the study of an average worker having reasonable skill and
ability.
d. Average worker is selected and assigned the job and then with the help of a stop watch,
time is ascertained for performing that particular job.
e. Taylor maintained that Fair day‘s work should be determined through observations,
experiment and analysis by keeping in view an average worker.
Standard Time × Working Hours = Fair Day‘s Work
2. Motion Study
a. In this study, movement of body and limbs required to perform a job are closely observed.
b. In other words, it refers to the study of movement of an operator on machine involved in a
particular task.
c. The purpose of motion study is to eliminate useless motions and determine the bet way of
doing the job.
d. By undertaking motion study an attempt is made to know whether some elements of a job
can be eliminated combined or their sequence can be changed to achieve necessary rhythm.
e. Motion study increases the efficiency and productivity of workers by cutting down all
wasteful motions.
3. Functional Foremanship
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a. Taylor advocated functional foremanship for achieving ultimate specification.
b. This technique was developed to improve the quality of work as single supervisor may not
be an expert in all the aspects of the work.
c. Therefore workers are to be supervised by specialist foreman.
d. The scheme of functional foremanship is an extension of principle pf specialization at the
supervisory level.
e. Taylor advocated appointment of 8 foremen, 4 at the planning level and other 4 at
implementation level.
f. The names and function of these specialist foremen are: Instruction card clerk concerned with tagging down of instructions according to which
workers are required to perform their job
Time and cost clerk is concerned with setting a time table for doing a job and specifying
the material and labor cost involved in it.
Route clerk determines the route through which raw materials has to be passed.
Shop Disciplinarians are concerned with making rules and regulations to ensure discipline
in the organization.
Gang boss makes the arrangement of workers, machines, tools, workers etc.
Speed boss concerned with maintaining the speed and to remove delays in the production
process.
Repair boss concerned with maintenance of machine, tools and equipments.
Inspector is concerned with maintaining the quality of product.

4. Standardization
a. It implies the physical attitude of products should be such that it meets the requirements
and needs of customers.
b. Taylor advocated that tools and equipments as well as working conditions should be
standardized to achieve standard output from workers.
c. Standardization is a means of achieving economics of production.
d. It seeks to ensure that:
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The line of product is restricted to predetermined type, form, design, size, weight, quality,
etc .
There is manufacture of identical parts and components.
Quality and standards have been maintained.
Standard of performance are established for workers at all levels.
5. Differential Piece Wage Plan
a. This tech of wage payment is based on efficiency of worker.
b. The efficient workers are paid more wages than inefficient one.
c. On the other hand, those workers who produce less than standard no. of pieces are paid
wages at lower rate than prevailing rate i.e. worker is penalized for his inefficiency.
d. This system is a source of incentive to workers to improve their efficiency in order to get
more wages.
e. It also encourages inefficient workers to improve their performance and achieve their
standards.
f. It leads to mass production which minimizes cost and maximizes profits.
6. Other Techniques
a. Various other techniques have been developed to create orderly relationship between
management and workers and also to create better understanding on part of works.
b. Those include use of instruction cards, strict rules and regulations, graphs, slides, charts
etc, so as to increase efficiency of workers.
3.3 Criticism of Scientific Management
In the view of Angelo Kinicki and Brian K. Williams, ‗although it is accepted that the scientific
management enables the management to put resources to its best possible use and manner, yet it
has not been spared of severe criticism‘.
Workers Viewpoint
1. Unemployment – Workers feel that management reduces employment opportunities from them
through replacement of men by machines and by increasing human productivity less workers
are needed to do work leading to chucking out from their jobs.
2. Exploitation – Workers feel they are exploited as they are not given due share in increasing
profits which is due to their increased productivity. Wages do not rise in proportion as rise in
production. Wage payment creates uncertainty and insecurity (beyond a standard output, there
is no increase in wage rate).
3. Monotony – Due to excessive specialization the workers are not able to take initiative on their
own. Their status is reduced to being mere cogs in wheel. Jobs become dull. Workers loose
interest in jobs and derive little pleasure from work.
4. Weakening of Trade Union – Everything is fixed and predetermined by management. So it
leaves no room for trade unions to bargain as everything is standardized, standard output,
standard working conditions, standard time etc. This further weakens trade unions, creates a
rift between efficient and in efficient workers according to their wages.
5. Over speeding – the scientific management lays standard output, time so they have to rush up
and finish the work in time. These have adverse effect on health of workers. The workers speed
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up to that standard output, so scientific management drives the workers to rush towards output
and finish work in standard time.
Employer‘s Viewpoint
1. Expensive – Scientific management is a costly system and a huge investment is required in
establishment of planning dept., standardization, work study, training of workers. It may be
beyond reach of small firms. Heavy food investment leads to increase in overhead costs.
2. Time Consuming – Scientific management requires mental revision and complete
reorganizing of organization. A lot of time is required for work, study, standardization and
specialization. During this overhauling of organization, the work suffers.
3. Deterioration of Quality
3.4 Study of Fayol and Taylor
Both persons have contributed to development of science of management. The contribution of
these two pioneers in the field of science of management has been reviewed as ―The work of
Taylor and Fayol was, of course, especially complementary. They both realized that problem of
personnel and its management at all levels is the key to individual success. Both applied scientific
method to this problem that Taylor worked primarily from operative level, from bottom to upward,
while Fayol concentrated on managing director and work downwards, was merely a reflection of
their very different careers‖. They both differ from each other in following aspects: 1.

Taylor looked at management from supervisory viewpoint and tried to improve efficiency at
operating level. He moved upwards while formulating theory. On the other hand, Fayol
analyzed management from level of top management downward. Thus, Fayol could afford a
broader vision than Taylor.
2. Taylor called his philosophy ―Scientific Management‖ while Fayol described his approach as
―A general theory of administration‖.
3. Main aim of Taylor – to improve labor productivity and to eliminate all type of waste through
standardization of work and tools. Fayol attempted to develop a universal theory of
management and stressed upon need for teaching the theory of management.
4. Taylor focused his attention on fact by management and his principles are applicable on shop
floor. But Fayol concentrated on function of managers and on general principles of
management which could be equally applied in all.
Similarity - Both emphasized mutual co-operation between employment and employees.
Spheres of Human Activity
Fayol‘s theory is more widely applicable than that of Taylor, although Taylor‘s philosophy has
undergone a big change under the influence of modern development, but Fayol‘s principles of
management have stood the test of time and are still being accepted as the core of management
theory.
Psychologists View Point
According to Psychologists, Taylor's study had the following drawbacks: 41

1. Ignores human factors - Considers them as machines. Ignores human requirements, want
and aspirations.
2. Separation of Planning and Doing.
3. Dissatisfaction - Comparing performance with others.
4. No best way - Scientific management does not give one best way for solving problems.
Basis

Taylor

Human aspect

Taylor
disregards
human Fayol pays due regards on human
elements and there is more element. E.g. Principle of initiative,
stress
on
improving
men, Espirit De‘ Corps and Equity recognizes
materials and methods
a need for human relations

Status

Father
of
management

Efficiency
and
administration

Stressed on efficiency

Stressed on general administration

Approach

It has micro-approach because
it is restricted to factory only

It has macro-approach and discuses
general principles of management which
are applicable
in every field of
management.

These principles are restricted
to production activities

These are applicable in all kinds of
organization regarding their management
affairs

Scientific management

Administrative management

Scope
principles

Achievement

of

Fayol

scientific

Father of management principles

4.0 Summary
In this unit, the principles of scientific management were examined. These principles include:
development of science for each part of men‘s job, scientific selection, training and development
of workers, division of responsibility, mental revolution, maximum prosperity for employer and
employees. It also examined the techniques of scientific management to include: time and motion
study, functional foremanship, standardization, differential piece wage plan among others. A
critique of the scientific management from the viewpoint of employees and employers was also
given in addition to a comparison of the contributions of Fredrick Taylor and Henry Fayol.
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5.0 Conclusion
The scientific management gives a thoughtful, organized dual approach towards the job of
management as against hit or miss or Rule of Thumb approach. This therefore enables
management to put resources to its best possible use.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
i.
ii.

Discuss the principles and techniques of scientific management as proposed by W. F.
Taylor.
Critically examine the scientific management from both the employer and employees
viewpoints.
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Unit 4 Management Process – Functions I (Planning)
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1.0 Introduction
Management has been described as a social process involving responsibility for economical and
effective planning and regulation of operation of an enterprise in the fulfillment of given purposes.
It is a dynamic process consisting of various elements and activities. These activities are different
from operative functions like marketing, finance, purchase etc. Rather these activities are common
to each and every manger irrespective of his level or status.
Different experts have classified functions of management. According to George and Jerry,
―There are four fundamental functions of management i.e. planning, organizing, actuating and
controlling‖. According to Henry Fayol, ―To manage is to forecast and plan, to organize, to
command, and to control‖. Whereas Luther Gullick has given a keyword ‘POSDCORB‘ where P
stands for Planning, O for Organizing, S for Staffing, D for Directing, Co for Co-ordination, R for
reporting and B for Budgeting. But the most widely accepted are functions of management given
by KOONTZ and O‘DONNEL i.e. Planning, Organizing, Staffing, Directing and Controlling.
For theoretical purposes, it may be convenient to separate the function of management but
practically these functions are overlapping in nature i.e. they are highly inseparable. Each function
blends into the other and each affects the performance of others.

This unit will focus on Planning Function of Management
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2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will be able to:
Define and appreciate the ingredients of of planning
Identify the steps involved in effective planning
Define the characteristics of Planning
Enumerate the advantages and disadvantages of planning
External factors that hinder effective planning
3.0 Main content
3.1 What is planning?
It is the basic function of management. It deals with charting out a future course of action and
deciding in advance the most appropriate course of actions for achievement of pre-determined
goals. It is a preparatory step. It is a systematic activity which determines when, how and who is
going to perform a specific job. Planning is a detailed programme regarding future courses of
action. According to Koontz and O‘Donell, ―Planning is deciding in advance – what to do, when to
do and how to do. It bridges the gap from where we are and where we want to be. It makes
possible things to occur which would not otherwise occur It makes possible things to occur which
would not otherwise occur‖. According to Urwick, ―Planning is a mental predisposition to do
things in orderly way, to think before acting and to act in the light of facts rather than guesses‖.
Planning is deciding best alternative among others to perform different managerial functions in
order to achieve predetermined goals. A plan is a future course of actions. It is an exercise in
problem solving and decision making. Planning is determination of courses of action to achieve
desired goals. Thus, planning is a systematic thinking about ways and means for accomplishment
of pre-determined goals. Planning is necessary to ensure proper utilization of human and nonhuman resources. It is all pervasive, it is an intellectual activity and it also helps in avoiding
confusion, uncertainties, risks, wastages etc. Therefore planning takes into consideration available
and prospective human and physical resources of the organization so as to get effective coordination, contribution and perfect adjustment. It is the basic management function which
includes formulation of one or more detailed plans to achieve optimum balance of needs or
demands with the available resources.

3.2 Steps in Planning Function
Planning function of management involves the following steps:1. Establishment of objectives
a. Planning requires a systematic approach.
b. Planning starts with the setting of goals and objectives to be achieved.
c. Objectives provide a rationale for undertaking various activities as well as indicate
direction of efforts.
d. Moreover objectives focus the attention of managers on the end results to be achieved.
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e.

As a matter of fact, objectives provide nucleus to the planning process. Therefore,
objectives should be stated in a clear, precise and unambiguous language. Otherwise the
activities undertaken are bound to be ineffective.
f. As far as possible, objectives should be stated in quantitative terms. For example, Number
of men working, wages given, units produced, etc. But such an objective cannot be stated
in quantitative terms like performance of quality control manager, effectiveness of
personnel manager.
g. Such goals should be specified in qualitative terms.
h. Hence objectives should be practical, acceptable, workable and achievable.
In other words, general management expects every objective to be ―SMART‖. That is to say,
an objective must be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time-framed.
2. Establishment of Planning Premises
a. Planning premises are the assumptions about the lively shape of events in future.
b. They serve as a basis of planning.
c. Establishment of planning premises is concerned with determining where one tends to
deviate from the actual plans and causes of such deviations.
d. It is to find out what obstacles are there in the way of business during the course of
operations.
e. Establishment of planning premises is concerned with taking such steps that avoids these
obstacles to a great extent.
f.
Planning premises may be internal or external. Internal includes capital investment policy,
management labour relations, philosophy of management, etc. Whereas external includes
socio- economic, political and economical changes.
g. Internal premises are controllable whereas external are non- controllable.
3. Choice of alternative course of action
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

When forecast are available and premises are established, a number of alternative course of
actions have to be considered.
For this purpose, each and every alternative will be evaluated by weighing its pros and cons
in the light of resources available and requirements of the organization.
The merits, demerits as well as the consequences of each alternative must be examined
before the choice is being made.
After objective and scientific evaluation, the best alternative is chosen.
The planners should take help of various quantitative techniques to judge the stability of an
alternative.

4. Formulation of derivative plans
a.

Derivative plans are the sub plans or secondary plans which help in the achievement of
main plan.
b. Secondary plans will flow from the basic plan. These are meant to support and expedite the
achievement of basic plans.
c. These detail plans include policies, procedures, rules, programmes, budgets, schedules, etc.
For example, if profit maximization is the main aim of the enterprise, derivative plans will
include sales maximization, production maximization, and cost minimization.
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d. Derivative plans indicate time schedule and sequence of accomplishing various tasks.
5. Securing Co-operation
a. After the plans have been determined, it is necessary rather advisable to take subordinates
or those who have to implement these plans into confidence.
b. The purposes behind taking them into confidence are :i.
ii.
iii.

Subordinates may feel motivated since they are involved in decision making process.
The organization may be able to get valuable suggestions and improvement in formulation
as well as implementation of plans.
Also the employees will be more interested in the execution of these plans.

6. Follow up/Appraisal of plans
a. After choosing a particular course of action, it is put into action.
b. After the selected plan is implemented, it is important to appraise its effectiveness.
c. This is done on the basis of feedback or information received from departments or persons
concerned.
d. This enables the management to correct deviations or modify the plan.
e. This step establishes a link between planning and controlling function.
f. The follow up must go side by side with the implementation of plans so that in the light of
observations made, future plans can be made more realistic.
3.3 Characteristics of Planning
1. Planning is goal-oriented.
a. Planning is made to achieve desired objective of business.
b. The goals established should be generally accepted otherwise individual efforts and
energies will go misguided and misdirected.
c. Planning identifies the action that would lead to desired goals quickly and
economically.
d. It provides sense of direction to various activities. E.g. Elizade is trying to capture
once again Nigerian Car Market by launching diesel models.
2. Planning is looking ahead.
a. Planning is done for future.
b. It requires peeping into the future, analyzing it and predicting it.
c. Thus planning is based on forecasting.
d. A plan is a synthesis of forecast.
e. It is a mental predisposition for things to happen in future.
3. Planning is an intellectual process.
a. Planning is a mental exercise involving creative thinking, sound judgment and
imagination.
b. It is not a mere guesswork but a rotational thinking.
c. A manager can prepare sound plans only if he has sound judgment, foresight and
imagination.
d. Planning is always based on goals, facts and considered estimates.
4. Planning involves choice and decision making.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

a. Planning essentially involves choice among various alternatives.
b. Therefore, if there is only one possible course of action, there is no need planning
because there is no choice.
c. Thus, decision making is an integral part of planning.
d. A manager is surrounded by no. of alternatives. He has to pick the best depending
upon requirements and resources of the enterprises.
Planning is the primary function of management / Primacy of Planning.
a. Planning lays foundation for other functions of management.
b. It serves as a guide for organizing, staffing, directing and controlling.
c. All the functions of management are performed within the framework of plans laid
out.
d. Therefore planning is the basic or fundamental function of management.
Planning is a Continuous Process.
a. Planning is a never-ending function due to the dynamic business environment.
b. Plans are also prepared for specific period of time and at the end of that period,
plans are subjected to revaluation and review in the light of new requirements and
changing conditions.
c. Planning never comes to an end so long as the enterprise remains in existence. Day
by day, new problems crop up demanding revision of the current plan.
Planning is all Pervasive.
a. It is required at all levels of management and in all departments of enterprise.
b. Of course, the scope of planning may differ from one level to another.
c. The top level may be more concerned about planning the organization as a whole
whereas the middle level may be more specific in departmental plans and the lower
level plans implementation of the same.
Planning is designed for efficiency.
a. Planning leads to accomplishment of objectives at the minimum possible cost.
b. It prevents wastage of resources and ensures adequate and optimum utilization of
resources.
c. A plan is worthless or useless if it does not value the cost incurred on it.
d. Therefore planning must lead to saving of time, effort and money.
e. Planning leads to proper utilization of men, money, materials, methods and
machines.
Planning is Flexible.
a. Planning is done for the future.
b. Since future is unpredictable, planning must provide enough room to cope with the
changes in customer‘s demand, competition, govt. policies etc.
c. Under changed circumstances, the original plan of action must be revised and
updated to take care of the altered conditions.

3. 4 Advantages of Planning
1. Planning facilitates management by objectives.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Planning begins with determination of objectives.
It highlights the purposes for which various activities are to be undertaken.
In fact, it makes objectives more clear and specific.
Planning helps in focusing the attention of employees on the objectives or goals of
enterprise.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

e. Without planning an organization has no guide.
f.
Planning compels manager to prepare a Blue-print of the courses of action to be
followed for accomplishment of objectives.
g. Therefore, planning brings order and rationality into the organization.
Planning minimizes uncertainties.
a. Business is full of uncertainties.
b. There are risks of various types due to uncertainties.
c. Planning helps in reducing uncertainties of future as it involves anticipation of
future events.
d. Although future cannot be predicted with accuracy, planning helps management to
anticipate future and prepare for risks by making necessary provisions to meet
unexpected turn of events.
e. Therefore with the help of planning, uncertainties can be forecast which helps in
preparing standbys as a result, uncertainties are minimized to a great extent.
Planning facilitates co-ordination.
a. Planning revolves around organizational goals.
b. All activities are directed towards common goals.
c. There is an integrated effort throughout the enterprise in various departments and
groups.
d. It avoids duplication of efforts. In other words, it leads to better co-ordination.
e. It helps in finding out problems of work performance and aims at rectifying the
same.
Planning improves employee‘s moral.
a. Planning creates an atmosphere of order and discipline in organization.
b. Employees know in advance what is expected of them and therefore conformity can
be achieved easily.
c. This encourages employees to do their best and also earn reward for the same.
d. Planning creates a healthy attitude towards work environment which helps in
boosting employees moral and efficiency.
Planning helps in achieving economies.
a. Effective planning secures economy since it leads to orderly allocation of resources
to various operations.
b. It also facilitates optimum utilization of resources which brings economy in
operations.
c.
It also prevents wastage of resources by selecting most appropriate use that will
contribute to the objective of enterprise. For example, raw materials can be
purchased in bulk and transportation cost can be minimized. At the same time it
ensures regular supply for the production department, that is, overall efficiency.
Planning facilitates controlling.
a. Planning facilitates existence of certain planned goals and standard of performance.
b. It provides basis of controlling.
c. We cannot think of an effective system of controlling without existence of well
thought out plans.
d. Planning provides pre-determined goals against which actual performance is
compared.
e. In fact, planning and controlling are two sides of the same coin. If planning is root,
controlling is the fruit.
Planning provides competitive edge.
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a.

Planning provides competitive edge to the enterprise over the others which do not
have effective planning. This is because of the fact that planning may involve
changing in work methods, quality, quantity designs, extension of work, redefining
of goals, etc.
b. With the help of forecasting not only the enterprise secures its future but at the same
time it is able to estimate the future motives of it‘s competitor which helps in facing
future challenges.
c. Therefore, planning leads to best utilization of possible resources, improves quality
of production and thus the competitive strength of the enterprise is improved.
8. Planning encourages innovations.
a. In the process of planning, managers have the opportunities of suggesting ways and
means of improving performance.
b. Planning is basically a decision making function which involves creative thinking
and imagination that ultimately leads to innovation of methods and operations for
growth and prosperity of the enterprise.
3.5 Disadvantages of Planning
3.5.1 Internal Limitations
There are several limitations of planning. Some of them are inherent in the process of planning like
rigidity and others arise from the shortcomings of the techniques of planning and in the planners
themselves.
1. Rigidity
a. Planning has the tendency to make administration inflexible.
b. Planning implies prior determination of policies, procedures and programmes and a
strict adherence to them in all circumstances.
c. There is no scope for individual freedom, and application initiative.
d. The development of employees is highly doubted because of which management
might have faced lot of difficulties in future.
e. Planning therefore introduces inelasticity and discourages individual initiative and
experimentation.
2. Misdirected Planning
a. Planning may be used to serve individual interests rather than the interest of the
enterprise.
b. Attempts can be made to influence setting of objectives, formulation of plans and
programmes to suit one‘s own requirement rather than that of the whole
organization.
c. Machinery of planning can never be free of bias. Every planner has his own likes,
dislikes, preferences, attitudes and interests which is reflected in planning.
3. Time consuming
a. Planning is a time consuming process because it involves collection of information,
it‘s analysis and interpretation thereof. This entire process takes a lot of time
especially where there are a number of alternatives available.
b. Therefore planning is not suitable during emergency or crisis when quick decisions
are required.
4. Probability in planning
a. Planning is based on forecasts which are mere estimates about future.
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b. These estimates may lack accuracy due to the uncertainty of the future.
c. Any change in the anticipated situation may render plans ineffective.
d. Plans do not always reflect real situations inspite of the sophisticated techniques of
forecasting because future is unpredictable.
e. Thus, excessive reliance on plans may prove to be fatal.
5. False sense of security
a. Elaborate planning may create a false sense of security to the effect that everything
is taken for granted.
b. Managers assume that as long as they work as per plans, it is satisfactory.
c. Therefore they fail to take up timely actions and an opportunity is lost.
d. Employees are more concerned about fulfillment of plan performance rather than
any kind of change.
6. Expensive
a. Collection, analysis and evaluation of different information, facts and alternatives
involves a lot of expense in terms of time, effort and money
b. According to Koontz and O‘Donell, ‘ Expenses on planning should never exceed
the estimated benefits from planning. ‘
3.5.2 External Limitations of Planning
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Political Climate- Change of government from Congress to some other political party, etc.
Labour Union- Strikes, lockouts, agitations.
Technological changes- Modern techniques and equipments, computerization.
Policies of competitors- e.g. Policies of Coca Cola and Pepsi.
Natural Calamities- Earthquakes and floods.
Changes in demand and prices- Change in fashion, change in tastes, change in income
level, demand falls, price falls, etc.

4.0 Summary
We were able to understand the meaning and essence of planning so far in this unit. It dwelt on the
meaning of planning and the steps that facilitate effective planning such as establishment of
objectives, planning premises, choice of alternative course of action, formulation of derivative
plans, securing cooperation and follow up/appraisal plans. It also reviewed the characteristics of
planning, advantages and limitations.
5.0 Conclusions
From this unit it can be concluded that planning is the basic function of management that focuses
on charting a future course of action and deciding the most appropriate course of action needed to
achieve pre-determined goals. It therefore requires a systematic thinking about ways and means for
accomplishing pre-determined goals. It is key to ensuring proper utilization of human and non
human resources to avoid confusion, unnecessary risks and wastages.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
i.

Discuss the planning function of management based on meaning, steps and characteristics.

ii.

State the benefits of effective planning and limitations (if any).
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1.0 Introduction
In this unit, we shall be discussing the organizing function of management. We shall explore the
meaning, importance and principles of organizing. The unit will further explain what is meant by
span of control, formal and informal organization and end with the advantages and disadvantages
of organizing.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will be able to:
Explain the meaning of organizing
Appreciate the importance, advantages and disadvantages of organizing
List and explain the principles of organizing Distinguish
between formal and informal organization Know the
meaning .and determinants of span of control
3.0 Main Content
1.1 What is Organizing?
Organizing is the function of management which follows planning. It is a function in which the
synchronization and combination of human, physical and financial resources takes place. It
develops productive relationship amongst them for achievement of organizational goals. All the
three resources are important to get results. Therefore, organizational function helps in
achievement of results which in fact is important for the functioning of a concern. According to G.
R. Jones, ―Organizing is a function by which the concern is able to define the role positions, the
jobs related and the co- ordination between authority and responsibility. Hence, a manager always
has to organize in order to get results. According to McShane, S, et al ―To organize a business is to
provide it with everything useful or its functioning i.e. raw material, tools, capital and personnel.
3.2 Steps in Organizing
A manager performs organizing function with the help of following steps:-
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1. Identification of activities - All the activities which have to be performed in a concern have to
be identified first. For example, preparation of accounts, making sales, record keeping, quality
control, inventory control, etc. All these activities have to be grouped and classified into units.
2. Departmentally organizing the activities - In this step, the manager tries to combine and group
similar and related activities into units or departments. This organization of dividing the whole
concern into independent units and departments is called departmentation.
3. Classifying the authority - Once the departments are made, the manager likes to classify the
powers and its extent to the managers. This activity of giving a rank in order to the managerial
positions is called hierarchy. The top management is into formulation of policies, the middle
level management into departmental supervision and lower level management into supervision
of foremen. The clarification of authority helps in bringing efficiency in the running of a
concern. This helps in achieving efficiency in the running of a concern. This helps in avoiding
wastage of time, money, effort, in avoidance of duplication or overlapping of efforts and this
helps in bringing smoothness in a concern‘s working.
4. Co-ordination between authority and responsibility - Relationships are established among
various groups to enable smooth interaction toward the achievement of the organizational goal.
Each individual is made aware of his authority and he/she knows whom they have to take
orders from and to whom they are accountable and to whom they have to report. A clear
organizational structure is drawn and all the employees are made aware of it.
3.3 Importance of Organizing Function
1. Specialization - Organizational structure is a network of relationships in which the work is
divided into units and departments. This division of work is helping in bringing specialization
in various activities of concern.
2. Well defined jobs - Organizational structure helps in putting right men on right job which can
be done by selecting people for various departments according to their qualifications, skill and
experience. This is helping in defining the jobs properly which clarifies the role of every
person.
3. Clarifies authority - Organizational structure helps in clarifying the role positions to every
manager (status quo). This can be done by clarifying the powers to every manager and the way
he has to exercise those powers should be clarified so that misuse of powers does not take
place. Well defined jobs and responsibilities attached helps in bringing efficiency into
managers working. This helps in increasing productivity.
4. Co-ordination - Organization is a means of creating co- ordination among different
departments of the enterprise. It creates clear cut relationships among positions and ensures
mutual co- operation among individuals. Harmony of work is brought by higher level
managers exercising their authority over interconnected activities of lower level manager.
Authority responsibility relationships can be fruitful only when there is a formal relationship
between the two. For smooth running of an organization, the co- ordination between authority
and responsibility is very important. There should be co- ordination between different
relationships. Clarity should be made for having an ultimate responsibility attached to every
authority. There is a saying, ―Authority without responsibility leads to ineffective behaviour
and responsibility without authority makes person ineffective.‘‘ Therefore, co- ordination of
authority- responsibility is very important.
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5. Effective administration – The organization structure is helpful in defining the jobs positions.
The roles to be performed by different managers are clarified. Specialization is achieved
through division of work. This all leads to efficient and effective administration.
6. Growth and diversification - A company‘s growth is totally dependant on how efficiently and
smoothly a concern works. Efficiency can be brought about by clarifying the role positions to
the managers, co-ordination between authority and responsibility and concentrating on
specialization. In addition to this, a company can diversify if its potential grows. This is
possible only when the organization structure is well- defined. This is possible through a set of
formal structure.
7. Sense of security - Organizational structure clarifies the job positions. The roles assigned to
every manager are clear. Co- ordination is possible. Therefore, clarity of powers helps
automatically in increasing mental satisfaction and thereby a sense of security in a concern.
This is very important for job- satisfaction.
8. Scope for new changes - Where the roles and activities to be performed are clear and every
person gets independence in his working, this provides enough space to a manager to develop
his talents and flourish his knowledge. A manager gets ready for taking independent decisions
which can be a road or path to adoption of new techniques of production. This scope for
bringing new changes into the running of an enterprise is possible only through a set of
organizational structure.
3.4 Principles of Organizing
According to Goodman, J. M. Pennings, et al ―the organizing process can be done efficiently if the
managers have certain guidelines so that they can take decisions and can act. To organize in an
effective manner, the following principles of organization can be used by a manager‖.
a. Principle of Specialization
According to the principle, the whole work of a concern should be divided amongst the
subordinates on the basis of qualifications, abilities and skills. It is through division of work
specialization can be achieved which results in effective organization.
b. Principle of Functional Definition
According to this principle, all the functions in a concern should be completely and clearly
defined to the managers and subordinates. This can be done by clearly defining the duties,
responsibilities, authority and relationships of people towards each other. A clarification in
authority- responsibility relationships helps in achieving co- ordination and thereby
organization can take place effectively. For example, the primary functions of production,
marketing and finance and the authority responsibility relationships in these departments
should be clearly defined to every person attached to that department. Clarification in the
authority-responsibility relationship helps in efficient organization.
c. Principles of Span of Control/Supervision
According to this principle, span of control is a span of supervision which depicts the number
of employees that can be handled and controlled effectively by a single manager. According to
this principle, a manager should be able to handle what number of employees under him should
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be decided. This decision can be taken by choosing either from a wide or narrow span. There
are two types of span of control:a.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Wide span of control- It is one in which a manager can supervise and control
effectively a large group of persons at one time. The features of this span are:Less overhead cost of supervision
Prompt response from the employees
Better communication
Better supervision
Better co-ordination
Suitable for repetitive jobs

According to this span, one manager can effectively and efficiently handle a large number of
subordinates at one time.
b.

Narrow span of control- According to this span, the work and authority is divided
amongst many subordinates and a manager doesn't supervises and control a very big
group of people under him. The manager according to a narrow span supervises a
selected number of employees at one time. The features are:-

a. Work which requires tight control and supervision, for example, handicrafts, ivory work,
etc. which requires craftsmanship, there narrow span is more helpful.
b. Co-ordination is difficult to be achieved.
c. Communication gaps can come.
d. Messages can be distorted.
e. Specialization work can be achieved.
Factors influencing Span of Control
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Managerial abilities- In the concerns where managers are capable qualified and experienced,
wide span of control is always helpful.
Competence of subordinates- Where the subordinates are capable and competent and their
understanding levels are proper, the subordinates tend to very frequently visit the superiors for
solving their problems. In such cases, the manager can handle large number of employees.
Hence wide span is suitable.
Nature of work- If the work is of repetitive nature, wide span of supervision is more helpful.
On the other hand, if work requires mental skill or craftsmanship, tight control and supervision
is required in which narrow span is more helpful.
Delegation of authority- When the work is delegated to lower levels in an efficient and proper
way, confusions are less and congeniality of the environment can be maintained. In such cases,
wide span of control is suitable and the supervisors can manage and control large number of
sub- ordinates at one time.
Degree of decentralization- Decentralization is done in order to achieve specialization in which
authority is shared by many people and managers at different levels. In such cases, a tall
structure is helpful. There are certain concerns where decentralization is done in very effective
way which results in direct and personal communication between superiors and sub- ordinates
and there the superiors can manage large number of subordinates very easily. In such cases,
wide span again helps.
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d. Principle of Scalar Chain
Scalar chain is a chain of command or authority which flows from top to bottom. With a chain
of authority available, wastages of resources are minimized, communication is affected,
overlapping of work is avoided and easy organization takes place. A scalar chain of command
facilitates work flow in an organization which helps in the achievement of effective results. As
the authority flows from top to bottom, it clarifies the authority positions to managers at all
level and that facilitates effective organization.
e. Principle of Unity of Command
It implies one subordinate-one superior relationship. Every subordinate is answerable and
accountable to one boss at one time. This helps in avoiding communication gaps and feedback
and response is prompt. Unity of command also helps in effective combination of resources,
that is, physical, financial resources which helps in easy co- ordination and, therefore, effective
organization.
Authority Flows from Top to Bottom
Managing Director
↓
Marketing Manager
↓
Sales/ Media Manager
↓
Salesmen

According to the above diagram, the Managing Director has got the highest level of authority. This
authority is shared by the Marketing Manager who shares his authority with the Sales Manager.
From this chain of hierarchy, the official chain of communication becomes clear which is helpful
in achievement of results and which provides stability to a concern. This scalar chain of command
always flows from top to bottom and it defines the authority positions of different managers at
different levels.
3.5 Classification of Organizations
Organizations are basically classified on the basis of relationships. There are two types of
organizations formed on the basis of relationships in an organization
1. Formal Organization - This is one which refers to a structure of well defined jobs each bearing
a measure of authority and responsibility. It is a conscious determination by which people
accomplish goals by adhering to the norms laid down by the structure. This kind of
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organization is an arbitrary set up in which each person is responsible for his performance.
Formal organization has a formal set up to achieve pre- determined goals.
2. Informal Organization - It refers to a network of personal and social relationships which
spontaneously originates within the formal set up. Informal organizations develop relationships
which are built on likes, dislikes, feelings and emotions. Therefore, the network of social
groups based on friendships can be called as informal organizations. There is no conscious
effort made to have informal organization. It emerges from the formal organization and it is not
based on any rules and regulations as in case of formal organization.
Relationship between formal and informal organizations
For a concern‘s working both formal and informal organization are important. Formal organization
originates from the set organizational structure and informal organization originates from formal
organization. For an efficient organization, both formal and informal organizations are required.
They are the two phases of the same concern. Formal organization can work independently. But
informal organization depends totally upon the formal organization. Formal and informal
organization help in bringing efficient working organization and smoothness in a concern. Within
the formal organization, the members undertake the assigned duties in co- operation with each
other. They interact and communicate amongst themselves. Therefore, both formal and informal
organizations are important. When several people work together for achievement of organizational
goals, social tie ups tends to built and therefore informal organization helps to secure co-operation
by which goals can be achieved smooth. Therefore, we can say that informal organization emerges
from formal organization.
3.6 Line Organization
Line organization is the oldest and simplest method of administrative organization. According to
this type of organization, the authority flows from top to bottom in a concern. The line of
command is carried out from top to bottom. This is the reason for calling this organization as
scalar organization which means scalar chain of command is a part and parcel of this type of
administrative organization. In this type of organization, the line of command flows on an even
basis without any gaps in communication and co- ordination taking place.
Features of Line Organization
1.
2.
3.
4.

It is the simplest form of organization.
Line of authority flows from top to bottom.
Specialized and supportive services do not take place in these organizations.
Unified control by the line officers can be maintained since they can independently take
decisions in their areas and spheres.
5. This kind of organization always helps in bringing efficiency in communication and
bringing stability to a concern.
Merits of Line Organization
2. Simplest- It is the most simple and oldest method of administration.
3. Unity of Command- In these organizations, superior-subordinate relationship is maintained and
scalar chain of command flows from top to bottom.
4. Better discipline- The control is unified and concentrates on one person and therefore, he can
independently make decisions of his own. Unified control ensures better discipline.
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5. Fixed responsibility- In this type of organization, every line executive has got fixed authority,
power and fixed responsibility attached to every authority.
6. Flexibility- There is a co-ordination between the top most authority and bottom line authority.
Since the authority relationships are clear, line officials are independent and can flexibly take
the decision. This flexibility gives satisfaction of line executives.
7. Prompt decision- Due to the factors of fixed responsibility and unity of command, the officials
can take prompt decision.
Demerits of Line Organization
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Over reliance- The line executive‘s decisions are implemented to the bottom. This results
in over-relying on the line officials.
Lack of specialization- A line organization flows in a scalar chain from top to bottom and
there is no scope for specialized functions. For example, expert advices whatever decisions
are taken by line managers are implemented in the same way.
Inadequate communication- The policies and strategies which are framed by the top
authority are carried out in the same way. This leaves no scope for communication from the
other end. The complaints and suggestions of lower authority are not communicated back
to the top authority. So there is one way communication.
Lack of Co-ordination- Whatever decisions are taken by the line officials, in certain
situations wrong decisions, are carried down and implemented in the same way. Therefore,
the degree of effective co- ordination is less.
Authority leadership- The line officials have tendency to misuse their authority positions.
This leads to autocratic leadership and monopoly in the concern.

3.7 Line and Staff Organization
Line and staff organization is a modification of line organization and it is more complex than line
organization. According to this administrative organization, specialized and supportive activities
are attached to the line of command by appointing staff supervisors and staff specialists who are
attached to the line authority. The power of command always remains with the line executives and
staff supervisors guide, advice and council the line executives. Personal Secretary to the Managing
Director is a staff official.
MANAGING DIRECTOR
↓

↓

↓

Production Manager

Marketing Manager

Finance Manager

↓

↓

↓

Plant Supervisor

Market Supervisor

Chief Assistant

↓

↓

↓

Foreman

Salesman

Accountant
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Features of Line and Staff Organization
1. There are two types of staff :
a. Staff Assistants- P.A. to Managing Director, Secretary to Marketing Manager.
b. Staff Supervisor- Operation Control Manager, Quality Controller, PRO
2. Line and Staff Organization is a compromise of line organization. It is more complex than
line concern.
3. Division of work and specialization takes place in line and staff organization.
4. The whole organization is divided into different functional areas to which staff specialists
are attached.
5. Efficiency can be achieved through the features of specialization.
6. There are two lines of authority which flow at one time in a concern :
a. Line Authority
b. Staff Authority
7. Power of command remains with the line executive and staff serves only as counselors.
Merits of Line and Staff Organization
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Relief to line of executives- In a line and staff organization, the advice and counseling
which is provided to the line executives divides the work between the two. The line
executive can concentrate on the execution of plans and they get relieved of dividing their
attention to many areas.
Expert advice- The line and staff organization facilitates expert advice to the line executive
at the time of need. The planning and investigation which is related to different matters can
be done by the staff specialist and line officers can concentrate on execution of plans.
Benefit of Specialization- Line and staff through division of whole concern into two types
of authority divides the enterprise into parts and functional areas. This way every officer or
official can concentrate in his own area.
Better co-ordination- Line and staff organization through specialization is able to provide
better decision making and concentration remains in few hands. This feature helps in
bringing co- ordination in work as every official is concentrating in their own area.
Benefits of Research and Development- Through the advice of specialized staff, the line
executives, the line executives get time to execute plans by taking productive decisions
which are helpful for a concern. This gives a wide scope to the line executive to bring
innovations and go for research work in those areas. This is possible due to the presence of
staff specialists.
Training- Due to the presence of staff specialists and their expert advice serves as ground
for training to line officials. Line executives can give due concentration to their decision
making. This in itself is a training ground for them.
Balanced decisions- The factor of specialization which is achieved by line staff helps in
bringing co- ordination. This relationship automatically ends up the line official to take
better and balanced decision.
Unity of action- Unity of action is a result of unified control. Control and its effectiveness
take place when co- ordination is present in the concern. In the line and staff authority all
the officials have got independence to make decisions. This serves as effective control in
the whole enterprise.
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Demerits of Line and Staff Organization
1. Lack of understanding- In a line and staff organization, there are two authority flowing at
one time. This results in the confusion between the two. As a result, the workers are not
able to understand as to who is their commanding authority. Hence the problem of
understanding can be a hurdle in effective running.
2. Lack of sound advice- The line official get used to the expert advice of the staff. At times
the staff specialist also provides wrong decisions which the line executive have to consider.
This can affect the efficient running of the enterprise.
3. Line and staff conflicts- Line and staff are two authorities which are flowing at the same
time. The factors of designations, status influence sentiments which are related to their
relation, can pose a distress on the minds of the employees. This leads to minimizing of coordination which hampers a concern‘s working.
4. Costly- In line and staff concern, the concerns have to maintain the high remuneration of
staff specialist. This proves to be costly for a concern with limited finance.
5. Assumption of authority- The power of concern is with the line official but the staff
dislikes it as they are the one more in mental work.
6. Staff steals the show- In a line and staff concern, the higher returns are considered to be a
product of staff advice and counseling. The line officials feel dissatisfied and a feeling of
distress enters a concern. The satisfaction of line officials is very important for effective
results.
3.8 Functional Organization
Functional organization has been divided to put the specialists in the top position throughout the
enterprise. This is an organization in which we can define as a system in which functional
department are created to deal with the problems of business at various levels. Functional authority
remains confined to functional guidance to different departments. This helps in maintaining quality
and uniformity of performance of different functions throughout the enterprise.
The concept of Functional organization was suggested by F.W. Taylor who recommended the
appointment of specialists at important positions. For example, the functional head and Marketing
Director directs the subordinates throughout the organization in his particular area. This means that
subordinates receives orders from several specialists, managers working above them.
Features of Functional Organization
1. The entire organizational activities are divided into specific functions such as operations,
finance, marketing and personal relations.
2. Complex form of administrative organization compared to the other two.
3. Three authorities exist- Line, staff and function.
4. Each functional area is put under the charge of functional specialists and he has got the
authority to make all decisions regarding the function wherever the function is performed
throughout the enterprise.
5. Principle of unity of command does not apply to such organization as it is present in line
organization.
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Merits of Functional Organization
1.

Specialization- Better division of labour takes place which results in specialization of
function and its consequent benefit.
Effective Control- Management control is simplified as the mental functions are separated
from manual functions. Checks and balances keep the authority within certain limits.
Specialists may be asked to judge the performance of various sections.
Efficiency- Greater efficiency is achieved because of every functional area performing a
limited number of activities.
Economy- Specialization coupled with standardization facilitates maximum production and
minimal costs.
Expansion- Expert knowledge of functional manager facilitates better control and
supervision.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Demerits of Functional Organization
1. Confusion- The functional system is quite complicated to put into operation, especially
when it is carried out at low levels. Therefore, co- ordination becomes difficult.
2. Lack of Co- ordination- Disciplinary control becomes weak as a worker is commanded not
by one person but a large number of people. Thus, there is no unity of command.
3. Difficulty in fixing responsibility- Because of multiple authorities, it is difficult to fix
responsibility.
4. Conflicts- There may be conflicts among the supervisory staff of equal ranks. They may
not agree on certain issues.
5. Costly- Maintenance of specialist‘s staff of the highest order is expensive for a concern.
4.0 Summary
In this unit, we discussed the key element that ensures effective coordination of resources i.e.
organizing. The concept, steps and importance of the organizing function were examined. The
principles of effective organizing namely: specialization, functional definition, span of control,
scalar chain, unity of command among others were discussed. In the unit, we also considered
types of organization – (formal and informal), and the oldest form of administrative
organization – line organization.
5.0 Conclusion
In order to achieve the desired organizational objectives and goals, effective synchronization
and combination of human, physical and financial resources should take place. This unit
provides the confirmation that the synchronization of productive resources to achieve the
desired result is the main function of organization. Hence, the organizing function guarantees
orderliness in the combination and utilization of resources.
6.0 Tutor Marked assignment
i.

Explain the concept of organizing. Discuss the basic steps and importance of
organizing.

ii.

What are the principles that facilitate effective organization?
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1.0 Introduction
Labour is a critical factor of production. Consequently, organizations that are productive pay
particular attention to their work force. This unit examines the human resource function. It
discusses manpower planning, recruitment, selection and placement. Training and development as
well as promotion and transfer are also discussed. The next unit will look at the subject of
performance appraisal which is a critical human resource function.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of the unit, learners will be able to:
Define the concept of human resource
List and discuss the elements of human resource management
Apply the lessons gained to their work environment.
3.0 Staffing
It is the function of manning the organization structure and keeping it manned. Staffing has
assumed greater importance in the recent years due to advancement of technology, increase in size
of business, complexity of human behavior etc. The main purpose o staffing is to put right man on
right job i.e. square pegs in square holes and round pegs in round holes. According to Kootz, H et
al, ―Managerial function of staffing involves manning the organization structure through proper
and effective selection, appraisal and development of personnel to fill the roles designed in the
structure‖. Staffing involves:
Manpower Planning (estimating man power in terms of searching, choosing the person and
giving the right place).
Recruitment, selection and placement.
Training and development.
Remuneration.
Performance appraisal.
Promotions and transfer.
3.1 Human Resource Management Function
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The managerial function of staffing involves manning the organization structure through proper
and effective selection, appraisal and development of the personnel to fill the roles assigned to the
employers/workforce. This is otherwise known as the human resource function.
According to Jeffrey A. Mello, ―Staffing pertains to recruitment, selection, development and
compensation of subordinates.‖
3.1 Nature of Staffing Function
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Staffing is an important managerial function- Staffing function is the most important
managerial act along with planning, organizing, directing and controlling. The operations
of these four functions depend upon the manpower which is available through staffing
function.
Staffing is a pervasive activity- As staffing function is carried out by all mangers and in all
types of concerns where business activities are carried out.
Staffing is a continuous activity- This is because staffing function continues throughout the
life of an organization due to the transfers and promotions that take place.
The basis of staffing function is efficient management of personnels- Human resources can
be efficiently managed by a system or proper procedure, that is, recruitment, selection,
placement, training and development, providing remuneration, etc.
Staffing helps in placing right men at the right job. It can be done effectively through
proper recruitment procedures and then finally selecting the most suitable candidate as per
the job requirements.

Staffing is performed by all managers depending upon the nature of business, size of the company,
qualifications and skills of managers, etc. In small companies, the top management generally
performs this function. In medium and small scale enterprise, it is performed especially by the
personnel department of that concern.
3.2 Staffing Process - Steps involved in Staffing
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Manpower requirements- The very first step in staffing is to plan the manpower inventory
required by a concern in order to match them with the job requirements and demands.
Therefore, it involves forecasting and determining the future manpower needs of the
concern.
Recruitment- Once the requirements are notified, the concern invites and solicits
applications according to the invitations made to the desirable candidates.
Selection- This is the screening step of staffing in which the solicited applications are
screened out and suitable candidates are appointed as per the requirements.
Orientation and Placement- Once screening takes place, the appointed candidates are made
familiar to the work units and work environment through the orientation programmes.
Placement takes place by putting right man on the right job.
Training and Development- Training is a part of incentives given to the workers in order to
enable them develop and grow within the concern. Training is generally given according to
the nature of activities and scope of expansion in it. Along with it, the workers are
developed by providing them extra benefits of in-depth knowledge of their functional areas.
Development also includes giving them key and important jobs as a test or examination in
order to analyse their performances.
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6.

Remuneration- It is a kind of compensation provided monetarily to the employees for their
work performances. This is given according to the nature of job- skilled or unskilled,
physical or mental, etc. Remuneration forms an important monetary incentive for the
employees.
7. Performance Evaluation- In order to keep a track or record of the behaviour, attitudes as
well as opinions of the workers towards their jobs. For this, regular assessment is done to
evaluate and supervise different work units in a concern. It is basically concerned with
knowing the development cycle and growth patterns of the employees in a concern.
8. Promotion and transfer- Promotion is said to be a non- monetary incentive in which the
worker is shifted from a higher job demanding bigger responsibilities as well as shifting the
workers and transferring them to different work units and branches of the same
organization.
3.2.1 Manpower Planning
Manpower Planning which is also referred to as Human Resource Planning consists of putting
right number of people, right kind of people at the right place, right time, doing the right things for
which they are suited for the achievement of goals of the organization. Human Resource Planning
has got an important place in the arena of industrialization. Human Resource Planning has to be a
systems approach and is carried out in a set procedure. The procedure is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Analysing the current manpower inventory
Making future manpower forecasts
Developing employment programmes
Design training programmes

3.2.1.1 Steps in Manpower Planning
1.

Analysing the current manpower inventory- Before a manager makes forecast of future
manpower, the current manpower status has to be analysed. For this the following things
have to be notedType of organization
Number of departments
Number and quantity of such departments
Employees in these work units

Once these factors are registered by a manager, he goes for the future forecasting
2. Making future manpower forecasts- Once the factors affecting the future manpower
forecasts are known, planning can be done for the future manpower requirements in several
work units.
The Manpower forecasting techniques commonly employed by the organizations are as
follows:
i.

Expert Forecasts: This includes informal decisions, formal expert surveys and
Delphi technique.
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ii.

Trend Analysis: Manpower needs can be projected through extrapolation
(projecting past trends), indexation (using base year as basis), and statistical
analysis (central tendency measure).
iii.
Work Load Analysis: It is dependent upon the nature of work load in a department,
in a branch or in a division.
iv.
Work Force Analysis: Whenever production and time period have to be analysed,
due allowances have to be made for getting net manpower requirements.
v.
Other methods: Several Mathematical models, with the aid of computers are used to
forecast manpower needs, like budget and planning analysis, regression, new
venture analysis.
3. Developing employment programmes- Once the current inventory is compared with future
forecasts, the employment programmes can be framed and developed accordingly, which
will include recruitment, selection procedures and placement plans.
4. Design training programmes- These will be based upon extent of diversification, expansion
plans, development programmes,etc. Training programmes depend upon the extent of
improvement in technology and advancement to take place. It is also done to improve upon
the skills, capabilities, knowledge of the workers.
3.2.1.2 Importance of Manpower Planning

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Key to managerial functions- The four managerial functions, i.e., planning, organizing,
directing and controlling are based upon the manpower. Human resources help in the
implementation of all these managerial activities. Therefore, staffing becomes a key to all
managerial functions.
Efficient utilization- Efficient management of personnel becomes an important function in
the industrialized world of today. Setting up large scale enterprises requires management of
large scale manpower. It can be effectively done through staffing function.
Motivation- Staffing function not only includes putting right men on right job, but it also
comprises of motivational programmes, i.e., incentive plans to be framed for further
participation and employment of employees in a concern. Therefore, all types of incentive
plans become an integral part of staffing function.
Better human relations- A concern can stabilize itself if human relations develop and are
strong. Human relations become strong trough effective control, clear communication,
effective supervision and leadership in a concern. Staffing function also looks after training
and development of the work force which leads to co-operation and better human relations.
Higher productivity- Productivity level increases when resources are utilized in the best
possible manner. Higher productivity is a result of minimum wastage of time, money,
efforts and energies. This is possible through the staffing and its related activities
(Performance appraisal, training and development, remuneration)

3.2.1.3 Need of Manpower Planning
Manpower Planning is a two-phased process because manpower planning not only analyses the
current human resources but also makes manpower forecasts and thereby draw employment
programmes. Manpower Planning is advantageous to firm in the following ways:
1. Shortages and surpluses can be identified so that quick action can be taken wherever
required.
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2. All the recruitment and selection programmes are based on manpower planning.
3. It also helps to reduce the labour cost as excess staff can be identified and thereby
overstaffing can be avoided.
4. It also helps to identify the available talents in a concern and accordingly training
programmes can be designed to develop those talents.
5. It helps in growth and diversification of business. Through manpower planning, human
resources can be readily available and they can be utilized in the best manner.
6. It helps the organization to realize the importance of manpower management which
ultimately helps in the stability of a concern.
3.2.1.4 Obstacles in Manpower Planning
The following are the main obstacles that organizations face in the process of manpower planning:
1.

2.
3.

4.
a.
b.
c.

Under Utilization of Manpower: The biggest obstacle in case of manpower planning is the fact
that the industries in general are not making optimum use of their manpower and once
manpower planning begins, it encounters heavy odds in stepping up the utilization.
Degree of Absenteeism: Absenteeism is quite high and has been increasing since last few
years.
Lack of Education and Skilled Labour: The extent of illiteracy and the slow pace of
development of the skilled categories account for low productivity in employees. Low
productivity has implications for manpower planning.
Manpower Control and Review:
Any increase in manpower is considered at the top level of management
On the basis of manpower plans, personnel budgets are prepared. These act as control
mechanisms to keep the manpower under certain broadly defined limits.
The productivity of any organization is usually calculated using the formula:
Productivity = Output / Input
. But a rough index of employee productivity is calculated as follows:
Employee Productivity = Total Production / Total no. of employees

d. Exit Interviews, the rate of turnover and rate of absenteeism are source of vital information on
employees‘ level of satisfaction. For conservation of Human Resources and better utilization of
men studying these conditions, manpower control would have to take into account the data to
make meaningful analysis.
e. Extent of Overtime: The amount of overtime paid may be due to real shortage of men,
ineffective management or improper utilization of manpower. Manpower control would require
a careful study of overtime statistics.
Few Organizations do not have sufficient records and information on manpower. Several of those
who have them do not have a proper retrieval system. There are complications in resolving the
issues in design, definition and creation of computerized personnel information system for
effective manpower planning and utilization. Even the existing technology in this respect is not
optimally used. This is a strategic disadvantage.
3.2.2 Types of Recruitment
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Recruitment is of two types
1. Internal Recruitment – is a recruitment which takes place within the concern or organization.
Internal sources of recruitment are readily available to an organization. Internal sources are
primarily three – Transfers, promotions and Re-employment of ex-employees. Re-employment
of ex-employees is one of the internal sources of recruitment in which employees can be
invited and appointed to fill vacancies in the concern. There are situations when ex-employees
provide unsolicited applications also.
Internal recruitment may lead to increase in employee‘s productivity as their motivation level
increases. It also saves time, money and efforts. But a drawback of internal recruitment is that
it does not allow the injection of new blood into the organization. Also, not all the manpower
requirements can be met through internal recruitment. Hiring from outside has to be done.
Internal sources are primarily three
a. Transfers
b. Promotions (through Internal Job Postings) and
c. Re-employment of ex-employees - Re-employment of ex-employees is one of the
internal sources of recruitment in which employees can be invited and appointed to fill
vacancies in the concern. There are situations when ex-employees provide unsolicited
applications also.
2. External Recruitment – External sources of recruitment have to be solicited from outside the
organization. External sources are external to a concern. But it involves lot of time and money
.The external sources of recruitment include – Employment at factory gate, advertisements,
employment exchanges, employment agencies, educational institutes, labour contractors,
recommendations etc.
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Employment at Factory Level – This is a source of external recruitment in which the
applications for vacancies are presented on bulletin boards outside the Factory or at the Gate.
This kind of recruitment is applicable generally where factory workers are to be appointed.
There are people who keep on soliciting for jobs from one place to another. These applicants
are regarded as unsolicited applicants. These types of workers apply on their own for their job.
In this kind of recruitment, the workers have a tendency to shift from one factory to another.
For this reason, most employers do not like to engage workers who will soon leave the next
day.
Advertisement – It is an external source which has got an important place in recruitment
procedure. The biggest advantage of advertisement is that it covers a wide area of market and
scattered applicants can get information from advertisements. Medium used is Newspapers and
Television.
Employment Exchanges – There are certain Employment exchanges which are run by
government. Most of the government undertakings and concerns employ people through such
exchanges. Now-a-days recruitment in government agencies has become compulsory through
employment exchange.
Employment Agencies – There are certain professional organizations which look towards
recruitment and employment of people, i.e. these private agencies run by private individuals
supply required manpower to needy concerns.
Educational Institutions – There are certain professional Institutions which serve as an external
source for recruiting fresh graduates from these institutes. This kind of recruitment done
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through such educational institutions is called Campus Recruitment. They have special
recruitment cells which help in providing jobs to fresh candidates.
f.
Recommendations – There are certain people who have experience in a particular area. They
enjoy goodwill and a stand in the company. There are certain vacancies which are filled by
recommendations of such people. The biggest drawback of this source is that the company has
to rely totally on such people which can later on prove to be inappropriate especially when the
worker cannot perform as expected.
g. Labour Contractors – These are the specialist people who supply manpower to the Factory or
Manufacturing plants. Through these contractors, workers are appointed on contract basis, i.e.
for a particular time period. Under conditions when these contractors leave the organization,
such people who are appointed have to also leave the concern.
3.2.3 Employee Selection Process
Employee Selection is the process of putting right men on right job. It is a procedure of matching
organizational requirements with the skills and qualifications of people. Effective selection can be
done only when there is effective matching. By selecting best candidate for the required job, the
organization will get quality performance of employees. Moreover, organization will face less of
absenteeism and employee turnover problems. By selecting right candidate for the required job,
organization will also save time and money. Proper screening of candidates takes place during
selection procedure. All the potential candidates who apply for the given job are tested.
But selection must be differentiated from recruitment, though these are two phases of employment
process. Recruitment is considered to be a positive process as it motivates more of candidates to
apply for the job. It creates a pool of applicants. It is just sourcing of data. While selection is a
negative process as the inappropriate candidates are rejected here. Recruitment precedes selection
in staffing process. Selection involves choosing the best candidate with best abilities, skills and
knowledge for the required job.
The Employee selection Process takes place in following order1. Preliminary Interviews- It is used to eliminate those candidates who do not meet the minimum
eligibility criteria laid down by the organization. The skills, academic and family background,
competencies and interests of the candidate are examined during preliminary interview.
Preliminary interviews are less formalized and planned than the final interviews. The
candidates are given a brief up about the company and the job profile; and it is also examined
how much the candidate knows about the company. Preliminary interviews are also called
screening interviews.
2. Application blanks- The candidates who clear the preliminary interview are required to fill
application blank. It contains data record of the candidates such as details about age,
qualifications, reason for leaving previous job, experience, etc.
3. Written Tests- Various written tests conducted during selection procedure are aptitude test,
intelligence test, reasoning test, personality test, etc. These tests are used to objectively assess
the potential candidate. They should not be biased.
4. Employment Interviews- It is a one to one interaction between the interviewer and the potential
candidate. It is used to find whether the candidate is best suited for the required job or not. But
such interviews consume time and money both. Moreover the competencies of the candidate
cannot be judged. Such interviews may be biased at times. Such interviews should be
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conducted properly. No distractions should be there in the room. There should be an honest
communication between candidate and interviewer.
5. Medical examination- Medical tests are conducted to ensure physical fitness of the potential
employee. It will decrease chances of employee absenteeism.
6. Appointment Letter- A reference check is made about the candidate selected and then finally
he is appointed by giving a formal appointment letter.
3.3 Orientation and Placement
Once the candidates are selected for the required job, they have to be fitted as per the
qualifications. Placement is said to be the process of fitting the selected person at the right job or
place, i.e. fitting square pegs in square holes and round pegs in round holes. Once he is fitted into
the job, he is given the activities he has to perform and also told about his duties. The freshly
appointed candidates are then given orientation in order to familiarize and introduce the company
to him. Generally the information given during the orientation programme includesEmployee‘s layout
Type of organizational structure
Departmental goals
Organizational layout
General rules and regulations
Standing Orders
Grievance system or procedure
In short, during Orientation employees are made aware about the mission and vision of the
organization, the nature of operation of the organization, policies and programmes of the
organization.
The main aim of conducting Orientation is to build up confidence, morale and trust of the
employee in the new organization, so that he becomes a productive and an efficient employee of
the organization and contributes to the organizational success.
The nature of Orientation program varies with the organizational size, i.e., smaller the organization
the more informal is the Orientation and larger the organization more formalized is the Orientation
programme.
Proper Placement of employees will lower the chances of employee‘s absenteeism. The employees
will be more satisfied and contended with their work.
3.4 Training of Employees - Need and Importance of Training
Training of employees takes place after orientation takes place. Training is the process of
enhancing the skills, capabilities and knowledge of employees for doing a particular job. Training
process moulds the thinking of employees and leads to quality performance of employees. It is
continuous and never ending in nature.
Importance of Training
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Training is crucial for organizational development and success. It is fruitful to both employers and
employees of an organization. An employee will become more efficient and productive if he is
trained well. Training is given on four basic grounds:
1.

New candidates who join an organization are given training. This training familiarize them
with the organizational mission, vision, rules and regulations and the working conditions.
2. The existing employees are trained to refresh and enhance their knowledge.
3. If any update and amendments take place in technology, training is given to cope up with those
changes. For instance, purchasing new equipment, changes in technique of production,
computer system. The employees are trained about use of new equipments and work methods.
4. When promotion and career growth becomes important. Training is given so that employees
are prepared to share the responsibilities of the higher level job.
The benefits of training can be summed up as:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Improves morale of employees- Training helps the employee to get job security and job
satisfaction. The more satisfied the employee is and the greater is his morale, the more he will
contribute to organizational success and the lesser will be employee absenteeism and turnover.
Less supervision- A well trained employee will be well acquainted with the job and will need
less of supervision. Thus, there will be less wastage of time and efforts.
Fewer accidents- Errors are likely to occur if the employees lack knowledge and skills required
for doing a particular job. The more trained an employee is, the less are the chances of
committing accidents in job and the more proficient the employee becomes.
Chances of promotion- Employees acquire skills and efficiency during training. They become
more eligible for promotion. They become an asset for the organization.
Increased productivity- Training improves efficiency and productivity of employees. Well
trained employees show both quantity and quality performance. There is less wastage of time,
money and resources if employees are properly trained.

Ways/Methods of Training
Training is generally imparted in two ways:
1.

On the job training- On the job training methods are those which are given to the
employees within the everyday working of a concern. It is a simple and cost-effective
training method. The in-proficient as well as semi- proficient employees can be well
trained by using such training method. The employees are trained in actual working
scenario. The motto of such training is ―learning by doing.‖ Instances of such on-the-job
training methods are job-rotation, coaching, temporary promotions, etc.
2. Off the job training- Off the job training methods are those in which training is provided
away from the actual working condition. It is generally used in case of new employees.
Instances of off the job training methods are workshops, seminars, conferences, etc. Such
method is costly and is effective if and only if large number of employees have to be
trained within a short time period. Off the job training is also called vestibule training, i.e.,
the employees are trained in a separate area (may be a hall, entrance, reception area, etc.
known as a vestibule) where the actual working conditions are duplicated.
3.5 Employee Remuneration
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Employee Remuneration refers to the reward or compensation given to the employees for their
work performances. Remuneration provides basic attraction to an employee to perform job
efficiently and effectively. Remuneration leads to employee motivation. Salaries constitute an
important source of income for employees and determine their standard of living. Salaries affect
the employee‘s productivity and work performance. Thus the amount and method of remuneration
are very important for both management and employees.
There are mainly two types of Employee Remuneration
1. Time Rate Method
2. Piece Rate Method
These methods of employee remuneration are explained below in detail
Methods of Employee Remuneration
1.

Time Rate Method: Under time rate system, remuneration is directly linked with the time
spent or devoted by an employee on the job. The employees are paid a fixed pre-decided
amount hourly, daily, weekly or monthly irrespective of their output. It is a very simple
method of remuneration. It leads to minimum wastage of resources and lesser chances of
accidents. Time Rate method leads to quality output and this method is very beneficial to
new employees as they can learn their work without any reduction in their salaries. This
method encourages employees‘ unity as employees of a particular group/cadre get equal
salaries.
There are some drawbacks of Time Rate Method, such as, it leads to tight supervision,
indefinite employee cost, lesser efficiency of employees as there is no distinction made
between efficient and inefficient employees, and lesser morale of employees.
Time rate system is more suitable where the work is non-repetitive in nature and emphasis
is more on quality output rather than quantity output.

2.

Piece Rate Method: It is a method of compensation in which remuneration is paid on the
basis of units or pieces produced by an employee. In this system emphasis is more on
quantity output rather than quality output. Under this system the determination of employee
cost per unit is not difficult because salaries differ with output. There is less supervision
required under this method and hence the per unit cost of production is low. This system
improves the morale of the employees as the salaries are directly related to their work
efforts. There is greater work-efficiency in this method.
There are some drawbacks of this method, such as; it is not easily computable, leads to
deterioration in work quality, wastage of resources, lesser unity of employees, higher cost
of production and insecurity among the employees.
Piece rate system is more suitable where the nature of work is repetitive and quantity is
emphasized more than quality.

3.6 Job Evaluation
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Job evaluation is a process of determining the relative worth of a job. It is a process which is
helpful even for framing compensation plans by the personnel manager. Job evaluation as a
process is advantageous to a company in many ways:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Reduction in inequalities in salary structure - It is found that people and their motivation is
dependent upon how well they are being paid. Therefore the main objective of job evaluation is
to have external and internal consistency in salary structure so that inequalities in salaries are
reduced.
Specialization - Because of division of labour and thereby specialization, a large number of
enterprises have got hundred jobs and many employees to perform them. Therefore, an attempt
should be made to define a job and thereby fix salaries for it. This is possible only through job
evaluation.
Helps in selection of employees - The job evaluation information can be helpful at the time of
selection of candidates. The factors that determine job evaluation can be taken into account
while selecting the employees.
Harmonious relationship between employees and manager - Through job evaluation,
harmonious and congenial relations can be maintained between employees and management,
so that all kinds of salaries controversies can be minimized.
Standardization - The process of determining the salary differentials for different jobs become
standardized through job evaluation. This helps in bringing uniformity into salary structure.
Relevance of new jobs - Through job evaluation, one can understand the relative value of new
jobs in a concern.

According to James N. Baron, J. N. et al, ―Job evaluation represents an effort to determine the
relative value of every job in a plant and to determine what the fair basic wage for such a job
should be.‖
Thus, job evaluation is different from performance appraisal. In job evaluation, worth of a job is
calculated while in performance appraisal, the worth of employee is rated.
3.7 Personnel Records
Personnel Records are records pertaining to employees of an organization. These records are
accumulated, factual and comprehensive information related to concern records and detained. All
information regarding to human resources in the organization are kept in a systematic order. Such
records are helpful to a manager in various decision –making areas.
Personnel records are maintained for formulating and reviewing personnel policies and procedures.
Complete details about all employees are maintained in personnel records, such as, name, date of
birth, marital status, academic qualifications, professional qualifications, previous employment
details, etc.
Types of Personnel Records
1. Records of employment contain applicants past records, list sources, employee‘s progress,
medical reports, etc.
2. Wages and salaries records contain pay roll records, methods of wages and salaries, leave
records, turnover records and other benefit records.
3. Training and development contains appraisal reports, transfer cases, training schedule, training
methods.
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4. Health and safety records include sickness reports, safety provisions, medical history,
insurance reports, etc.
5. Service Records are the essential records containing bio-data, residential and family
information, academic qualifications, marital status, past address and employment records.
Purposes of Personnel Records
The need for comprehensive personnel records is justified on the following premise:
1. It helps to supply crucial information to managers regarding the employees.
2. To keep an update record of leaves, lockouts, transfers, turnover, etc. of the employees.
3. It helps the managers in framing various training and development programmes on the
basis of present scenario.
4. It helps the government organizations to gather data in respect of rate of turnover, rate of
absenteeism and other personnel matters.
5. It helps the managers to make salary revisions, allowances and other benefits related to
salaries.
6. It also helps the researchers to carry in- depth study with respect to industrial relations and
goodwill of the firm in the market.
Therefore, personnel records are really vital for an organization and are not a wasteful exercise.
4.0 Summary
Examined in this unit is the human resource management function of management. The basic
components of human resource management namely: the staffing process, manpower planning,
recruitment, selection, orientation and placement processes were fully discussed. The unit did
not leave out the critical role of training, employee remuneration and personnel records, rather
adequate attention was given to them.
5.0 Conclusions
The success of any organization depends much on the quality of its workforce. Hence, the
human resource function ensures manning the organization structure through proper and
effective selection, placement, appraisal and development of its workforce.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
What is manpower planning? Discuss the steps, importance and hindrances to effective
manpower planning.
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Unit 7

Performance Appraisal

CONTENTS
1.0 Introduction
2.0 Objectives
3.0 Main Content
4.0 Conclusion
5.0 Summary
6.0 Tutor-Marked Assignment
7.0 References/Further Readings
1.0 Introduction
Managing performance is key to the success of any organization. This has to do with evaluating
the achievement of each member of staff vis – a- vis set and agreed targets. In this unit, we shall
consider and explain the concept of performance appraisal. Also to be considered are its
objectives, advantages, methods of appraisal and possible biases to avoid.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will be able to:
Define and explain the concept of performance appraisal
State and relate well with the objectives of performance appraisal
Objectively explain the advantages and disadvantages of performance appraisal
Understand and apply the various methods of performance appraisal
Identify the possible biases attendant to performance appraisal.
3.0 Main Content
3.1 What is Performance Appraisal?
Performance Appraisal is the systematic evaluation of the performance of employees and to
understand the abilities of a person for further growth and development. Performance appraisal is
generally done in systematic ways which are as follows:
1. The supervisors measure the pay of employees and compare it with targets and plans.
2. The supervisor analyses the factors behind work performances of employees.
3. The employers are in position to guide the employees for a better performance.
3.1 Objectives of Performance Appraisal
The objectives of performance appraisal include the following:
1. To maintain records in order to determine compensation packages, wage structure, salaries
raises, etc.
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2. To identify the strengths and weaknesses of employees to place right men on right job.
3. To maintain and assess the potential present in a person for further growth and
development.
4. To provide a feedback to employees regarding their performance and related status.
5. To provide a feedback to employees regarding their performance and related status.
6. It serves as a basis for influencing working habits of the employees.
7. To review and retain the promotional and other training programmes.
3.2 Advantages of Performance Appraisal
It is said that performance appraisal is an investment for the company which can be justified by
following advantages:
1. Promotion: Performance Appraisal helps the supervisors to chalk out the promotion
programmes for efficient employees. In this regards, inefficient workers can be dismissed
or demoted in case.
2. Compensation: Performance Appraisal helps in chalking out compensation packages for
employees. Merit rating is possible through performance appraisal. Performance Appraisal
tries to give worth to a performance. Compensation packages which include bonus, high
salary rates, extra benefits, allowances and pre-requisites are dependent on performance
appraisal. The criteria should be merit rather than seniority.
3. Employees Development: The systematic procedure of performance appraisal helps the
supervisors to frame training policies and programmes. It helps to analyse strengths and
weaknesses of employees so that new jobs can be designed for efficient employees. It also
helps in framing future development programmes.
4. Selection Validation: Performance Appraisal helps the supervisors to understand the
validity and importance of the selection procedure. The supervisors come to know the
validity and thereby the strengths and weaknesses of selection procedure. Future changes in
selection methods can be made in this regard.
5.
Communication: For an organization, effective communication between employees and
employers is very important. Through performance appraisal, communication can be
sought for in the following ways:
a. Through performance appraisal, the employers can understand and accept skills of
subordinates.
b. The subordinates can also understand and create a trust and confidence in superiors.
c. It also helps in maintaining cordial and congenial labour management relationship.
d. It develops the spirit of work and boosts the morale of employees.
All the above factors ensure effective communication.
Motivation: Performance appraisal serves as a motivation tool. Through evaluating performance of
employees, a person‘s efficiency can be determined if the targets are achieved. This very well
motivates a person for better job and helps him to improve his performance in the future.
3.3 Performance Appraisal Tools and Techniques
The following are the tools used by the organizations for Performance Appraisals of their
employees.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Ranking
Paired Comparison
Forced Distribution
Confidential Report
Essay Evaluation
Critical Incident
Checklists
Graphic Rating Scale
BARS
Forced Choice Method
MBO
Field Review Technique

Performance Test
We will be discussing the important performance appraisal tools and techniques in detail.
3.3.1

Ranking Method
The ranking system requires the rater to rank his subordinates on overall performance. This
is done by simply putting a man in a rank order. Under this method, the ranking of an
employee in a work group is done against that of another employee. The relative position
of each employee is tested in terms of his numerical rank. It may also be done by ranking a
person on his job performance against another member of the competitive group.
Advantages of Ranking Method
i.
ii.

Employees are ranked according to their performance levels.
It is easier to rank the best and the worst employee.

Limitations of Ranking Method
iii.

iv.

v.
vi.

3.3.2

The ―whole man‖ is compared with another ―whole man‖ in this method. In
practice, it is very difficult to compare individuals possessing various individual
traits.
This method speaks only of the position where an employee stands in his group. It
does not test anything about how much better or how much worse an employee is
when compared to another employee.
When a large number of employees are working, ranking of individuals become a
difficult issue.
There is no systematic procedure for ranking individuals in the organization. The
ranking system does not eliminate the possibility of snap judgements.

Forced Distribution method
This is a ranking technique where raters are required to allocate a certain percentage of
rates to certain categories (e.g.: superior, above average, average) or percentiles (e.g.: top
10 percent, bottom 20 percent etc). Both the number of categories and percentage of
employees to be allotted to each category are a function of performance appraisal design
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and format. The workers of outstanding merit may be placed at top 10 percent of the scale;
the rest may be placed as 20 % good, 40 % outstanding, 20 % fair and 10 % fair.
Advantages of Forced Distribution
This method tends to eliminate raters bias
By forcing the distribution according to pre-determined percentages, the problem of
making use of different raters with different scales is avoided.
Limitations of Forced Distribution
The limitation of using this method in salary administration, however, is that it may lead
low
morale,
low
productivity
and
high
absenteeism.
Employees who feel that they are productive, but find themselves in lower grade (than
expected) feel frustrated and exhibit over a period of time reluctance to work.
3.3.3

Critical Incident techniques
Under this method, the manager prepares lists of statements of very effective and
ineffective behaviour of an employee. These critical incidents or events represent the
outstanding or poor behaviour of employees or the job. The manager maintains logs of each
employee, whereby he periodically records critical incidents of the workers behaviour. At
the end of the rating period, these recorded critical incidents are used in the evaluation of
the worker‘s performance. Example of a good critical incident of a Customer Relations
Officer is : March 12 – The Officer patiently attended to a customers complaint. He was
very polite and prompt in attending to the customer‘s problem.
Advantages of Critical Incident techniques
1. This method provides an objective basis for conducting a thorough
discussion of an employee‘s performance.
2. This method avoids recency bias (most recent incidents are too much
emphasized)
Limitations of Critical Incident techniques
1) Negative incidents may be more noticeable than positive incidents.
2) The supervisors have a tendency to unload a series of complaints about the
incidents during an annual performance review sessions.
3) It results in very close supervision which may not be liked by an employee.
4) The recording of incidents may be a chore for the manager concerned, who may be
too busy or may forget to do it.

3.3.4

Checklists and Weighted Checklists
In this system, a large number of statements that describe a specific job are given. Each
statement has a weight or scale value attached to it. While rating an employee the
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supervisor checks all those statements that most closely describe the behaviour of the
individual under assessment. The rating sheet is then scored by averaging the weights of all
the statements checked by the rater. A checklist is constructed for each job by having
persons who are quite familiar with the jobs. These statements are then categorized by the
judges and weights are assigned to the statements in accordance with the value attached by
the judges.
Advantages of Checklists and Weighted Checklists
Most frequently used method in evaluation of the employee‘s performance.
Limitations of Checklists and Weighted Checklists
This method is very expensive and time consuming
Rater may be biased in distinguishing the positive and negative questions.
It becomes difficult for the manager to assemble, analyze and weigh a number of
statements about the employees‘ characteristics, contributions and behaviours.
3.4 Performance Appraisal Biases
Managers make mistakes while evaluating employees and their performance. Biases and judgment
errors of various kinds may spoil the performance appraisal process. Bias here refers to inaccurate
distortion of a measurement. These are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

First Impression (primacy effect): Raters form an overall impression about the ratee on the
basis of some particular characteristics of the ratee identified by them. The identified
qualities and features may not provide adequate base for appraisal.
Halo Effect: The individual‘s performance is completely appraised on the basis of a
perceived positive quality, feature or trait. In other words this is the tendency to rate a man
uniformly high or low in other traits if he is extra-ordinarily high or low in one particular
trait. If a worker has few absences, his supervisor might give him a high rating in all other
areas of work.
Horn Effect: The individual‘s performance is completely appraised on the basis of a
negative quality or feature perceived. This results in an overall lower rating than may be
warranted. ―He is not formally dressed up in the office. He may be casual at work too!‖.
Excessive Stiffness or Lenience: Depending upon the raters own standards, values and
physical and mental makeup at the time of appraisal, ratees may be rated very strictly or
leniently. Some of the managers are likely to take the line of least resistance and rate
people high, whereas others, by nature, believe in the tyranny of exact assessment,
considering more particularly the drawbacks of the individual and thus making the
assessment excessively severe. The leniency error can render a system ineffective. If
everyone is to be rated high, the system has not done anything to differentiate among the
employees.
Central Tendency: Appraisers rate all employees as average performers. That is, it is an
attitude to rate people as neither high nor low and follow the middle path. For example, a
professor, with a view to play it safe, might give a class grade near the equal to B,
regardless of the differences in individual performances.
Personal Biases: The way a supervisor feels about each of the individuals working under
him - whether he likes or dislikes them - as a tremendous effect on the rating of their
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performances. Personal Bias can stem from various sources as a result of information
obtained from colleagues, considerations of faith and thinking, social and family
background and so on.
7. Spillover Effect: The present performance is evaluated much on the basis of past
performance. ―The person who was a good performer in distant past is assured to be okay
at present also‖.
8. Recency Effect: Rating is influenced by the most recent behaviour ignoring the commonly
demonstrated behaviours during the entire appraisal period.
Therefore while appraising performances; all the above biases should be avoided.
4.0 Summary
This unit discusses the concept of performance appraisal. It looked at the objectives and benefits of
performance appraisal. The various methods of performance appraisal were considered and the
unit ended by considering the possible biases in performance appraisal.
5.0 Conclusions
Management of performance is important to being a good supervisor and clarification of
expectations and performance feedback is also important to those they supervise. Understanding
the Performance appraisal is considered very important in managing the organizations performance
and hence its success.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of performance appraisal. What are the possible biases
that should be avoided in conducting performance appraisal?
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Unit 8 - Power and Delegation of Authority
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1.0 Introduction
Management is the process of achieving results through others; hence a manager alone cannot
perform all the tasks assigned to him. In order to meet the targets, the manager should delegate
authority. In this unit, we shall be discussing power and delegation of authority. Furthermore, we
shall examine the elements, principles, importance and steps to effective delegation. The concept
of centralization and decentralization will also be discussed.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will be able to:
Define and identify the steps and principles of effective delegation
Identify and apprciate the benefits and importance of delegation at work
Distinguish between centralization and decemtralisation.
3.0 Main Content
3.1 What is Delegation?
Delegation of Authority means division of authority and powers downwards to the subordinate.
Delegation is about entrusting someone else to do parts of your job. Delegation of authority can be
defined as subdivision and sub-allocation of powers to the subordinates in order to achieve
effective results.
3.1 Elements of Delegation
1. Authority - in context of a business organization, authority can be defined as the power and
right of a person to use and allocate the resources efficiently, to take decisions and to give
orders so as to achieve the organizational objectives. Authority must be well- defined. All
people who have the authority should know the scope of their authority and should not
misuse it. Authority is the right to give commands, orders and get the things done. The top
level management has greatest authority. Authority always flows from top to bottom. It
explains how a superior gets work done from his subordinate by clearly explaining what is
expected of him and how he should go about it. Authority should be accompanied with an
equal amount of responsibility. Delegating the authority to someone else doesn‘t imply
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escaping from accountability. Accountability still rest with the person having the utmost
authority.
2. Responsibility - is the duty of the person to complete the task assigned to him. A person
who is given the responsibility should ensure that he accomplishes the tasks assigned to
him. If the tasks for which he was held responsible are not completed, then he should not
give explanations or excuses. Responsibility without adequate authority leads to discontent
and dissatisfaction among the person. Responsibility flows from bottom to top. The middle
level and lower level management holds more responsibility. The person held responsible
for a job is answerable for it. If he performs the tasks assigned as expected, he will receive
praises. If he doesn‘t accomplish tasks assigned as expected, then he might be punished for
that.
3. Accountability - means giving explanations for any variance in the actual performance
from the expectations set. Accountability can not be delegated. For example, if ‘A‘ is given
a task with sufficient authority, and ‘A‘ delegates this task to B and asks him to ensure that
the task is done well, responsibility rest with ‘B‘, but accountability still rest with ‘A‘. The
top level management is most accountable. Being accountable means being innovative as
the person will think beyond his scope of job. Accountability ,in short, means being
answerable for the end result. Accountability can‘t be escaped. It arises from responsibility.
3.2 Steps for Achieving Delegation
A manager has to work in a system and has to perform the following steps : 1. Assignment of tasks and duties
2. Granting of authority
3. Creating responsibility and accountability
Delegation of authority is the base of superior-subordinate relationship, it involves the following
steps:1. Assignment of Duties – The delegator first tries to define the task and duties to the
subordinate. He also has to define the result expected from the subordinates. Clarity of duty
as well as result expected has to be the first step in delegation.
2. Granting of authority – Subdivision of authority takes place when a superior divides and
shares his authority with the subordinate. For this reason, every subordinate should be
given enough independence to perform the task given to him by his superiors. The
managers at all levels delegate authority and power which is attached to their job positions.
The subdivision of powers is very important to get effective results.
3. Creating Responsibility and Accountability – The delegation process does not end once
powers are granted to the subordinates. They at the same time have to be obligatory
towards the duties assigned to them. Responsibility is said to be the factor or obligation of
an individual to carry out his duties to the best of his ability as per the directions of
superior. Responsibility is very important. Therefore, it is that which gives effectiveness to
authority. At the same time, responsibility is absolute and cannot be shifted.
Accountability, on the others hand, is the obligation of the individual to carry out his duties
as per the standards of performance. Therefore, it is said that authority is delegated,
responsibility is created and accountability is imposed. Accountability arises out of
responsibility and responsibility arises out of authority. Therefore, it becomes important
that with every authority position an equal and opposite responsibility should be attached.
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Therefore every manager, i.e., the delegator has to follow a system to finish up the delegation
process. Equally important is the delegatee‘s role which means his responsibility and
accountability is attached with the authority.
3.3 Relationship between Authority and Responsibility
Authority is the legal right of person or superior to command his subordinates while responsibility
is the obligation of individual to carry out his duties as per standards of performance Authority
flows from the superiors to subordinates, in which orders and instructions are given to subordinates
to complete the task. It is only through authority, a manager exercises control. In a way through
exercising the control the superior is demanding accountability from subordinates. If the marketing
manager directs the sales supervisor for 50 units of sale to be undertaken in a month. If the above
standards are not accomplished, it is the marketing manager who will be accountable to the chief
executive officer. Therefore, we can say that authority flows from top to bottom and responsibility
flows from bottom to top. Accountability is a result of responsibility and responsibility is result of
authority. Therefore, for every authority an equal accountability is attached
Differences between Authority and Responsibility
Authority

Responsibility

It is the legal right of a person or a
superior to command his subordinates.

It is the obligation of subordinate to perform the
work assigned to him.

Authority is attached to the position of a
superior in a concern.

Responsibility
arises
out
of
superior–
subordinate relationship in which subordinate
agrees to carry out duty given to him.

Authority can be delegated by a superior
to a subordinate

Responsibility cannot be shifted and is absolute

It flows from top to bottom.

It flows from bottom to top.

3.4 Importance of Delegation
Delegation of authority is a process in which the authority and powers are divided and shared
amongst the subordinates. When the work of a manager gets beyond his capacity, there should be
some system of sharing the work. This is how delegation of authority evolved as an important tool
in organization function. Through delegation, a manager, in fact, is multiplying himself by
dividing/multiplying his work with the subordinates. The importance of delegation can be justified
as follows:
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1. Through delegation, a manager is able to divide the work and allocate it to the subordinates.
This helps in reducing his work load so that he can work on important areas such as - planning,
business analysis etc.
2. With the reduction of load on superior, he can concentrate his energy on important and critical
issues of concern. This way he is able to bring effectiveness in his work as well in the work
unit. This effectively helps a manager to prove his ability and skills in the best manner.
3. Delegation of authority is the ground on which the superior-subordinate relationship stands. An
organization functions as the authority flows from top level to bottom. This in fact shows that
through delegation, the superior-subordinate relationship become meaningful. The flow of
authority is from top to bottom which is a way of achieving results.
4. Delegation of authority in a way gives enough room and space to the subordinates to develop
their abilities and skills. Through delegating of authority, the subordinates get a feeling of
importance. They get motivated to work and this motivation provides appropriate results to a
concern. Job satisfaction is an important criterion to bring stability and soundness in the
relationship between superior and subordinates. Delegation also helps in breaking the
monotony of the subordinates so that they can be more creative and efficient. Delegation of
authority is not only helpful to the subordinates but it also helps the managers to develop their
talents and skills. Since the manager get enough time through delegation to concentrate on
important issues, their decision-making gets strong and in a way they can demonstrate the
talents which are required in a manager. Granting powers and getting the work done, helps the
manager to attain communication skills, supervision and guidance, effective motivation and the
leadership traits are exhibited. Therefore it is only through delegation that a manager can be
tested on his traits.
5. Delegation of authority is a source of help to both superior and subordinates. This ,in a way,
gives stability to a concern‘s work. With effective results, a concern can think of creating more
departments and divisions. This will require creation of more managers which can be fulfilled
by shifting the experienced, skilled managers to these positions. This helps in both vertical as
well as horizontal growth which is very important for a concern‘s stability.
Therefore, from the above points, we can conclude that delegation is not just a process but it is a
way by which a manager can multiply himself and is able to bring stability, ability and soundness
to a concern.
3.5 Principles of Delegation
There are a few guidelines in form of principles which can be a help to the manager in the process
of delegation. The principles of delegation are as follows: 1. Principle of result expected- suggests that every manager before delegating the powers to the
subordinate should be able to clearly define the goals as well as results expected from them.
The goals and targets should be completely and clearly defined and the standards of
performance should also be notified clearly. For example, a marketing manager explains the
salesmen regarding the units of sale to make in a particular day, say ten units a day have to be
the target sales. While a marketing manger provides these guidelines of sales, mentioning the
target sales is very important so that the salesman can perform his duty efficiently with a clear
goal before him.
2. Principle of Parity of Authority and Responsibility- According to this principle, the manager
should keep a balance between authority and responsibility. Both of them should go hand in
hand. According to this principle, if a subordinate is given a responsibility to perform a task,
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then at the same time he should be given enough independence and power to carry out that task
effectively. This principle also does not provide excessive authority to the subordinate which at
times can be misused by him. The authority should be given in such a way that it matches the
task given to him. Therefore, there should be no degree of disparity between the two.
3. Principle of absolute responsibility- This says that the authority can be delegated but
responsibility cannot be delegated by managers to his subordinates which means responsibility
is fixed. The manager at every level, no matter his authority, is always responsible to his
superior for carrying out his task by delegating the powers. It does not means that he can
escape from his responsibility. He will always remain responsible till the completion of the
task. Every superior is responsible for the acts of their subordinates and are accountable to their
superior therefore the superiors cannot pass the blame to the subordinates even if he has
delegated certain powers to subordinates. For example, if the production manager has been
given a work and the machine breaks down. If repairmen are not able to get repair work done,
production manager will be responsible to CEO if their production is not completed.
4. Principle of Authority level- This principle suggests that a manager should exercise his
authority within the jurisdiction / framework given. The manager should be forced to consult
their superiors with those matters of which the authority is not given that means before a
manager makes any important decision, he should make sure that he has the authority to do that
on the other hand, a subordinate should also not frequently go to their superiors to confirm or
to give suggestions if they are not asked to do so.
3.6 Centralization and Decentralization
Centralization is said to be a process where the concentration of decision making is in a few
hands. All the important decision and actions at the lower level, all subjects and actions at the
lower level are subject to the approval of top management. According to Allen, ―Centralization‖ is
the systematic and consistent reservation of authority at central points in the organization. The
implication of centralization can be :1. Reservation of decision making power at top level.
2. Reservation of operating authority with the middle level managers.
3. Reservation of operation at lower level at the directions of the top level.
Under centralization, the important and key decisions are taken by the top management and the
other levels are into implementations as per the directions of top level. For example, in a business
concern, the father and son being the owners decide on the important matters and all the rest of the
functions like product, finance, marketing, personnel, are carried out by the department heads and
they have to act as per instruction and orders of the two people. Therefore in this case, decision
making power remain in the hands of father and son.
On the other hand, Decentralization is a systematic delegation of authority at all levels of
management and in all of the organization. In a decentralization concern, authority in retained by
the top management for taking major decisions and framing policies concerning the whole
concern. Rest of the authority may be delegated to the middle level and lower level of
management.
The degree of centralization and decentralization will depend upon the amount of authority
delegated to the lowest level. According to Jayashree, S. et al, ―Decentralization refers to the
systematic effort to delegate to the lowest level of authority except that which can be controlled
and exercised at central points.
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Decentralization is not the same as delegation. In fact, decentralization is an extension of
delegation. Decentralization pattern is wider is scope and the authorities are diffused to the lowest
level of management. Delegation of authority is a complete process and takes place from one
person to another. While decentralization is complete only when fullest possible delegation has
taken place. For example, the general manager of a company is responsible for receiving the leave
application for the whole of the concern. The general manager delegates this work to the personnel
manager who is now responsible for receiving the leave applicants. In this situation delegation of
authority has taken place. On the other hand, on the request of the personnel manager, if the
general manager delegates this power to all the departmental heads at all level, in this situation
decentralization has taken place. There is a saying that ―Everything that increasing the role of
subordinates is decentralization and that decreases the role is centralization‖. Decentralization is
wider in scope and the subordinate‘s responsibility increase in this case. On the other hand, in
delegation the managers remain answerable even for the acts of subordinates to their superiors.
Implications of Decentralization
1. There is less burden on the Chief Executive as in the case of centralization.
2. In decentralization, the subordinates get a chance to decide and act independently which
develops skills and capabilities. This way the organization is able to process reserve of talents
in it.
3. In decentralization, diversification and horizontal arrangement can be easily implanted.
4. In decentralization, concern diversification of activities can take place effectively since there is
more scope for creating new departments. Therefore, diversification growth is of a degree.
5. In decentralization structure, operations can be coordinated at divisional level which is not
possible in the centralization set up.
6. In the case of decentralization structure, there is greater motivation and morale of the
employees since they get more independence to act and decide.
7. In a decentralization structure, co-ordination to some extent is difficult to maintain as there are
lot many department divisions and authority is delegated to maximum possible extent ,i.e., to
the bottom most level delegation reaches. Centralization and decentralization are the categories
by which the pattern of authority relationships became clear. The degree of centralization and
de-centralization can be affected by many factors like nature of operation, volume of profits,
number of departments, size of a concern, etc. The larger the size of a concern, a
decentralization set up is suitable in it.
Delegation and Decentralization
Basis

Delegation

Decentralization

Meaning

Managers delegate some of their Right to take decisions is shared by top
function and authority to their management
and
other
level
of
subordinates.
management.

Scope

Scope of delegation is limited as
superior delegates the powers to Scope is wide as the decision making is
the subordinates on individual shared by the subordinates also.
bases.
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Responsibility

Responsibility remains with the
Responsibility
managers
and
cannot
be
subordinates.
delegated

Freedom
Work

Freedom is not given to the
Freedom to work can be maintained by
subordinates as they have to
subordinates as they are free to take
work as per the instructions of
decision and to implement it.
their superiors.

of

is

also

delegated

It is a routine function

It is an important
enterprise.

Delegation is important in all
concerns whether big or small.
No enterprises can work without
delegation.

Decentralization becomes more important
in large concerns and it depends upon the
decision made by the enterprise, it is not
compulsory.

The authority is granted by one
individual to another.

It is a systematic act which takes place at
all levels and at all functions in a concern.

Grant
of
Responsibility

Responsibility
delegated

Authority with responsibility is delegated
to subordinates.

Degree

Degree of delegation varies from Decentralization is total by nature. It
concern
to
concern
and spreads throughout the organization i.e. at
department to department.
all levels and all functions

Process

Delegation is a process which It is an outcome
which explains
explains superior
subordinates relationship between top management
relationship
and all other departments.

Essentiality

Delegation is essential for all
kinds of concerns

Decentralization is a decisions function
by nature.

Significance

Delegation is essential
creating the organization

Decentralization is an optional policy at
the discretion of top management.

Withdrawal

Delegated authority can be taken
back.

It is considered as a general policy of top
management and is applicable to all
departments.

Very little freedom
subordinates

Considerable freedom

Nature

Need
purpose

on

Grant
Authority

of

Freedom
Action

of

cannot

to

be

for

the
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Decentralization can be called extension of delegation. When delegation of authority is done to
the fullest possible extent, it gives way to decentralization.
4.0 Summary
The elements, principles and steps to effective delegation were examined in this unit. The
importance of delegation was also discussed. The unit further differentiated between the processes
centralization and decentralization of authority.
5.0 Conclusion
In reality, no manager can single handedly perform all the tasks expected of him. Consequently,
managers should delegate part of their authority to subordinates. This however needs to be done in
a disciplined manner by following the prescribed steps and respecting the underlining principles. If
done this way, we can justify that delegation is not just a process but a way by which manager
multiples himself and is able to bring stability, ability and soundness to a concern. Furthermore,
decentralization can be called extension of delegation. When delegation of authority is done to the
fullest possible extent, it gives way to decentralization.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
Discuss the concept of delegation of authority bringing out the meaning, principles and steps to
effective delegation. Distinguish between delegation and decentralization of authority.
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1.0 Introduction
One of the most important functions of management is to create willingness amongst the
employees to perform in the best of their abilities. Therefore the role of a leader is to arouse
interest in performance of employees in their jobs. This unit will discuss the meaning process and
importance of motivation. Three classical theories of motivation namely: Maslow‘s hierarchy of
needs theory, Herzberg‘s Two factor theory and Theory X and Theory Y will be reviewed. The
unit will end by looking at motivation incentives - Incentives to motivate employees
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will be able to:
Understand the concept of motivation
Identify what motivates people at work
Discuss the content of the three classical theories of motivation to be discussed and apply the
principles at work
Appreciate the significance of motivation incentives.
3.0 Main Content
3.1 What is Motivation?
Motivation is the word derived from the word ‘motive‘ which means needs, desires, wants or
drives within the individuals. It is the process of stimulating people to actions to accomplish the
goals. In the work goal context the psychological factors stimulating the people‘s behaviour can be
desire for money
success
recognition
job-satisfaction
team work, etc
The process of motivation consists of three stages:1. A felt need or drive
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2. A stimulus in which needs have to be aroused
3. When needs are satisfied, the satisfaction or accomplishment of goals.
Therefore, we can say that motivation is a psychological phenomenon which means needs and
wants of the individuals have to be tackled by framing an incentive plan.
3.1 Importance of Motivation
Motivation is very important for an organization because of the following benefits it provides:1. Puts human resources into action
Every concern requires physical, financial and human resources to accomplish the goals. It
is through motivation that the human resources can be utilized by making full use of it.
This can be done by building willingness in employees to work. This will help the
enterprise in securing best possible utilization of resources.
2. Improves level of efficiency of employees
The level of a subordinate or an employee does not only depend upon his qualifications and
abilities. For getting best of his work performance, the gap between ability and willingness
has to be filled which helps in improving the level of performance of subordinates. This
will result intoa.
b.
c.
3. Leads

Increase in productivity,
Reducing cost of operations, and
Improving overall efficiency.
to achievement of organizational goals

The goals of an enterprise can be achieved only when the following factors take place :a.
b.
c.
d.

There is best possible utilization of resources,
There is a co-operative work environment ,
The employees are goal-directed and they act in a purposive manner,
Goals can be achieved if co-ordination and co-operation take place simultaneously
which can be effectively done through motivation.
4. Builds friendly relationship
Motivation is an important factor which brings employees satisfaction. This can be done by
keeping in mind and framing an incentive plan for the benefit of the employees. This could
initiate the following things:
a.
Monetary and non-monetary incentives,
b. Promotion opportunities for employees,
c. Disincentives for inefficient employees.
In order to build a cordial, friendly atmosphere in a concern, the above steps should be
taken by a manager. This would help in:
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
5. Leads

Effective co-operation which brings stability,
Industrial dispute and unrest in employees will reduce,
The employees will be adaptable to the changes and there will be no resistance to
the change,
This will help in providing a smooth and sound concern in which individual
interests will coincide with the organizational interests,
This will result in profit maximization through increased productivity.
to stability of work force

Stability of workforce is very important from the point of view of reputation and goodwill
of a concern. The employees can remain loyal to the enterprise only when they have a
feeling of participation in the management. The skills and efficiency of employees will
always be of advantage to employees as well as employees. This will lead to a good public
image in the market which will attract competent and qualified people into a concern. As it
is said, ―Old is gold‖ which suffices with the role of motivation here, the older the people,
more the experience and their adjustment into a concern which can be of benefit to the
enterprise.
From the above discussion, we can say that motivation is an internal feeling which can be
understood only by manager since he is in close contact with the employees. Needs, wants and
desires are inter-related and they are the driving force to act. These needs can be understood by the
manager and he can frame motivation plans accordingly. We can say that motivation therefore is a
continuous process since motivation process is based on needs which are unlimited. The process
has to be continued throughout.
We can summarize by saying that motivation is important both to an individual and a business.
Motivation is important to an individual as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Motivation will help him achieve his personal goals.
If an individual is motivated, he will have job satisfaction.
Motivation will help in self-development of individual.
An individual would always gain by working with a dynamic team.

Similarly, motivation is important to a business as:
1. The more motivated the employees are, the more empowered the team is.
2. The more is the team work and individual employee contribution, the more profitable and
successful is the business.
3. During period of change, there will be more adaptability and creativity.
4.
Motivation will lead to an optimistic and challenging attitude at work place because it has
been discovered that by and large, with respect to workplace motivation – Carrot or Stick
approach doesn‘t work anymore
5. While salary and promotions could do a great job of demotivating people if handled
ineffectively, they aren‘t so much effective in motivating people.
What should be done therefore for effective motivation at workplace?
D Link Rewards directly to Performance- An organization should adopt a fair reward structure
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which provides incentive to the most deserving employee. Have an incentive structure in place
doesn‘t solve the problem... what makes it workable is the employees trust in the system and
believe that they will be rewarded if they perform well.
Compliment employees- Even though an employee‘s name has not appeared in the list of
people getting incentives, go ahead and compliment that employee for a job well done - no
matter how small. There is nothing more satisfying to an employee than a pat on his back.
Be transparent- While there may be some strategic decisions which you might want to share
with the employees at a later stage, make sure employees do not give in to the rumours. Stay in
touch with the employees.
Work on your PDP- Every employee is responsible for his / her own
work towards his ‘Personal Development Plan‘ [PDP] as discussed and
Find out what the training company offers and which is best suited to
How this will motivate you - remember training always increases
enhance your career.

career. He / she should
agreed by his manager.
his development needs.
your marketability and

Participate and Network- Employees - Remember you work for a company where a one-onone attention might not be possible. Do not wait for an invitation to participate in a discussion.
If you are a part of a forum, then you have full right to express your opinion and be a part of
the process. Expressing yourself is a good way of motivating yourself.
3.2 Classical Theories of Motivation
The motivation concepts were mainly developed around 1950‘s. Three main theories were
propounded during this period. These three classical theories areMaslow‘s hierarchy of needs theory
Herzberg‘s Two factor theory
Theory X and Theory Y
These theories are building blocks of the contemporary theories developed later. The working
mangers and learned professionals till date use these classical theories to explain the concept of
employee motivation.
3.2.1 Maslow‘s Hierarchy of Needs Theory
Abraham Maslow is renowned for proposing the Hierarchy of Needs Theory in 1943. This theory
is a classical depiction of human motivation. This theory is based on the assumption that there is a
hierarchy of five needs within each individual. The urgency of these needs varies. These five needs
are as follows-
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Self-actualization
Needs
Esteem
Needs
Social
Needs
Security
Needs
Physiological
Needs
FIGURE 9.1 : Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Model
1. Physiological needs- These are the basic needs of air, water, food, clothing and shelter.
In other words, physiological needs are the needs for basic amenities of life.
2.
Safety needs- Safety needs include physical, environmental and emotional safety and
protection. For instance- Job security, financial security, protection from animals,
family security, health security, etc.
3. Social needs- Social needs include the need for love, affection, care, belongingness, and
friendship.
4. Esteem needs- Esteem needs are of two types: internal esteem needs (self- respect,
confidence, competence, achievement and freedom) and external esteem needs
(recognition, power, status, attention and admiration).
5. Self-actualization need- This include the urge to become what you are capable of
becoming / what you have the potential to become. It includes the need for growth and
self-contentment. It also includes desire for gaining more knowledge, social- service,
creativity and being aesthetic. The self- actualization needs are never fully satiable. As
an individual grows psychologically, opportunities keep cropping up to continue
growing.
According to Maslow, individuals are motivated by unsatisfied needs. As each of these
needs is significantly satisfied, it drives and forces the next need to emerge. Maslow
grouped the five needs into two categories - Higher-order needs and Lower-order needs.
The physiological and the safety needs constituted the lower-order needs. These lowerorder needs are mainly satisfied externally. The social, esteem, and self-actualization needs
constituted the higher-order needs. These higher-order needs are generally satisfied
internally, i.e., within an individual. Thus, we can conclude that during boom period, the
employees lower-order needs are significantly met.
Implications of Maslow‘s Hierarchy of Needs Theory for Managers
As far as the physiological needs are concerned, the managers should give employees
appropriate salaries to purchase the basic necessities of life. Breaks and eating
opportunities should be given to employees.
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As far as the safety needs are concerned, the managers should provide the employees job
security, safe and hygienic work environment, and retirement benefits so as to retain
them.
As far as social needs are concerned, the management should encourage teamwork and
organize social events.
As far as esteem needs are concerned, the managers can appreciate and reward
employees on accomplishing and exceeding their targets. The management can give the
deserved employee higher job rank / position in the organization.
As far as self-actualization needs are concerned, the managers can give the employees
challenging jobs in which the employees‘ skills and competencies are fully utilized.
Moreover, growth opportunities can be given to them so that they can reach the peak.
The managers must identify the need level at which the employee is existing and then those needs
can be utilized as push for motivation.
Limitations of Maslow‘s Theory
It is essential to note that not all employees are governed by same set of needs. Different
individuals may be driven by different needs at same point of time. It is always the most
powerful unsatisfied need that motivates an individual.
The theory is not empirically supported.
The theory is not applicable in case of starving artist as even if the artist‘s basic needs are
not satisfied, he will still strive for recognition and achievement.
3.2.2 Herzberg‘s Two-Factor Theory of Motivation
In 1959, Frederick Herzberg, a behavioural scientist proposed a two-factor theory or the motivatorhygiene theory. According to Herzberg, there are some job factors that result in satisfaction while
there are other job factors that prevent dissatisfaction. According to Herzberg, the opposite of
―Satisfaction‖ is ―No satisfaction‖ and the opposite of ―Dissatisfaction‖ is ―No Dissatisfaction‖.

FIGURE: 9.2 - Herzberg’s view of satisfaction and dissatisfaction
Herzberg classified these job factors into two categories95

a.

Hygiene factors- Hygiene factors are those job factors which are essential for existence of
motivation at workplace. These do not lead to positive satisfaction for long-term. But if these
factors are absent / if these factors are non-existant at workplace, then they lead to
dissatisfaction. In other words, hygiene factors are those factors which when adequate /
reasonable in a job, pacify the employees and do not make them dissatisfied. These factors are
extrinsic to work. Hygiene factors are also called dissatisfiers or maintenance factors as they
are required to avoid dissatisfaction. These factors describe the job environment / scenario. The
hygiene factors symbolized the physiological needs which the individuals wanted and expected
to be fulfilled. Hygiene factors include:
Pay- The pay or salary structure should be appropriate and reasonable. It must be equal
and competitive to those in the same industry in the same domain.
Company Policies and administrative policies- The company policies should not be too
rigid. They should be fair and clear. It should include flexible working hours, dress
code, breaks, vacation, etc.
Fringe benefits- The employees should be offered health care plans (mediclaim),
benefits for the family members, employee help programmes, etc.
Physical Working conditions- The working conditions should be safe, clean and
hygienic. The work equipments should be updated and well-maintained.
Status- The employees‘ status within the organization should be familiar and retained.
Interpersonal relations-The relationship of the employees with his peers, superiors and
subordinates should be appropriate and acceptable. There should be no conflict or
humiliation element present.
Job Security- The organization must provide job security to the employees.
b. Motivational factors- According to Herzberg, the hygiene factors cannot be regarded as
motivators. The motivational factors yield positive satisfaction. These factors are inherent
work. These factors motivate the employees for a superior performance. These factors are
called satisfiers. These are factors involved in performing the job. Employees find these factors
intrinsically rewarding. The motivators symbolized the psychological needs that were
perceived as an additional benefit. Motivational factors include:
Recognition- The employees should be praised and recognized for their
accomplishments by the managers.
Sense of achievement- The employees must have a sense of achievement. This depends
on the job. There must be a fruit of some sort in the job.
Growth and promotional opportunities- There must be growth and advancement
opportunities in an organization to motivate the employees to perform well.
Responsibility- The employees must hold themselves responsible for the work. The
managers should give them ownership of the work. They should minimize control but
retain accountability.
Meaningfulness of the work- The work itself should be meaningful, interesting and challenging for
the employee to perform and to get motivated.
Limitations of Two-Factor Theory
The two factor theory is not free from limitations:
1. The two-factor theory overlooks situational variables.
2. Herzberg assumed a correlation between satisfaction and productivity. But the research
conducted by Herzberg stressed upon satisfaction and ignored productivity.
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3.

The theory‘s reliability is uncertain. Analysis has to be made by the raters. The raters may
spoil the findings by analyzing same response in different manner.
4. No comprehensive measure of satisfaction was used. An employee may find his job
acceptable despite the fact that he may hate/object part of his job.
5. The two factor theory is not free from bias as it is based on the natural reaction of
employees when they are required the sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction at work.
They will blame dissatisfaction on the external factors such as salary structure, company
policies and peer relationship. Also, the employees will give credit to themselves for the
satisfaction factor at work.
6. The theory ignores blue-collar workers. Despite these limitations, Herzberg‘s Two-Factor
theory is acceptable broadly.
Implications of Two-Factor Theory
The Two-Factor theory implies that the managers must stress upon guaranteeing the adequacy of
the hygiene factors to avoid employee dissatisfaction. Also, the managers must make sure that the
work is stimulating and rewarding so that the employees are motivated to work and perform harder
and better. This theory emphasizes job-enrichment so as to motivate the employees. The job must
utilize the employee‘s skills and competencies to the maximum. Focusing on the motivational
factors can improve work-quality.
3.2.3 Theory X and Theory Y
In 1960, Douglas McGregor formulated Theory X and Theory Y suggesting two aspects of human
behaviour at work, or in other words, two different views of individuals (employees): one of which
is negative, called Theory X and the other is positive, referred to as Theory Y. According to
McGregor, the perception of managers on the nature of individuals is based on various
assumptions.
Assumptions of Theory X
An average employee intrinsically does not like work and tries to escape it whenever
possible.
Since the employee does not want to work, he must be persuaded, compelled, or warned
with punishment so as to achieve organizational goals. A close supervision is required on
the part of managers. The managers adopt a more dictatorial style.
Many employees rank job security on top, and they have little or no aspiration/ ambition.
Employees generally dislike responsibilities.
Employees resist change.
An average employee needs formal direction.
Assumptions of Theory Y
Employees can perceive their job as relaxing and normal. They exercise their
mental efforts in an inherent manner in their jobs.
Employees may not require only threat, external control and coercion to work,
use self-direction and self-control if they are dedicated and sincere to
organizational objectives.
If the job is rewarding and satisfying, then it will result in employees‘
commitment to organization.
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An average employee can learn to admit and recognize the responsibility. In fact, he can
even learn to obtain responsibility.
The employees have skills and capabilities. Their logical capabilities should be fully
utilized. In other words, the creativity, resourcefulness and innovative potentiality of the
employees can be utilized to solve organizational problems.
Thus, we can say that Theory X presents a pessimistic view of employees‘ nature and behaviour at
work, while Theory Y presents an optimistic view of the employees‘ nature and behaviour at work.
If we correlate it with Maslow‘s theory, we can say that Theory X is based on the assumption that
the employees emphasize on the physiological needs and the safety needs; while Theory X is based
on the assumption that the social needs, esteem needs and the self-actualization needs dominate the
employees.
McGregor views Theory Y to be more valid and reasonable than Theory X. Thus, he encouraged
cordial team relations, responsible and stimulating jobs, and participation of all in decision-making
process.
Implications of Theory X and Theory Y
Quite a few organizations use Theory X today. Theory X encourages use of tight control and
supervision. It implies that employees are reluctant to organizational changes. Thus, it does not
encourage innovation.
Many organizations are using Theory Y techniques. Theory Y implies that the managers should
create and encourage a work environment which provides opportunities to employees to take
initiative and self-direction. Employees should be given opportunities to contribute to
organizational well-being. Theory Y encourages decentralization of authority, teamwork and
participative decision making in an organization. Theory Y searches and discovers the ways in
which an employee can make significant contributions in an organization. It harmonizes and
matches employees‘ needs and aspirations with organizational needs and aspirations
3.3 Motivation Incentives - Incentives to motivate employees
Incentive is an act or promise for greater action. It is also called a stimulus to greater action.
Incentives are something which are given in addition to wages. It means additional remuneration
or benefit to an employee in recognition of achievement or better work. Incentives provide a spur
or zeal in the employees for better performance. It is a natural thing that nobody acts without a
purpose behind. Therefore, a hope for a reward is a powerful incentive to motivate employees.
Besides monetary incentive, there are some other stimuli which can drive a person to better. This
will include job satisfaction, job security, job promotion, and pride for accomplishment. Therefore,
incentives really can sometimes work to accomplish the goals of a concern. The need of incentives
can be many:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To increase productivity,
To drive or arouse a stimulus work,
To enhance commitment in work performance,
To psychologically satisfy a person which leads to job satisfaction,
To shape the behavior or outlook of subordinate towards work,
To inculcate zeal and enthusiasm towards work,
To get the maximum of their capabilities so that they are exploited and utilized maximally.
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Therefore, management has to offer the following two categories of incentives to motivate
employees:a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Monetary incentives- Those incentives which satisfy the subordinates by providing them
rewards in terms of rupees. Money has been recognized as a chief source of satisfying the
needs of people. Money is also helpful to satisfy the social needs by possessing various
material items. Therefore, money not only satisfies psychological needs but also the security
and social needs. Therefore, in many factories, various wage plans and bonus schemes are
introduced to motivate and stimulate the people to work.
Non-monetary incentives- Besides the monetary incentives, there are certain non-financial
incentives which can satisfy the ego and self- actualization needs of employees. The incentives
which cannot be measured in terms of money are under the category of ―Non- monetary
incentives‖. Whenever a manager has to satisfy the psychological needs of the subordinates, he
makes use of non-financial incentives. Non- financial incentives can be of the following types:Security of service- Job security is an incentive which provides great motivation to employees.
If his job is secured, he will put maximum efforts to achieve the objectives of the enterprise.
This also helps since he is very far off from mental tension and he can give his best to the
enterprise.
Praise or recognition- The praise or recognition is another non- financial incentive which
satisfies the ego needs of the employees. Sometimes praise becomes more effective than any
other incentive. The employees will respond more to praise and try to give the best of their
abilities to a concern.
Suggestion scheme- The organization should look forward to taking suggestions and inviting
suggestion schemes from the subordinates. This inculcates a spirit of participation in the
employees. This can be done by publishing various articles written by employees to improve
the work environment which can be published in various magazines of the company. This also
is helpful to motivate the employees to feel important and they can also be in search for
innovative methods which can be applied for better work methods. This ultimately helps in
growing a concern and adapting new methods of operations.
Job enrichment- Job enrichment is another non- monetary incentive in which the job of a
worker can be enriched. This can be done by increasing his responsibilities, giving him an
important designation, increasing the content and nature of the work. This way efficient worker
can get challenging jobs in which they can prove their worth. This also helps in the greatest
motivation of the efficient employees.
Promotion opportunities- Promotion is an effective tool to increase the spirit to work in a
concern. If the employees are provided opportunities for the advancement and growth, they
feel satisfied and contented and they become more committed to the organization.

The above non- financial tools can be framed effectively by giving due concentration to the role of
employees. A combination of financial and non- financial incentives help together in bringing
motivation and zeal to work in a concern.
Positive Incentives
Positive incentives are those incentives which provide a positive assurance for fulfilling the needs
and wants. Positive incentives generally have an optimistic attitude behind and they are generally
given to satisfy the psychological requirements of employees. For example-promotion, praise,
recognition, perks and allowances, etc. It is positive by nature.
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Negative Incentives
Negative incentives are those whose purpose is to correct the mistakes or defaults of employees.
The purpose is to rectify mistakes in order to get effective results. Negative incentive is generally
resorted to when positive incentive does not works and a psychological set back has to be given to
employees. It is negative by nature. For example- demotion, transfer, fines, penalties.
4.0 Summary
The thrust of this unit was motivation at work. We examined the concept and process of as well as
the importance of motivation. Three classical theories of motivation namely: Maslow‘s hierarchy
of needs theory, Herzberg‘s Two factor theory and Theory X and Theory Y were discussed the
role of motivation incentives were exhaustively explored too.
5.0 Conclusion
It has been demonstrated in this unit that for
greater performance at work, motivation is very
fundamental. According to Maslow, human behavior is goal-directed. Motivation cause goaldirected behaviour. It is through motivation that needs can be handled and tackled purposely.
Hence managers must understand the hierarchy of needs as the needs of individual that serve as a
driving force in human behaviour. Therefore, a manager must understand the ―hierarchy of needs‖.
According to Maslow, individuals are motivated by unsatisfied needs. As each of these needs is
significantly satisfied, it drives and forces the next need to emerge. The Two-Factor theory implies
that the managers must stress upon guaranteeing the adequacy of the hygiene factors to avoid
employee dissatisfaction. Also, the managers must make sure that the work is stimulating and
rewarding so that the employees are motivated to work and perform harder and better. This theory
emphasize upon job-enrichment so as to motivate the employees. The job must utilize the
employee‘s skills and competencies to the maximum. Focusing on the motivational factors can
improve work-quality. Further more it can be concluded that incentives provide a spur or zeal in
the employees for better performance as it is a natural thing that nobody acts without a purpose
behind. Therefore, a hope for a reward is a powerful incentive to motivate employees. Besides
monetary incentive, there are some other stimuli which can drive a person to better performance.
This will include job satisfaction, job security, job promotion, and pride for accomplishment.
Therefore, incentives really can sometimes work to accomplish the goals of a concern.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
Discuss the theory of motivation by Abraham Maslow and Frederick Herzberg. What are the
lessons from each of the theories?
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1.0 Introduction
In this unit, the critical function of leadership will be considered. We shall explain the meaning,
features, roles and characteristics of leadership. Also to be discussed are ascension to leadership
position as well as choice of leadership styles. We shall also dwell on the differences between
leadership and management. Before rounding up the unit, we shall examine the meaning and
implication of organizational leadership.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of the unit, learners will be able to:
Understand the meaning of leadership
Appreciate the role and importance of leadership
Identify the qualities of an effective leaders
Distinguish between leadership and management
Identify different types of leaders and leadership styles
3.0 Main Content
3.1 What is Leadership?
Leadership is a process by which an executive can direct, guide and influence the behavior and
work of others towards accomplishment of specific goals in a given situation. Leadership is the
ability of a manager to induce the subordinates to work with confidence and zeal.
According to Northouse, P. G., ―Leadership is the ability to persuade others to seek defined
objectives enthusiastically. It is the human factor which binds a group together and motivates it
towards goals.‖
Features of Leadership
1. It is an inter- personal process in which a manager is into influencing and guiding workers
towards attainment of goals.
2. It denotes a few qualities to be present in a person that includes intelligence, maturity and
personality.
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3. A leader is involved in shaping and moulding the behavior of the group towards
accomplishment of organizational goals.
4. Leadership is situation bound. There is no best style of leadership. It all depends upon
tackling and dealing with problems as they affect situations.
3.1 Importance of Leadership
Leadership is an important function of management which helps to maximize efficiency and to
achieve organizational goals. The following points justify the importance of leadership in a
concern.
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Initiates action- Leader is a person who starts the work by communicating the policies and
plans to the subordinates from where the work actually starts.
Motivation- A leader proves to be playing an incentive role in the concern‘s working. He
motivates the employees with economic and non-economic rewards and thereby gets the
work done through the subordinates.
Providing guidance- A leader has the responsibility of
supervising and guiding the
subordinates. Guidance here means instructing the subordinates the way they have to
perform their work effectively and efficiently.
Creating confidence- Confidence is an important factor which can be achieved through
expressing the work efforts to the subordinates, explaining them clearly their role and
giving them guidelines to achieve the goals effectively. It is also important to hear the
employees with regards to their complaints and problems.
Building morale- Morale denotes willing co-operation of the employees towards their work
and getting them into confidence and winning their trust. A leader can be a morale booster
by achieving full co-operation so that they perform with best of their abilities as they work
to achieve goals.
Builds work environment- Management is getting things done through people. An efficient
work environment helps in sound and stable growth. Therefore, cordial human relations m
bust form part of a leaders attribute. He should have personal contacts with employees and
should listen to their problems and solve them. He should treat employees with
humanitarian consideration.
Co-ordination- Co-ordination can be achieved through reconciling personal interests with
organizational goals. This synchronization can be achieved through proper and effective
co-ordination which should be primary motive of a leader.

3.2 Role of a Leader
The following are the main roles of a leader in an organization :
1.

Required at all levels- Leadership is a function which is important at all levels of
management. In the top level, it is important for getting co-operation in formulation of
plans and policies. In the middle and lower level, it is required for interpretation and
execution of plans and programmes framed by the top management. Leadership can be
exercised through guidance and counseling of the subordinates at the time of execution of
plans.
2. Representative of the organization- A leader, i.e., a manager is said to be the representative
of the enterprise. He has to represent the concern at seminars, conferences, general
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meetings, etc. His role is to communicate the rationale of the enterprise to outside public.
He is also representative of the own department which he leads.
3. Integrates and reconciles the personal goals with organizational goals- A leader through
leadership traits helps in reconciling/ integrating the personal goals of the employees with
the organizational goals. He is trying to co-ordinate the efforts of people towards a
common purpose and thereby achieves objectives. This can be done only if he can
influence and get willing co-operation and urge to accomplish the objectives.
4. He solicits support- A leader is a manager and besides that he is a person who entertains
and invites support and co- operation of subordinates. This he can do by his personality,
intelligence, maturity and experience which can provide him positive result. In this regard,
a leader has to invite suggestions and if possible implement them into plans and
programmes of enterprise. This way, he can solicit full support of employees which results
in willingness to work and thereby effectiveness in running of a concern.
5. As a friend, philosopher and guide- A leader must possess the three dimensional traits in
him. He can be a friend by sharing the feelings, opinions and desires with the employees.
He can be a philosopher by utilizing his intelligence and experience and thereby guiding
the employees as and when time requires. He can be a guide by supervising and
communicating to the employees the plans and policies of top management and securing
their co-operation to achieve the goals of a concern. At times he can also play the role of a
counselor by counseling and adopting problem-solving approach. He can listen to the
problems of the employees and try to solve them.
3.3 Qualities of a Leader
A leader must have multidimensional traits in him that makes him appealing and effective in
behavior. The following are the qualities that should be present in a good leader:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Physical appearance- A leader must have a pleasing appearance. Physique and health are
very important for a good leader.
Vision and foresight- A leader cannot maintain influence unless he exhibits forwardlooking qualities. He has to visualize situations and thereby has to frame logical
programmes.
Intelligence- A leader should be intelligent enough to examine problems and difficult
situations. He should be analytical and be able to weigh pros and cons and then summarize
the situation. Therefore, a positive tendency and show of maturity are very important.
Communicative skills- A leader must be able to communicate the policies and procedures
clearly, precisely and effectively. This can be helpful in persuasion and stimulation.
Objective- A leader must possess a fair disposition which is free from bias and which does
not discriminate or show favour towards a particular individual. He should develop his own
opinion and should base his judgment on facts and logic.
Knowledge of work- A leader should be very precisely knowlefgeable on the work of his
subordinates so that he can win the trust and confidence of his subordinates.
Sense of responsibility- Responsibility and accountability towards an individual‘s work is
very important to bring a sense of influence. A leader must have a sense of responsibility
towards organizational goals because only then can he get maximum of cooperation from
his subordinates. For this, he has to motivate himself and arouse and urge to give best of his
abilities. Only then can he motivate the subordinates.
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8. Self-confidence and will-power- Confidence in himself is important to earn the confidence
of the subordinates. He should be trustworthy and should handle the situations with full
will power.
9. Humanist-This trait to be present in a leader is essential because he deals with human
beings and is in personal contact with them. He has to handle the personal problems of his
subordinates with great care and attention. Therefore, treating the human beings on
humanitarian grounds is essential for building a congenial environment.
10. Empathy- It is an old adage ―Stepping into the shoes of others‖. This is very important
because fair judgment and objectivity comes only then. A leader should understand the
problems and complaints of employees and should also have a complete view of the needs
and aspirations of the employees. This helps in improving human relations and personal
contacts with the employees.
From the above qualities present in a leader, one can understand the scope of leadership and it‘s
importance for business success. A leader cannot have all the traits enumerated above but having a
few of them helps in achieving effective results.
3.4 Leadership Theories, Qualities and Styles
Management involves leadership, and leadership can be described as the process of influencing
group behaviour. Leadership also involves the managerial functions of directing, controlling and
motivating towards the attainment of set goals.
Allen identifies five main activities that are associated with management leading:
“Management Decision-making: the work a manager performs to arrive at conclusions and
judgements‖.
“Management Communicating: the work a manager performs to create understanding‖.
“Motivating: the work a manager performs to inspire, encourage, and impel people to take
required action‖.
“Selecting People: the work a manager performs to choose people for positions in the
organization‖.
“Developing People: the work a manager performs to help people improve their knowledge,
attitudes, and skills‖.
3.5 Ascension to Leadership Position
From any group a leader can rise in any of the following ways:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

he may be appointed by a higher authority
he may be elected by the group either because of his charisma or expertise in the group task
he may emerge on his own and be accepted by the group
he may be self-imposed.

So, a leader is either appointed, elected, emergent, or self-imposed.
Effective leadership is essential for the achievement of results. The manager‘s leadership strengths
or weaknesses affect the performance of the entire organization:
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He can clarify or confuse objectives, job assignments and expected results, and criteria for
measuring performance.
He can stimulate or inhibit optimum performance.
He can encourage or retard the use of his subordinates best abilities, skills and interests.
He can provide or withhold incentives for growth and development.
He can enhance or undermine job satisfaction and morale.
Research observations indicate that high productivity,, high morale, and optimum growth and
development of subordinates result primarily from the leadership given by their immediate
superiors.
3.6 The Two Dimensions of Leadership
Two dimensions of leadership are of major concern to managers.
First, there is their leadership style:
Some managers choose their leadership style either by institution or by following the
examples of other managers.
Studies of group operations and power relationships have shed light on the differing
impacts of various leadership styles.
Researchers in the field of management have long been engaged in a search for the ―best‖
style of leadership. But evidence to date clearly indicates that there is no single style that is
appropriate to, and effective in all types of situations.
Results-oriented managers are those who can adapt their leadership style to meet the
demands of each specific situation and the needs of their subordinates.
3.7 Leadership Styles and assumptions
Different leadership patterns or styles exist among leaders and among organizations. In addition to
their leadership style, managers are concerned with the substance of their directing and controlling
activities. These two factors interact, and neither can be ignored.
What the manager does to direct and control his subordinates will determine what the
subordinates will do.
How the manager carries our these responsibilities will determine where the emphasis will
be placed and influence the level of subordinate‘s response.
Awareness of the importance of leadership has led many managers to ask themselves questions
such as the following:-

How democratic should I be?
How much group participation will provide results, and how much is just a waste of
valuable time?
How can I best use my authority without arousing resentment?
How can I prevent my orders from being distorted by staff two levels down in the
organization?
Why is it that this group seems to respond differently to my leadership from the staff in the
last organization in which I worked?
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3.8 Choice of Leadership Style
Various factors affect the choice of an appropriate leadership style. Some of the factors are:1. The Personality of Manager
Since he is the product of his past experiences, the manager will find it easy to engage in certain
types of behaviour, difficult to carry off others adroitly, and impossible to feel comfortable with
others as well.
2. The Manager‟s Life Philosophy
The manager‘s values are the rudder that guides his behaviour. Obviously, the ethically callous can
act in ways that the ethically sensitive would not contemplate.
3. The Characteristics of the work Group
The work group is no more a blank page than is the manager. Its members have their own traits as
individuals; and the work group as a whole also has unique distinguishing characteristics.
4. The Manager-Work-Group Relationship
The chemistry between the leader and the followers is crucial. Each combination of individuals
requires a slightly different approach.
5. The Manager‟s Influence with his superiors and others who have power in the organization.
Without relatively consistent backing from his superiors and cooperative support from other key
personnel in the organization, the manager‘s efforts to lead may well miscarry.
6. The Manager‟s interaction with other Departments
In complex organizations, extensive negotiation, accommodation and adaptation are required.
7. The Mandates of the Work and Work Environment
Opportunities for, and obstacles to effective leadership necessarily vary from one situation to
another.
8. The Requirements of the Organization
The organization‘s philosophy, climate and tempo, and the pressures on the organization indicate
the type of managerial leadership that will be rewarded
3.9 Leadership and Management - Relationship and Differences
Leadership and management are the terms that are often considered synonymous. It is essential to
understand that leadership is an essential part of effective management. As a crucial component of
management, remarkable leadership behaviour stresses upon building an environment in which
each and every employee develops and excels. Leadership is defined as the potential to influence
and drive the group efforts towards the accomplishment of goals. This influence may originate
from formal sources, such as that provided by acquisition of managerial position in an
organization.
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A manager must have traits of a leader, i.e., he must possess leadership qualities. Leaders develop
and begin strategies that build and sustain competitive advantage. Organizations require robust
leadership and robust management for optimal organizational efficiency.
Differences between Leadership and Management
Leadership differs from management in a sense that:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

While managers lay down the structure and delegates authority and responsibility, leaders
provides direction by developing the organizational vision and communicating it to the
employees and inspiring them to achieve it.
While management includes focus on planning, organizing, staffing, directing and
controlling; leadership is mainly a part of directing function of management. Leaders focus
on listening, building relationships, teamwork, inspiring, motivating and persuading the
followers.
While a leader gets his authority from his followers, a manager gets his authority by virtue
of his position in the organization.
While managers follow the organization‘s policies and procedure, the leaders follow their
own instinct.
Management is more of science as the managers are exact, planned, standard, logical and
more of mind. Leadership, on the other hand, is an art. In an organization, if the managers
are required, then leaders are a must/essential.
While management deals with the technical dimension in an organization or the job
content; leadership deals with the people aspect in an organization.
While management measures/evaluates people by their name, past records, present
performance; leadership sees and evaluates individuals as having potential for things that
can‘t be measured, i.e., it deals with future and the performance of people if their potential
is fully extracted.
If management is reactive, leadership is proactive.
Management is based more on written communication, while leadership is based more on
verbal communication.

The organizations which are over managed and under-led do not perform upto the benchmark.
Leadership accompanied by management sets a new direction and makes efficient use of resources
to achieve it. Both leadership and management are essential for individual as well as organizational
success.
Leader versus Manager
―Leadership and managership are two synonymous terms‖ is an incorrect statement. Leadership
doesn‘t require any managerial position to act as a leader. On the other hand, a manager can be a
true manager only if he has got the traits of leader in him. By virtue of his position, manager has to
provide leadership to his group. A manager has to perform all five functions to achieve goals, i.e.
Planning, Organising, Staffing, Directing, and Controlling. Leadership is a part of these functions.
Leadership as a general term is not related to managership. A person can be a leader by virtue of
qualities in him. For example: leader of a club, class, welfare association, social organization, etc.
Therefore, it is true to say that, ―All managers are leaders, but all leaders are not managers.‖
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A leader is one who influences the behavior and work of others in group efforts towards
achievement of specified goals in a given situation. On the other hand, manager can be a true
manager only if he has got traits of leader in him. Manager at all levels are expected to be the
leaders of work groups so that subordinates willingly carry instructions and accept their guidance.
A person can be a leader by virtue of all qualities in him
Leaders and Managers can be compared on the following basis:
Basis

Manager

Leader

Origin

A person becomes a manager by
virtue of his position.

A person becomes a leader on basis of
his personal qualities.

Formal Rights

Manager has got formal rights in an
organization because of his status.

Rights are not available to a leader.

Followers

The subordinates are the followers
of managers.

The group of employees whom the
leaders leads are his followers.

Functions

A manager performs all
functions of management.

Leader influences people to
willingly for group objectives.

Necessity

A manager is very essential to a
concern.

A leader is required to create cordial
relation between person working in and
for organization.

Stability

It is more stable.

Leadership is temporary.

Mutual
Relationship

All managers are leaders.

All leaders are not managers.

Accountability

Manager is accountable for self and
Leaders
have
subordinates
behaviour
and
accountability.
performance.

Concern

A
manager‘s
concern
organizational goals.

Followers

People follow manager by virtue of
job description.

Role
continuation

A manager can continue in office till
he performs his duties satisfactorily A leader can maintain his position only
in congruence with organizational through day to day wishes of followers.
goals.
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five

is

no

well

work

defined

A leader‘s concern is group goals and
member‘s satisfaction.
People follow them on voluntary basis.

Sanctions

Manager
allocation
sanctions.

has
and

A leader has command over different
command
over sanctions and related task records. These
distribution
of
sanctions are essentially of informal
nature.

3.9 Leadership and Motivation
Motivation is a goal-oriented characteristic that helps a person achieve his objectives. It pushes an
individual to work hard at achieving his or her goals. An executive must have the right leadership
traits to influence motivation. However, there is no specific blueprint for motivation. As a leader,
one should keep an open perspective on human nature. Knowing different needs of subordinates
will certainly make the decision-making process easier.
Both an employee as well as manager must possess leadership and motivational traits. An effective
leader must have a thorough knowledge of motivational factors for others. He must understand the
basic needs of employees, peers and his superiors. Leadership is used as a means of motivating
others
Given below are important guidelines that outline the basic view of motivation:
Harmonize and match the subordinate needs with the organizational needs. As a leader, the
executive must ensure that the business has the same morals and ethics that he seeks in his
employees. He should make sure that his subordinates are encouraged and trained in a
manner that meets the needs of the business.
Appreciation and rewards are key motivators that influence a person to achieve a desired
goal. Rewarding good/ exceptional behavior with a small token of appreciation, certificate
or letter can be a great motivator. If a certificate is awarded to a person, it should mention
the particular act or the quality for which the individual is being rewarded.
Being a role model is also a key motivator that influences people in reaching their goals. A
leader should set a good example to enable his people to grow and achieve their goals
effectively.
Encouraging individuals to get involved in planning and important issues resolution
procedure not only motivates them, but also teaches the intricacies of these key decisionmaking factors. Moreover, it will help everyone to get better understanding of their role in
the organization. The communication will be unambiguous and will certainly attract
acknowledgement and appreciation from the leader.
Developing moral and team spirit certainly has a key impact on the well-being of an
organization. The metal or emotional state of a person constitutes his or her moral fabric. A
leader‘s actions and decisions affect the morale of his subordinates. Hence, he should
always be aware of his decisions and activities. Team spirit is the soul of the organization.
The leader should always make sure his subordinates enjoy performing their duties as a
team and make themselves a part of the organization‘s plans.
A leader should step into the shoes of the subordinates and view things from subordinate‘s
angle. He should empathize with them during difficult times. Empathizing with their
personal problems makes them stronger-mentally and emotionally.
A meaningful and challenging job accomplished inculcates a sense of achievement among
employees. The executive must make their employees feel they are performing an
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important work that is necessary for the organization‘s well-being and success. This
motivational aspect drives them to fulfill goals.
Remember, ―To become an efficient leader, you must be self-motivated‖. You must know your
identity, your needs and you must have a strong urge to do anything to achieve your goals. Once
you are self-motivated, only then you can motivate others to achieve their goals and to harmonize
their personal goals with the common goals of the organization.
3.10 Organizational Leadership
Organizations need strong leadership for optimum effectiveness. Leadership, as we know, is a trait
which is both inbuilt and can be acquired also. Organizational leadership deals with both human
psychology as well as expert tactics. Organizational leadership emphasizes developing leadership
skills and abilities that are relevant across the organizations. It means the potential of the
individuals to face the hard times in the industry and still grow during those times. It clearly
identifies and distinguishes the leaders from the managers. The leader should have potential to
control the group of individuals.
An ideal organizational leader should not dominate over others. He should guide the individuals
under him, give them a sense of direction to achieve organizational goals successfully and should
act responsibly. He should be optimistic for sure. He should be empathetic and should understand
the need of the group members. An organizational leader should not only lead others individually
but also manage the actions of the group.
Individuals who are highly ambitious, have high energy level, an urge to lead, self-confidence,
intelligence, have thorough knowledge of job, are honest and flexible are more likely to succeed as
organizational leaders. Individuals who learn the organizational leadership develop abilities and
skills of teamwork, effective communication, conflict resolution, and group problem solving
techniques. Organizational leaders clearly communicate organizational mission, vision and
policies; build employees morale, ensure efficient business operations; help employees grow
professionally and contribute positively towards organizations mission.
Tips for Effective Organizational Leadership
1. A leader must lead himself, only then he can lead others. He must be committed on
personal and professional front, and must be responsible .He must be a role model for
others and set an example for them.
2. A leader must boost up the morale of the employees. He should motivate them well so that
they are committed to the organization. He should be well acquainted with them, have
concern for them and encourage them to take initiatives. This will result in more efficient
and effective employees and ensure organizational success.
3. A leader must work as a team. He should always support his team and respect them. He
should not hurt any employee. A true leader should not be too bossy and should not
consider himself as the supreme authority. He should realize that he is part of the
organization as a whole.
Organizational leadership involves all the processes and possible results that lead to development
and achievement of organizational goals. It includes employees‘ involvement, genuineness,
effective listening and strategic communication.
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4.0 Summary
Discussions so far in this unit boarder on leadership. We did examine the meaning, importance,
role and characteristics of effective leaders. We also considered ascension to leadership position
and choice of leadership styles. A comparison was also drawn between leadership and
management and tips for organizational effectiveness were equally highlighted.
5.0 Conclusion
Based on the discussions in the unit, the following can be derived: Management involves
leadership, and leadership can be described as the process of influencing group behaviour.
Leadership also involves the managerial functions of directing, controlling and motivating towards
the attainment of set goals. However, the statement
―Leadership and managership are two
synonymous terms‖ is an incorrect statement. This is simply because leadership doesn‘t require
any managerial position to act as a leader. On the other hand, a manager can be a true manager
only if he has got the traits of leader in him. A leader has got multidimensional traits in him that
makes him appealing and effective in behavior.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
Discuss the roles and importance of an effective leader. Identify the qualities of such a leader.
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1.0 Introduction
People element is so crucial in management. The reason is that people work in a system and they
exhibit different characteristics or behaviors. We shall be discussing in the unit issues on employee
relations, features of a sound disciplinary system, effective ways of handling grievance and
Strategies for managing stress at workplace.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will be able to:
Understand the importance and ways of improving employee relations
Have a good understanding of the features of a sound disciplinary system
Acquire skills on effective ways of handling grievance
Develop strategies for managing stress at workplace
3.0 Main Content
3.1 Employee Relations - Importance and Ways of Improving Employee Relations
Maintaining healthy employee relations in an organization is a pre-requisite for organizational
success. Strong employee relations are required for high productivity and human satisfaction.
Employee relations generally deal with avoiding and resolving issues concerning individuals
which might arise out of or influence the work scenario. Strong employee relation depends upon
healthy and safe work environment, dedication and commitment of all employees, incentives for
employee motivation, and effective communication system in the organization. Healthy employee
relations lead to more efficient, motivated and productive employees which further lead to increase
in sales level.
Good employee relation signifies that employees should feel positive about their identity, their job
as well as about being a part of such a great organization. Despite the importance of strong and
healthy employee relations, there are circumstances in the life of every organization when
employee and management relations are hampered. Instances of such circumstances are as follows1.

When the employees do not behave as per accepted norms of behaviour, it is known as
employee indiscipline. Absenteeism, change in employee‘s behaviour, slow performance
and grievances are all forms of employee indiscipline. Thus, when the employees fail to
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meet management expectations in terms of standard performance and behaviour, it is
referred to as indiscipline. In such cases, management must ensure that steps are be taken
so that employee‘s behaviour is in conformity with the managerial expectations.
2. Similarly, the employees also expect management to provide them with safe working
environment, fair treatment, proper incentives, participation in decisions, and needs
satisfaction. The failure on the part of management to meet these expectations is termed
employee grievance.
3. When the employees fail to meet their own expectations whether in terms of personal
goals, career goals, performance, self-respect, etc it is referred to as employee stress.
Excessive workload, insufficient workload, peer pressure, excessive/unreasonable use of
authority by the management, lack of promotional opportunities, nature of job, etc all again
lead to employee stress.
All the above mentioned organizational factors influencing employees‘ relation must be carefully
tackled. An optimistic approach towards strengthening disciplinary culture rooted on shared norms
of employees should be adopted. An effective grievance redressal system should be there. Stress
management strategies should be followed in the organization.
3.1 Improving Employee Relations
Employee relations must be strengthened in an organization. To do so, the following points must
be taken care of:i.

ii.

iii.

iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Employee has expectation of fair and just treatment by the management. Thus,
management must treat all employees as individuals and must treat them in a fair manner.
Employee favoritism should be avoided.
Do not make the employees‘ job monotonous. Keep it interesting. Make it more
challenging. This can be done by assigning employees greater responsibilities or engaging
them in training programmes.
Maintain a continuous interaction with the employees. Keep them updated about
company‘s policies, procedures and decisions. Keep the employees well-informed.
Informed employees will make sound decisions and will remain motivated and productive.
Also, they will feel as a member of organizational family in this manner.
Employees must be rewarded and appreciated for a well-done job or for achieving/overmeeting their targets. This will boost their morale and they will work together as a team.
Encourage employee feedback. This feedback will make the employers aware of the
concerns of employees, and their views about ―you‖ as an employer.
Give the employees competitive salary. They should be fairly paid for their talents, skills
and competencies.
Be friendly but not over-friendly with the employees. Build a good rapport with the
employee. The employee should feel comfortable with the manager/supervisor rather than
feeling scared.

3.2 Employee Discipline and Features of a Sound Disciplinary System
Discipline means systematically conducting the business by the organizational members who
strictly adhere to the essential rules and regulations. These employees/organizational members
work together as a team so as to achieve organizational mission as well as vision and they truly
understand that the individual and group aims and desires must be matched so as to ensure
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organizational success.
A disciplined employee will be organized and an organized employee will be disciplined always.
Employee behaviour is the base of discipline in an organization. Discipline implies confirming
with the code of conduct established by the organization. Discipline in an organization ensures
productivity and efficiency. It encourages harmony and co-operation among employees as well as
acts as a morale booster for the employees. In absence of discipline, there will be chaos,
confusion, corruption and disobedience in an organization.
In short, discipline implies obedience, orderliness and maintenance of proper subordination
among employees. Work recognition, fair and equitable treatment of employees, appropriate
salary structure, effective grievance handling and job-security all contribute to organizational
discipline.
3.2.1 Discipline is viewed from two angles/dimensions:
1.

Positive Discipline: Positive Discipline implies discipline without punishment. The main
aim is to ensure and encourage self-discipline among the employees. The employees in this
case identify the group objectives as their own objectives and strive hard to achieve them.
The employees follow and adhere to the rules and regulations not due to the fear of
punishment but due to the inherent desire to contribute voluntarily to the achievement of
organizational goals. Employees exercise self-control to meet these goals.
2. Negative Discipline: Employees adhere to rules and regulations in fear of punishment
which may be in form of fines, penalties, demotions or transfers. In this case, the
employees do not perceive organizational goals as their own goals. The action taken by the
management to ensure desired standard of behaviour/code of conduct from the employees
in an organization is called negative discipline. The fear of punishment prevents the
employees from going off-track.
3.2.2 Characteristics of a Sound Disciplinary System (Red Hot Stove Rule)
Discipline should be imposed without generating resentment. Mc Gregor Douglas (Stoner, J.A.F et
al) propounded the ―red hot stove rule‖ which says that a sound and effective disciplinary system
in an organization should have the following characteristics1.

Immediate- Just as when you touch a red hot stove, the burn is immediate, similarly the
penalty for violation should be immediate/ immediate disciplinary action must be taken for
violation of rules.
2. Consistent- Just as a red hot stove burns everyone in same manner; likewise, there should
be high consistency in a sound disciplinary system.
3. Impersonal- Just as a person is burned because he touches the red hot stove and not because
of any personal feelings, likewise, impersonality should be maintained by refraining from
personal or subjective feelings.
4. Prior warning and notice- Just as an individual has a warning when he moves closer to the
stove that he would be burned on touching it, likewise, a sound disciplinary system should
give advance warning to the employees as to the implications of not conforming to the
standards of behaviour/code of conduct in an organization.
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In short, a sound disciplinary system presupposesAcquaintance/Knowledge of rules- The employees should be well aware of the desired code of
conduct/ standards of behaviour in the organization. This code of discipline should be published in
employee handbook.
1. Timely action- Timely enquiry should be conducted for breaking the code of conduct in an
organization. The more later the enquiry is made, the more forgetful one becomes and the
more he feels that punishment is not deserved.
2. Fair and just action- There should be same punishment for same offence/ misconduct.
There should be no favouritism. Discipline should be uniformly enforced always.
3. Positive approach- The disciplinary system should be preventive and not punitive.
Concentrate on preventing misconduct and not on imposing penalties. It should be
explained to the employees the reason for the actions taken against them and suggestions
also made as to how such penalties can be avoided in future.
Types of Penalties for Misconduct/Indiscipline
For not following the standards of behaviour/code of conduct in an organization, there are two
kinds of penalties categorized asa. Major penalties- This includes demotion, dismissal, transfer, discharge, withholding
increments, etc.
b. Minor penalties- This includes oral warning, written warning, fines, loss of privileges, etc.
3.3 Employee Grievance – Effective Ways of Handling Grievance
Grievance may be any genuine or imaginary feeling of dissatisfaction or injustice which an
employee experiences about his job and it‘s nature, about the management policies and
procedures. It must be expressed by the employee and brought to the notice of the management
and the organization. Grievances take the form of collective disputes when they are not resolved.
Also they will then lower the morale and efficiency of the employees. Unattended grievances
result in frustration, dissatisfaction, low productivity, lack of interest in work, absenteeism, etc. In
short, grievance arises when employees‘ expectations are not fulfilled from the organization as a
result of which a feeling of discontentment and dissatisfaction arises. This dissatisfaction must
crop up from employment issues and not from personal issues.
Grievance may result from the following factorsa.

Improper working conditions such as strict production standards, unsafe workplace, bad
relation with managers, etc.
b. Irrational management policies such as overtime, transfers, demotions, inappropriate
salary structure, etc.
c. Violation of organizational rules and practices
The manager should immediately identify all grievances and must take appropriate steps to
eliminate the causes of such grievances so that the employees remain loyal and committed to their
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work. Effective grievance management is an essential part of personnel management. The
managers should adopt the following approach to manage grievance effectively1. Quick action- As soon as the grievance arises, it should be identified and resolved. Training
must be given to the managers to effectively and timely manage a grievance. This will
lower the detrimental effects of grievance on the employees and their performance.
2. Acknowledging grievance- The manager must acknowledge the grievance put forward by
the employee as manifestation of true and real feelings of the employees.
Acknowledgement by the manager implies that the manager is eager to look into the
complaint impartially and without any bias. This will create a conducive work environment
with instances of grievance reduced.
3. Gathering facts– The managers should gather appropriate and sufficient facts explaining
the grievance‘s nature. A record of such facts must be maintained so that these can be used
in later stage of grievance redressal.
4. Examining the causes of grievance- The actual cause of grievance should be identified.
Accordingly remedial actions should be taken to prevent repetition of the grievance.
5. Decisioning- After identifying the causes of grievance, alternative course of actions should
be thought of to manage the grievance. The effect of each course of action on the existing
and future management policies and procedure should be analyzed and accordingly
decision should be taken by the manager.
6. Execution and review- The manager should execute the decision quickly, ignoring the fact,
that it may or may not hurt the employees concerned. After implementing the decision, a
follow-up must be there to ensure that the grievance has been resolved completely and
adequately.
An effective grievance procedure ensures an amiable work environment because it redresses the
grievance to mutual satisfaction of both the employees and the managers. It also helps the
management to frame policies and procedures acceptable to the employees. It becomes an effective
medium for the employees to express their feelings, discontent and dissatisfaction openly and
formally.
3.4 Employee Stress – Strategies for managing stress at workplace
3.4.1 What is Stress?
Employees stress is a growing concern for organizations today. Stress can be defined as a lively
circumstance in which people face constraints, opportunities, or loss of something they desire and
for which the consequence is both unpredictable as well as crucial. Stress is the response of people
to the unreasonable/excessive pressure or demands placed on them. Stress is not always negative.
It may also bring out the best in individuals at times. It may induce an individual to discover
innovative and smarter way of doing things. This positive dimension of stress is called as enstress.
But usually, the term stress has a negative implication and this negative aspect of stress is called
distress. For instance - When a subordinate is harassed or warned by his superior about a bad job.
We can say that ―Stress causes some people to break, and other to break records.‖
3.4.2 Symptoms of Stress
Some of the symptoms of stress at workplace are as follows116

Absenteeism, escaping from work responsibilities, arriving late, leaving early, etc.
Deterioration in work performance, more of error prone work, memory loss, etc.
Cribbing, over-reacting, arguing, getting irritated, anxiety, etc.
Deteriorating health, more of accidents, etc.
Improper eating habits (over-eating or under-eating), excessive smoking and drinking,
sleeplessness, etc.
It is thus very essential to have effective stress management strategies in an organization so that
the detrimental repercussions of stress on the employees as well as their performance can be
reduced and controlled.
3.4.3 Sources/Causes of Stress
The factors leading to stress among individual are called stressors. Some of the factors/stressors
acting on employees are1.

Organizational factors- With the growth in organizational stress and complexity, there is
increase in organizational factors also which cause stress among employees. Some of such
factors area. Discrimination in pay/salary structure
b. Strict rules and regulations
c. Ineffective communication
d. Peer pressure
e. Goals conflicts/goals ambiguity
f. More of centralized and formal organization structure
g. Less promotional opportunities
h. Lack of employees participation in decision-making
i. Excessive control over the employees by the managers
2. Individual factors- There are various expectations which the family members, peer,
superior and subordinates have from the employee. Failure to understand such expectations
or to convey such expectations lead to role ambiguity/role conflict which in turn causes
employee stress. Other individual factors causing stress among employees are inherent
personality traits such as being impatient, aggressive, rigid , feeling time pressure always,
etc. Similarly, the family issues, personal financial problems, sudden career changes all
lead to stress.
3. Job concerning factors- Certain factors related to job which cause stress among employees
are as followsa. Monotonous nature of job
b. Unsafe and unhealthy working conditions
c. Lack of confidentiality
d. Crowding
4. Extra-organizational factors- There are certain issues outside the organization which lead to
stress among employees. In today‘s modern and technology savvy world, stress has
increased. Inflation, technological change, social responsibilities and rapid social changes
are other extra-organizational factors causing stress.
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3.4.4 Strategies for Managing Stress
Stress experienced by the employees in their job has negative impact on their health, performance
and their behaviour in the organization. Thus, stress needs to be managed effectively so as to set
off these harmful consequences. Strategies for managing stress are as followsOrganizational Strategies
1. Encouraging more of organizational communication with the employees so that there is no
role ambiguity/conflict. Effective communication can also change employee views.
Managers can use better signs and symbols which are not misinterpreted by the employees.
2. Encourage employees‘ participation in decision-making. This will reduce role stress.
3. Grant the employees greater independence, meaningful and timely feedback, and greater
responsibility.
4. The organizational goals should be realistic, stimulating and particular. The employees
must be given feedback on how well they are heading towards these goals.
5. Encourage decentralization.
6. Have a fair and just distribution of incentives and salary structure.
7. Promote job rotation and job enrichment.
8. Create a just and safe working environment.
9. Have effective hiring and orientation procedure.
10. Appreciate the employees on accomplishing and exceeding their targets.
Individual Strategies
1. The employees should make a ―to-do‖ list daily, prioritize the acts in the list and plan the
acts accordingly. Take regular breaks during work to relax themselves for a short time. By
effective time management, the employees can achieve their targets timely and can meet
work pressures and, thus, avoid stress.
2. Do hard work. Strive to achieve your goals but do not do it to the detriment of your health
or care for the family.
3. Indulge in physical exercises. It helps in effective blood circulation, keeps you fit, diverts
mind from work pressures.
4. Encourage a healthy lifestyle. Take a regular sleep, have plenty of water, have healthy
eating habits. Promote relaxation techniques such as yoga, listening to music and
meditation.
5.
The employees should have optimistic approach about their work. They should avoid
connections with negative approach employees.
6. The employees should have emotional intelligence at workplace. They should have selfawareness, self-confidence and self-control at workplace.
7. The employees should build social support. They should have close connections with
trustworthy peer who can listen to their problems and boost their confidence level. This
social network will help the employees to overcome stress.
8.
Employee counselling is a very good strategy to overcome employee stress. Through
counselling, employees can become aware of their strengths and how to develop those
strengths; their weaknesses and how to eliminate them; and they can develop strategies for
changing their behaviour. Employees are also given career counselling which helps in
reducing their ambiguities with regard to career.
9. Find a way of having to release stress, such as, cracking jokes, playing tennis, golf , etc.
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10. Do not remain pre-occupied with yourself. Turn your focus outwards. Help others. This
will release some stress.
2.0 Summary
People related challenges were examined in this unit. How to achieve effective and productive
employee relations were considered. Also discussed were the characteristics of a sound
disciplinary system and how to handle misconduct. A grievance is noted to an on-going matter in
any organization and the unit identified a six step approach to handle a grievance situation.
Sources of stress and coping strategies both at the individual and organizational levels were fully
considered in the unit
3.0 Conclusions
To get the best from its work force, organizational factors influencing employees‘ relation must be
carefully tackled. In addition, an optimistic approach to strengthen disciplinary culture rooted on
shared norms of employees should be adopted. Also, an effective grievance-redress system should
be there while stress management strategies should be followed in the organization.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
What are the sources/causes of stress in the work place? Suggest a list of coping strategies both at
the individual and organizational levels.
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Unit 12 - GROUP PROCESSES AND TEAM WORKING
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1.0 Introduction
The behavior of people in groups is an important domain of organizational behavior as it would
afford us an opportunity to understand their larger organizational set-up. This is because small
groups invariably gravitate into larger groups, and also because the smaller the group the more
manageable and therefore ensures more effective study at least cost. In this unit, we shall describe
group processes and team working. Characteristics of group and impact of teams on
organizational/individual effectiveness will be explored. We shall also consider the meaning of
teams and stages of team development in addition to the characteristics of effective teams.
2.0 Objectives
After studying this unit, learners will be able to:
Distinguish between a group, a team and a committee
Know the relevance of groups, teams and committees in the work place
Identify the various stages in team development and characteristics
Know the features of effective groups and teams and apply to work situation

3.0 Main Content
3.1 Meaning of a Group
A group range from a small intimate association of two people in a room e.g. roommates, to large
ones and even more complex ones like political parties or even countries. Group activities
however invariably afford individuals opportunities of interacting with other members of the group
in order to achieve group objectives and goals. People however belong to different groups at the
same time because of the complexity of our society.
Definition
A popular definition is the one that emphasizes commonality i.e. something is common to
members.
-

Members share something in common
A collection of individuals with shared perception
Members sharing a common motivation or goal e.g. for higher wages or salaries
Sharing of a common fate e.g. a basketball team, football team, debate team etc.
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One definition sees a group as two or more persons who are interacting with one another in such a
manner that each person influences or is influenced by each other person. Common sense would
however tell us that every single individual who exert minimal influence on each other or who talk
to each other do not necessarily constitute a group e.g. several individuals in an elevator or at a bus
stop; do not constitute a real group.
Small groups consist of at least two or more persons who must interact together in order to achieve
a certain goal or objective. Groups are therefore collections of people who have come together for
some purposes and who are aware of their interdependence in achieving their set goals or purpose.
In Psychology, a group is a number of people whom:
(a)
(b)

interact with one another
Are psychologically aware of one another.

3.1 Characteristics of Groups
Some of the commonly stated characteristics of groups include common perception, common fate,
common goal, interdependence, interaction and organizational structure (i.e. norms and
procedures).
We can enumerate group characteristics as including the following:
(1)
(2)

Members are aware of each other and have some common reaction to each other.
Groups have mutually interdependent purpose in which the success of one member is
contingent on the success of the other in achieving the goal.
(3)
Each person in the group has a sense of belonging or membership i.e. identifying with other
members of the group.
(4)
A group usually has high level of oral and informal interaction.
(5)
Behavior is based on norms and procedure accepted by all members.
Whenever individuals with similar concerns, similar motives, similar frustrations, similar personal
concerns for acceptance, for recognition, for stabilizing their perception of themselves encounter
one another – a group emerges.
3.2 Impact Of Teams On Organizational/Individual Effectiveness
Organizational Effectiveness
1.
2.
3.

Accomplishing task that could not be done by employees themselves.
Bringing a number of skills and talents to bear on complex/difficult task.
Providing a vehicle for decision making that permits multiple and conflicting views to be
aired and considered
4.
Providing an efficient means of organizational control of employee behavior.
5.
Facilitating changes in organizational policies or procedure.
6.
Increasing organizational stability by transmitting shared beliefs and values to new
employees.
Individual Employee Effectiveness
1.
Aiding in learning about the organization and its environment
2.
Aiding in learning about one-self.
3.
Providing help in gaining new skills.
4.
Obtaining valued rewards that are not accessible by one.
5.
Satisfying important personal needs especially needs for social acceptance and affiliation.
3.3 Group Cohesiveness
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This is defined as that group property which is inferred from the number and strength of mutual
positive attitudes among the members of a group. It might be expected that the influence a group
will exert upon its members will be related to the cohesiveness of the group, that is, the greater the
cohesiveness the greater the influence.
The more the values of the group are shared, the more cohesive the group is likely to be.
Cohesiveness of the group will be greater if changes in the membership of the group occur less or
not at all. A few new members may not be resisted or may even be welcomed by the present
members. However, the newcomers may sometimes have a feeling of inferiority.
Cohesiveness of a group influences communications within it and at the same time,
communications have some effect on cohesiveness. As might be expected, a cohesive group is
more likely to arise in a situation calling for cooperative activity and is likely to be more effective
in performance than is one where competition occurs internally.
Highly cohesive groups have a tendency to strive for consensus when they are choosing a decision
over another. Usually, such groups avoid arguments, simplify their problems and usually consider
very few alternatives.
Factors that increase or decrease group cohesiveness.
Increase:
1.
Agreement on group goals
2.
Frequency of interaction
3.
Personal attractiveness
4.
Inter-group competition
5.
Favorable evaluation
Decrease:
Disagreement over goals
Large group size
Unpleasant experiences
Intra-group competition
Domination by one or more members.
3.4 Group Problem Solving
One of the aspects of group functioning that have attracted considerable interest over the years is
group problem solving. The basic question has been whether the product of the intellectual
functioning of a group is superior to that of individuals functioning separately.
Several studies have found a difference in favor of group problem solving because a greater variety
of ideas arose in that setting. Group problem solving increased the number of alternatives
available and stimulated activity towards a typical solution, identifying blind alleys that individuals
might not find themselves if they pursued the task alone.
Groups are obviously better equipped to accomplish some things, particularly those that require
teamwork and cooperation, but many other kind of tasks are done better by individuals because
others would simply get in the way.
3.5 Team Development - Meaning, Stages and Forming an Effective Team
Teams are becoming a key tool for organizing work in today‘s corporate world. Teams have the
potential to immediately amass, organize, relocate, and disperse. But, teams are an effective tool of
employee motivation. It is essential to consider the fact that teams develop and get mature over a
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period of time. Team development creates a captivating atmosphere by encouraging co-operation,
teamwork, interdependence and by building trust among team members.
The four stages of team development are:
Stage 1: Forming
During this stage, group members may be anxious and adopt wait-and-see attitude. They will be
formal towards each other. There would be no clear idea of goals or expectations. Besides, they
may not be sure why they are there.
This is the stage where the team needs to write its own charter or mission statement as well as
clarify goals. The most important thing here is that goals must have a personal buy-in.
By doing this the team will be able to establish boundaries as well as determine what is expected.
Team members will get to know each other doing non-conflict laden task. This builds the
commitment towards one larger goal.
Thus, during the forming stage, the team members are in process of knowing each other and
getting at ease with them.
Stage 2: Storming
During this stage, team members are eager to get going. Conflict can arise as people tend to bring
different ideas of how to accomplish goals. At this time, they notice differences rather than
similarities. This leads to some members dropping out mentally or physically.
At this stage, communication is important. Tensions will increase. So recognizing and publicly
acknowledging accomplishments also become important. It becomes important to participate in
meetings and diversity needs to be valued.
Thus, during the storming stage, the team members begin showing their actual styles. They start
getting impatient. They try to probe into each other‘s area, leading to irritation and frustration.
Control becomes the key concern during this stage.
Stage 3: Norming
This stage is when people begin to recognize ways in which they are alike. They realize that they
are in this together. Hence, they tend to get more social and may forget their focus in favour of
having a good time. This is the time to help with training if applicable. It becomes important to
encourage them in order to feel comfortable with each other and with systems. Also, the group
needs to stay focused on goal.
Thus, during the norming stage, there is conflict resolution. There is greater involvement of team
members. There is a greater ―we‖ feeling rather than ―I‖ feeling.
Stage 4: Performing
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This stage is when team members are trained, competent, as well as able to do their own problemsolving. At this time, ways need to be looked at in order to challenge them as well as develop
them. The team is mature now. The members understand their roles and responsibilities. They
would require more input in processes. The members would be self-motivated as well as selftrained. Thus, their efforts need to be recognised. Growth has to be encouraged. This is done by
giving new challenges to the team.
Thus, teams at the stage of performing are self-controlling, practical, loyal as well as productive.
Focus is there on both performance as well as production.
Forming an Effective Team
This is the general approach to forming a successful work team. But not all will take the same steps
as discussed above. Success is usually hinged on taking all of the steps just discussed. We have a
tendency to want to surround ourselves with people who are just like us. In case you get to choose a
team, instead of organizing a pre-formed team, then you‘ll look for a team of people with a variety
of strengths. In case of a team that is already in place, organizing can be more subtle. Like, all the
workgroups can be called together in order to discuss what goals you want to accomplish and how
everybody can help.
You will also find that imposing goals on people doesn‘t work nearly as well as having them tell
you as to what goals they will strive for. But setting goals is not easy work. Too often they end up
in being too unrealistic, too vague, impossible to measure, or just stretching into eternity without
any deadline.
3.6 Characteristics of a Good/Effective Team
Success in the workplace depends on your ability to build a team, as well as to interact with others
on that team. Together, people are able to accomplish what one person alone can not. This is
known as synergy.
Following are the characteristics of a Good/Effective team:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A clear, elevating goal: This is a goal which has been communicated to all.
A results-driven structure: The goal has been jointly decided by all the team members.
They are fully committed towards achieving it.
Competent members: Each team member has the required skill set in order to achieve the
team objectives.
Unified commitment: There is nothing happening in silos. With the total commitment
from team members, achieving organizational goals becomes easier.
A collaborative climate: Commitment from team members and a good leadership leads to
a collaborative team with a productive work environment.
Standards of excellence: Quality orientation is vital to the success of any organization.
External support and recognition: Appreciation as well as appraisal is required to keep
the morale of the team high.
Principled leadership: Leadership defines a team. An able-bodied leadership can chart the
team‘s path to success.
Each team member participates actively and positively in meetings as well as projects. This
shows a person‘s commitment as well as understanding towards a project.
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•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Team goals are clearly understood by all: Communication is vital for achieving
successful completion of any project.
Individual members have thought about creative solutions to the team‘s problem. Thinking
out of the box is vital in today‘s economic scenario.
Members are listened to carefully as well as given a thoughtful feedback. Listening is an
important skill for any team. Each team member is important. The thoughts and ideas of
each team member have to be listened to, with respect, no matter how silly they may sound
at first.
Everyone takes the initiative in order to get things done. There is no concept of passing the
buck. This is an indication of clear communication leading to understanding of individual
responsibilities.
Each team member trusts the judgment of others: Mutual trust and respect is highly
important for the team. This is the only way to achieve the organization goals.
The team has to be willing to take risks: Risk taking is an attitude which comes with
confidence. Confidence on yourself as well as on the team, besides the ability to face all
consequences.
Everyone has to be supportive of the project as well as of others. A team is one unit. Unless
these cohesive forces are there, the team will never be able to work efficiently enough.
There is ample communication between the team members.
Team decisions are made by using organized as well as logical methods.
Dissenting opinions are never ignored: In fact, they are always recorded in order to be
revisited in case the future situations dictate so.
Teams are given realistic deadlines: External support as well as aid is vital to the success
of any team.

An efficient team needs support from both inside and outside. It needs to meet the individual needs
of its members in order to achieve the organization‘s goals.
3.7 Committees
In today‘s organization, the committee is highly discussed and utilized. It is, therefore, very
difficult to discuss group dynamics and work group without examining committees. Committees
are used in the accomplishment of organizational goals and sub-goals. The use of committees also
cut across both small and large organization. However the use of committees seem to be directly
related to the size of the organization so that the larger the organization, the more its use.

Essentially, a committee comprises of a number of people (a group) that often function collectively
for a common goal to which they are committed. Usually, a committee is set up to accomplish
some objectives. They may, therefore, work as a team, a commission, a board, or a task force and
they exist in virtually all types of organizations, performing different functions.

Potential Benefits of Committees
(1)
(2)
(3)

A cumulative wealth of knowledge and experience can be brought to bear on complex task.
It may help to reduce conflict and enhance cooperation and team spirit among different
operational unit of the same organization.
Members often derive a lot of satisfaction from the team spirit. It may, therefore, increase
member morale, commitment and motivation by virtue of their participation, which is often
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(4)

viewed as a contribution to the accomplishment of the goal of the committee in particular,
and the entire organization at large.
Members of committees can also learn from one another as they contribute to committee
assignments.

Potential setbacks of Committees
(1)
(2)
(3)

It may be time consuming and slow down the movement to organizational goal attainment
if not properly handled.
Related to the first point is the issue of cost. Committee work can be very expensive.
It shields individuals from taking and accepting responsibility and blame, creating a
situation of ―everybody is responsible, hence nobody is guilty‖.

3.8 Cooperation And Competition
Cooperation simply refers to working together for mutually acceptable goals. It may involve
merely participating in a set of mutually understood role behavior. In competition individuals try
to secure a greater than equal share of the reward available to members of the group.
Much of what we accomplish as individuals and groups depends on our ability to get others to
work with us on common tasks and for mutually acceptable goals. This is true of all levels of
group functioning, irrespective of whether the groups are centralized or decentralized or whether
they are working on simple or complex tasks. When supervisors talk about getting cooperation
from their subordinates, they usually mean compliance and obedience.
On the affective outcomes of group interaction, research presents mixed results. One study with
members of discussion groups found that members were better satisfied and liked one another
better when rewards were shared equally (conducive to cooperation) than when rewards were
given out individually (conductive to competition). However, another study with Army combat
engineering squads in training showed that morale and psychological adjustment were improved
when competition was introduced.
In real life situation, where production is a factor, employees often resent attempts to introduce
competition into the work situation and will harass workers who do so.
Coalitions
When there is a division in a group, coalition forms. Coalition forms in a situation in which two or
more person think they can achieve greater rewards through joint action than can either of them
acting alone.
Coalition occurs when, viz.:
(a)
(b)
(c)

three or more persons are involved in a group
Two or more act as a unit against at least one other.
The joint action produces a result superior to any result possible by individual action.

Coalition occurs in many groups like children groups, government agencies, private
establishments, university communities‘ etc.
Interdependence that must exist for organization to function and excel could also be a major
problem for the organization. Hence, interdependence means that there is a potential for both
conflict and cooperation. Conflict because the goals and values within each of the interacting
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organizational unit may not be consonant. Cooperation and coalition because organizational
participants are used to working with and through others in order to get things done.
3.9 Weaknesses of Groups
The fundamental decision that must be made with groups is not whether to have them but how to
make the best use of them. The weaknesses of groups fall into three major categories:
(1)

Slowness of decisions may characterize group activities. It may also be expensive when
compared to individuals.
(2)
Leads to conformity and compromise. This is the tendency of the group to bring individual
thinking in line with the average quality of the group‘s thinking. It is called leveling effect
or group thinks.
(3)
Group decisions dilute and thin out responsibility. They also give the individual members
a chance to shirk responsibility especially if the individual did not support the decision.
4.0 Summary
Unit 12 looked at group processes and team working. It examined the meaning, characteristics and
impacts of group and teams on organizational and individual effectiveness. The stages of team
development, characteristics of effective teams were also discussed. In the unit, we also considered
group cohesiveness, group problem solving and the relevance of cooperation and competition in
group work. Finally, the weaknesses of group working were considered.
5.0 Summary
The behavior of people in groups is an important domain of organizational behavior as it affords
an opportunity to understand the larger organizational set-up. Small groups invariably graduate
into larger groups, and in addition smaller groups are more manageable for effectiveness. Groups
and teams exhibit different characteristics with different impacts. Managers should keep abreast of
theses of group and impact of teams on organizational/individual effectiveness will be explored. It
must also be realized that efficient team needs support from both inside and outside and it needs to
meet the individual needs of its members in order to achieve the organization‘s goals.
6.0 Tutor Mark Assignment
Discuss the characteristics of a group. List the factors that increase or decrease group
cohesiveness. Identify the stages of team development and features of effective teams
7.0 References
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1.0 Introduction
An important ingredient to successful living is communication. No organization and indeed
individual can be effective without getting meaning from what is said or conveyed. In this unit, the
meaning, importance and purposes of communication will be discussed. We shall look at the
process of communication and also forms, direction and methods of communication. We shall also
examine the barriers to effective communication and suggest what to do to avoid such.
2.0 Objective
After studying this unit, learners will be able to:
Understand the meaning of effective communication
Identify the communication process
State the purposes of communication
Identify the forms, direction, and methods of communication
Know the barriers to effective communication that should be avoided.
3.0 Main Content
3.1 What is Communication?
Communication is the process of transmitting information and meaning from one person to another
with the message being understood by the receiver. It therefore covers any type of behaviour that
involves exchange of meaning.
3.1 Communication Theory
Organisations can not operate without communication. Communication can take various forms but
all forms involve the transfer of information from one party to the other. In order for the transfer of
information to qualify as communication, the recipient must understand the meaning of the
information transferred to them. If the recipient does not understand the meaning of the
information conveyed to them, communication has not taken place.
Communication is the life source of organisations because organisations involve people. People
cannot interact with each other without communication. In the absence of communication,
everything would grind to a halt. For example;
The workers in an organisation would not know the organisation‘s objectives so they would not
strive to achieve the organisation‘s objectives.
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The workers in an organisation would not know what their roles and responsibilities were,
so they would not be able to carry out their daily tasks and duties.
The managers would not be able to train their workers reports so the workers would not
possess the skills they needed to carry out their jobs.
The managers would not be able to inform workers of changes
The organisation would not be aware of their competitors activities
On the whole people are able to communicate with each other as this is a basic human function.
However successful organisations strive not only for communication but effective communication.
3.2 Purpose of Effective Communication in Organisation
Managers need to be effective communicators to achieve positive results in today‘s organisations.
Some of the purposes are –
Seeking or receiving information, encouragement, control, selling proposals, confrontation.
Talking to different levels within the hierarchy – to individuals, to groups, to departments –
and externally to customers, suppliers, vendors, and other professionals.
Using both formal communication - Meetings, reports, proposals, notices; and
Informal communication - counseling, advising, talking to other employees.
Working in different roles: as Chairman, project leader, analyst, subordinate, and colleague.
Evaluating communications: are they facts, opinions, gossip?
Building up networks to obtain real information which may be given freely or concealed –
which means you need to ask the right questions, or else you will find yourself drowned in data
but starved of information.
Trying to influence those over whom you have no power.
3.3 Organisational Communication
Organisational communication can be External Communication and Internal Communication.
Internal Communication is within the organisation, whereas, External Communication is the
communication with the external stakeholders of the organisation. The importance and the purpose
of the communication in organisation has been explained above.
Communication in organizations uses two basic channels – formal and informal. Both are
important and both carry messages – sometimes reinforcing and sometimes conflicting –
throughout the organisation.
Formal channels are ones which have been set up by the organisation. Messages flow in three
directions : downwards, upwards and sideways . The downward message consists primarily of
information which is necessary for any staff to carry-out their work, such as policies and
procedures, orders and requests which are passed down the appropriate level in the hierarchy.
Upward messages are reports, requests, opinions, complaints. Sideways messages are between
different departments, functions or people at the same level in the organisation.
There tend to be strict rules about the use of these formal channels. For communication to be
effective, all three channels need to be open and unblocked at all times. The upward channel is the
one which blocks most easily, and when this happens it is an indicator that an organisation‘s
policies, procedures and employee relations need to be reviewed.
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Informal Channels spring up by virtue of common interests between people in the organisation –
these interests may be caused by work, social or outside relationships. The grapevine is very
powerful channel. It has been estimated that managers receive over half the information they need
for planning purposes through the grapevine. Its messages may frequently be distorted, but they
often carry more credibility than those coming from the formal channels. Informal channels
become the only means of communication when the formal channels become blocked or broken
down.
3.3 Interpersonal Communication
This is defined as communication between two or more people and involves the transfer of
information (or message) from one person to the other(s). The person transferring the information
is called the sender or transmitter. The people receiving the message are known as receivers. The
transmitter will need to send the information in a format that the receiver(s) will understand.
Converting the information into a format that the receivers will understand is known as Encoding.
Messages can be encoded into a variety of formats oral, written or visual. After encoding the
message is transferred via a medium called a channel, for example a letter, fax, phone call, or email. After transference the information will need to be interpreted by the receiver. This process of
interpretation is known as decoding. Finally the receiver will send a message back to the
transmitter confirming whether the information sent has been understood. This back check is
known as feedback.
The communication process involves seven key elements as illustrated in the diagram below.

Sender

Encoding

Message
Decoding

Receiver

Media

NOISE

Feedback

Sender

3.4 Internal & External Communication
3.4.1 Internal/Organisational Communication
This is communication that takes place within (or across) an organisation. In addition to the usual
face to face, telephone, fax or mail; modern organisations may use technology to communicate
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internally. Technology may be used for e-mails or a linked internal communication system such as
the intranet which is an internet system designed solely for use by those working for the
organisation.
3.4.2 External communications
Conversely external communication is communication between the organisation and those outside
the organisation. Modern organisations may design technological systems so that they can
communicate with customers and undertake e-Commerce. Alternatively they communicate with
other businessess through the internet or similar systems and undertake e-Business.
3.4.3 Functions of Internal and External Communications;
Technology has rapidly expanded the types of internal and external communication available to
organisations. The diagram illustrates the vast array of internal and external communication
available.
Combined together internal and external types of communications allow various sectors of the
local, national and international community to interact, liaise and conduct business.

External Communication
Internal Communication

Letters

Team briefings

Fax

Notices

Direct Mail

Reports

Internet

Memos

Video

Face to face

Telephone

Email

Advertising
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3.5 Formal and Informal Communications
Formal communication is defined as communication which occurs through the official
organisational channels or is undertaken by an employee to do their job. For example official
meetings, letters and a manager asking an employee to carry out a particular task. Conversely
informal communication is that which occurs outside the recognised communication networks
such as talking in the lunchroom or hallways between employees. Informal communication can be
productive or negative. It has the potential to build teams, improve working relationships and
generate ideas as employees are in a relaxed environment.
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3.6 Upward and Downward Communications
Downward communication is communication created by directors and managers and passed down
the hierarchy of workers in the organisation. In traditional organisations this is the preferred
method of communication ie Managers decide what the systems, rules and procedures will be and
then they pass these down to employees they manage and supervise. Downward Communication
can increase efficiency by synchronising organisational procedures and can ensure that everybody
is working towards the same overall aims and objectives. Types of downward communication
include job descriptions, appraisals/evaluations, organisational policy, and organisational systems.
Although there are advantages to downward communication organisations have began to
encourage upward communication. This is communication which originates at the lower level of
the employment hierarchy and is then communicated up through the line. Organisations
encouraging upward communication believe that everybody is capable of generating thoughts and
ideas which may help the organisation to progress, particularly when they are working closely in
the area that the idea applies to. Upward communication may increase motivation and make
employees feel valued and respected whilst enabling managers to understand how employees are
feeling. Furthermore if problems occur at a particular area they are more likely to be identified
earlier by those working closely in the area that they occur. Types of upward communications
include suggestion schemes, feedback forums/surveys, grievance procedures and employeemanager discussions.
3.7 Lateral Communication
This is communication that occurs between employees on the same level in the organisation. As
this can involve decision making it can create efficiency as employees do not have to wait for
managerial approval. On the other hand if the manager is not kept informed or if the manager fails
to set boundaries this may constitute potential for conflict.
3.8 Communication can take the following forms:
(a)
Giving instruction
(b)
Giving or receiving information
(c)
Exchanging ideas
(d)
Announcing plans and strategies
(e)
A comparison of actual result against a plan
(f)
Laying down rules or procedures
(g)
Job description, organization chart
3.8 Direction of Communication
(a)
Vertical
(b)
Downwards i.e. Superior to Subordinate
(c)
Upwards i.e. Subordinate to Superior
(d)
Horizontal or Lateral i.e. between people of the same rank in the same section or in
different sections
3.10 Communication Methods
(a)
Face-to-face Communication:
(1)
Formal Meeting (2) Interviews (3) Informal Contact (4) Grape vine
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(b)
(1)

Oral Communication
Telephone (2) Public Address System

(c)
Written Communication
(1)
Letters (2) Memos (3) Reports (4) Forms (5) Notice Boards (6) House Journals, Bulleting
etc. (7) Organization Manual/handbook.
(d)
(1)

Visual Communication
Charts (2) Films & Slides (3) Computers

3.11 Barriers of Effective Communication
(1)
Personal barriers – these are barriers arising from difference in social, racial or
educational backgrounds compounded by age differences, and personality differences They
have to do with emotion, values, poor listening etc. and they occur in the work situation.
They could be very severe, for example: working class person with comprehensive school
background versus upper class background with public and little school education a young
person versus much older person on the same status in the organization.
(2)

Physical barriers – these occur in the environment in which communication takes place
e.g. noise and distance between people.

(3)

Lack of planning – inadequate or no planning at all can make communication more
difficult and ineffective.

(4)

Semantic barriers – this arises from limitation in symbols which we communicate i.e.
words, pictures and even actions can be misinterpreted.

(5)

Non-verbal communication- these can be misunderstood and misinterpreted. People tend
to believe more in action than words. When non-verbal signs contradict verbal messages,
the truth of the communication is in doubt.

(6)

Lack of trust – e.g. a subordinate distrusting his superior and looking for hidden meaning
in whatever he is told.

(7)

Distortion or Omission of information by sender.

(8)

Overload – i.e. too much information.

(9)

Perceptual bias by the receiver of the information - a person may hear what he wants to be
told. Etc

3.12 Overcoming the Barriers
(a)
By conducting communication in a conductive environment devoid of noise and by proper
timing to get the best attention of the receiver.
(b)
Good planning – all elements of the communication such as message, channel, audience,
timing must be thoroughly planned.
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(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

Semantic problems can be reduced by reinforcing words with gestures and clarifying ideas
before communication. Avoid the language barrier. Actions should also not contradict the
communication.
Face-to-face communication should be preferred when non-verbal communication is likely
to be a source of barrier. This mode offers instant feed-backs and timely reinforcement of
ideas.
Control emotion and communicate rationally because emotion can cloud and distort the
real meaning of communication intended.
Listen actively; this would help in the search for meaning.

4.0 Summary
This unit has examined the meaning, purposes and channels of communication in an organization.
The various forms of communication and methods were also enumerated. The unit further
discussed the barriers to effective communication and what to do to avoid noise in communication.
5.0 Conclusion
Communication becomes effective when the message transmitted is received and understood by
the receiver. That is, the actual words and meaning intended is passed across. The receiver should
not only understand the message but must also be able to act on it. Removal of noise and other
forms of barriers (obstacles) is also important so that the communication is effective.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
What is the need for effective communication in an organization? Enumerate the various forms
and methods of communication that are relevant to your organization. What are the factors that
can frustrate effective communication in your organization?
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1.0 Introduction
The valuable resource time affects the way we use our other resources. It is the only resource
which we all have equally. Once used, it is gone forever, and unlike many of our resources, time
cannot be stored or hoarded. What this means is that we cannot manage time in the sense that we
manage money. Time management is self-management. Managing oneself is like managing
anything else. It involves certain skills - Planning, Organizing, Implementing and Controlling.
This unit examines the concept of time management and its importance. Furthermore, it looks at
the elements of time wasters and how to effectively manage time.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will be able to:
Explain the real meaning of time management
Specifically discuss benefits of time management
Identify time stealers – time wasters
Define strategies for effective time management
3.0 Main Content
3.1 What is Time Management?
Time Management means efficient use of our resources, in such a way that we are effective in
achieving important personal and organizational goals.
Ability for successful time-management is a strong factor for successful management. Curiously,
the pre-conditions for effective time-management is based on:
1.
2.
3.

Creating good personal habits and routines;
Exercising a strict sense of economy with the scarce and valuable commodity – time and
valuation principles;
Strict personal discipline.

3.2 Importance of Time Management
Time management is a set of principles, practices, skills, tools, and systems that help you use your
time to accomplish what you want.
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Why Is Time Management Important?
Here are the top reasons why time management is of great importance to your personal and career
success:
1. Time is limited. Time is a very special resource in that you cannot store it or save it for later.
Everyone gets the exact same amount of time each and every day. If you don't use your time
wisely, you can never get it back.
2. Time is scarce. Most people feel like they have too much to do and not enough time. Lack of
time is blamed for everything from not getting enough exercise, poor finances, unachieved goals,
too much stress, bad relationships, and even an unfulfilled life. Time management helps you use
the time that you do have in better ways.
3. You need time to get what you want out of life. You need time to do almost anything
worthwhile in life. Waiting for more free time is a loosing game that almost never results in getting
time for what you want. You need to learn how to make time for the things that are important to
you. Even if you can only afford to give a small amount of time each week to your goals, you'd be
surprised at how much progress you can make.
4. You can accomplish more with less effort. When you become more productive using
improved time management skills and tools, you can accomplish more with less effort. Reducing
wasted time and effort gives you even more productive time throughout the day. Both of these
allow you to make time for a wide range of activities that bring more balance and fulfillment to
your life.
5. Too many choices. In this day and age, there are so many ways you can spend your time that
you need some sort of plan to make intelligent choices.
Time management helps you make conscious choices so you can spend more of your time doing
things that are important and valuable to you.
3.3 Principles of Effective Time Management
Successful people have the need to achieve efficiency with their time. Effective time management
does not come naturally for many of us, but to avoid working ridiculous hours and to greatly
increase the chances of success in business, it is an area that needs attention. While working to
improve the effectiveness of my time is an on-going journey for me, I have learned some things
along the way that I think may be helpful to others. This article is written with freelance designers
in mind, but the basic principles apply to many other situations as well.
1. Respect and Value Your Time
2. Have a Plan for Your Time
3. Be Goal-Oriented
4. Set Deadlines
5. Have a Set Ending Time
6. Don‘t Try to Overwork Yourself
7. Form Good Habits
8. Have an Activity for Stress Release
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9. Know Where Your Time is going
10. Group Tasks Together
11. Prioritize Organization
12. Take Quick Breaks
3.4 Time Wasters
3.4.1 A List of Choices
absenteeism
absentmindedness
accidents
administrative tasks
always reacting
arguments
attempting too much
avoidance
being overwhelmed
being tied to the phone
breakdowns
burnout
calls to friends
changing priorities
children
clutter
conflict
conflicting priorities continuous
open door policy crises from lack
of planning defective software
and equipment disorganized boss
or partner disorganized office or
workplace distractions
doing other people's jobs
doing too many things
doubt
drop-in visitors
eating/snacking
emergencies
equipment failure
excessive daydreaming
television
excuses
failure to delegate
failure to listen
fatigue
fire fighting
getting stuck in emotions

looking for things
losing things
low company morale
meetings - ineffective
meetings - too long
meetings - too many, unnecessary
menial tasks
messy environment
mistakes
negative thinking
newspapers
no-shows
not enough time
not learning lessons
outside activities
over-analysis
over-planning
paper shuffling
paperwork
peer/staff demands
perfectionism
personal disorganization
pets
poor attitude
poor communication
poor decision making
poor delegation
poor filing system
poor focus and concentration
poor information management
poor planning
poor skills, training
poor time management
postponed decisions
prefer to "do it myself"
preoccupation
procrastination
reading rather than skimming
reading unnecessary material
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red tape
gossip
headaches
redoing something
housework
reluctance to delegate
inability to act
repeated handling of correspondence
inability to say "no"
revised deadlines
inbox
running errands
indecision
scattered mind
ineffective software
scattered resources
ineffective tools and equipment
shopping
inefficiency
sickness
inefficiency of others
slow reading
inefficient equipment
socializing
inefficient filing
spreading yourself too thin
interoffice travel
staffing issues
stress
interruptions
junk mail and e-mail
telephone interruptions
too much work to do
lack of authority
travel time
lack of deadlines
unclear job description
lack of direction and objectives
unclear purpose
lack of internal support
unnecessary meetings
lack of knowledge
unplanned projects
lack of priorities
unprotected prime time
lack of response
untrained staff
lack of self-discipline
writer's block
leaving tasks unfinished
writing minutes
long coffee breaks
long-winded callers
3.4.2 Time Wasters In The Office: How To Avoid Classic Time Management Killers
There are many time wasters that contribute to poor time management and might lead you to wish
you had more hours in the day to complete your work.
The truth is that there are a few classic time wasters plus a few relatively new ones that help to sap
your time and prevent you from having a productive day:
1. Visits from your coworkers. Having coworkers popping into your office or to your cubicle to
talk can be one of the worst time wasters because not only does it take up your time, you might be
hesitant to ask them to leave so you can get some work done. If you have a door that you can
close, do so. People should get the message that you're busy. Otherwise, try to find a quiet place
such as a meeting room where you can be alone and left undisturbed.
2. Making and receiving phone calls. Another classic time waster is making and receiving
personal phone calls. If you have caller ID, you can use it to screen calls and let certain calls go to
voice mail so that you can handle them later. If you find that phone calls are hurting your time
management, try to block out time when you make and receive phone calls if this is possible, so
that you are not simply answering the phone every time it rings.
3. Leaving your desk. Leaving your desk for one reason or another often leads you to get
distracted especially if you run into people that start talking to you and steering you away from
doing your work. Certainly if you are a smoker and run downstairs several times per day to have a
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smoke, you're probably wasting upwards of an hour per day or more when you consider the travel
time, smoking time, talking time and then the time involved to remember what work you were
doing when you left your desk each time you go for a smoke.
4. Email. One of the new classic time wasters, sending and receiving emails can certainly be a big
time waster. Like receiving phone calls, responding to emails the moment they arrive can help to
decrease your time management if you allow your email to rule you. As with your phone, you
might decide to only send and respond to emails at certain times.
5. Internet. Like email, Internet usage (personal usage specifically) can be a big time waster.
Actually, work-related Internet usage can be a big time waster too. Use common sense here.
Wasting time using the Internet probably just means you have to end up staying late at work or
bringing work home that you could otherwise do at home.
3.5 Time Management Techniques
Identify Your Time Wasters
1. Self Generated
• Disorganization
• Procrastination
• Social Interaction
• Acceptance
• Perfectionism
• Risk Avoidance
2. Environmental
• Visitors
• Telephone Calls
• Mail, Email
• Unproductive Meetings
• Crises
Set Priorities
1. List things that need to be done
2. Assign a priority to each item
3. Use the ABC Method: A = Must do, B = Should do, C = Nice to do
4. Devote your primary attention to your A‘s
5. Remember, priorities can change over time so keep the list flexible
6. Use Judgment, Relativity and Timing as criteria for your priorities
Set Limits on your Time
1. Activities
• Only check email at a designated time (turn off notification)
• Discontinue low priority activities
2. Interactions
• ‗I can take care of that, but what I‘m doing right now will be delayed. Is your request more
important?
• ‗I‘ll be glad to handle that for you. However, I can‘t get to it until I finish what I‘m doing. That
will be…‘
• ‗I‘m sorry, I just can‘t do it. Have you considered asking…‘
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Make Plans
• Weekly plans
• Daily plans
• An action-planning worksheet
• A milestone chart
• A master calendar
Plan for your Prime Time
If possible plan activities that require concentration and creativity for when you have the most
energy – your ‗prime time‘.
Other Tips
• Handle each piece of paper only once
• Continually ask, ―What is the best use of my time right now?‖ And DO IT!
3.6 Remedy to lack of time consciousness
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Know your job, and know your goals and targets
Everyday, set out an order of priority – what you must do, starting from the number one to
the last
Do not be diverted from your priorities
Cut down courtesy calls during work
Be officious for time‘s sake
If you have low energy, take up the assignment when your body releases more energy,
maybe at night (you could write the paper at night)
Do not mix pleasure with work, or social calls with service
If need be, remove yourself physically from distraction
Avoid interruption, procrastination, irritation, and distractions. Drive to achieve your
target.
Do not indulge in long-drawn out meetings, holding others captive in the Conference
Room.
Plan those meetings before – hand, and know what decisions you want to be reached.
Do not waste the time of your Managers
Do not keep people waiting, talking indefinitely on the telephone, especially, on social,
non-work related matters
Be planful, achievement-oriented, and you will be the master of time, and not a victim of
time

4.0 Summary
This unit touched on one of the most valuable resource that affects the way we use other resources
– time. It is available to all but badly managed by many. Consequently, the unit examined the
meaning and importance of time. It also considered the principles of effective time management. A
long list of time wasters was generated in the unit to create awareness on the menace of time
wasters. The unit concluded by identifying remedy for lack of time consciousness.
5.0 Conclusion
Haven gone through this unit, it can be safely said that effective management of time is critical to
success in all areas of life. Managers should therefore take on the additional burden of training
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their subordinates on strategies for effective time management. If done well and imbibed, it will
enhance both organizational and individual effectiveness and productivity.
6.0 Tutor Marked assignment
List the importance and principles of effective time management. Identify at least twenty (20) time
wasters common in your organization and what can be done to curtail them.
7.0 References
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1.0 Introduction
This unit examines one of the management techniques that made much waves in the 1980‘s. It is a
strategy that focuses on customers as the main determinant of success or otherwise of business.
This unit examines the meaning, principles and requirements for implementation of Total Quality
Management. The reasons for implementing Total Quality Management and the associated benefits
shall be considered.
2.0 Objectives
At the end of this unit, learners will be able to:
Define Total Quality Management as a business strategy
Trace the origin of Total Quality Management
Gain a good understanding of the principles underlining successful implementation of Total
Quality Management
Identify pitfalls and benefits of Total Quality Management implementation
3.0 Main Content
3.1 TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT (TQM)
Total quality management (TQM) refers to management methods used to enhance quality and
productivity in organizations, particularly businesses. TQM is a comprehensive system approach
that works horizontally across an organization, involving all departments and employees and
extending backward and forward to include both suppliers and clients/customers.
TQM is only one of many acronyms used to label management systems that focus on quality.
Other acronyms that have been used to describe similar quality management philosophies and
programs include CQI (continuous quality improvement), SQC (statistical quality control), QFD
(quality function deployment), QIDW (quality in daily work), and TQC (total quality control).
Despite the ambiguity of the popularized term "TQM," that acronym is less important than the
substance of the management ideology that underlies it. TQM provides a framework for
implementing effective quality and productivity initiatives that can increase the profitability and
competitiveness of organizations.
3.1.1 Origins of TQM
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Although TQM techniques were adopted prior to World War II by a number of organizations, the
creation of the total quality management philosophy is generally attributed to Dr. W. Edwards
Deming (1900-1993). In the late 1920s, while working as a summer employee at Western Electric
Company in Chicago, he found worker motivation systems to be degrading and economically
unproductive; incentives were tied directly to quantity of output, and inefficient postproduction
inspection systems were used to find flawed goods.
Deming teamed up in the 1930s with Walter A. Shewhart (1891-1967), a Bell Telephone Company
statistician whose work convinced Deming that statistical control techniques could be used to
supplant traditional management methods. Using Shewhart's theories, Deming devised a
statistically controlled management process that provided managers with a means of determining
when to intervene in an industrial process and when to leave it alone. Deming got a chance to put
Shewhart's statistical quality-control techniques, as well as his own management philosophies, to
the test during World War II. Government managers found that his techniques could easily be
taught to engineers and workers, and then quickly implemented in overburdened war production
plants.
One of Deming's clients, the U.S. State Department, sent him to Japan in 1947 as part of a national
effort to revitalize the war-devastated Japanese economy. It was in Japan that Deming found an
enthusiastic reception for his management ideas. Deming introduced his statistical process
control, or statistical quality control, programs into Japan's ailing manufacturing sector. Those
techniques are credited with instilling a dedication to quality and productivity in the Japanese
industrial and service sectors that allowed the country to become a dominant force in the global
economy by the 1980s.
While Japan's industrial sector embarked on a quality initiative during the middle 1900s, most
American companies continued to produce mass quantities of goods using traditional management
techniques. America prospered as war-ravaged European countries looked to the United States for
manufactured goods. In addition, a domestic population boom resulted in surging U.S. markets.
But by the 1970s some American industries had come to be regarded as inferior to their Asian and
European competitors. As a result of increasing economic globalization during the 1980s, made
possible in part by advanced information technologies, the U.S. manufacturing sector fell prey to
more competitive producers, particularly in Japan.
In response to massive market share gains achieved by Japanese companies during the late 1970s
and 1980s, U.S. producers scrambled to adopt quality and productivity techniques that might
restore their competitiveness. Indeed, Deming's philosophies and systems were finally recognized
in the United States, and Deming himself became a highly sought-after lecturer and author. The
"Deming Management Method" became the model for many American corporations eager to
improve. And total quality management, the phrase applied to quality initiatives proffered by
Deming and other management gurus, became a staple of American enterprise by the late 1980s.
By the early 1990s, the U.S. manufacturing sector had achieved marked gains in quality and
productivity. By the late 1990s several American industries had surpassed their Japanese rivals in
these areas.
3.1.2 What is Quality?
Quality means delighting the customer by continuously meeting and improving upon agreed
requirements. To meet customers requirements, companies must:
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fully understand and agree the customers needs and expectations
understand own capabilities and not promise more than it can deliver
deliver that which had been agreed without exception (100 per cent fulfilment).
must both be efficient and effective in meeting the customers needs and expectations.
3.1.3 What is Total Quality Management?
TQM can be defined as a strategy for improving business performance through the
commitment of all employees to fully satisfy agreed customer requirements at the least
overall cost through the continuous improvement of products and services, business
processes and the people.
3.2 TQM Principles
Specifics related to the framework and implementation of TQM varies between different
management professionals and TQM program facilitators, and the passage of time has inevitably
brought changes in TQM emphases and language. But all TQM philosophies share common
threads that emphasize quality, teamwork, and proactive philosophies of management and process
improvement. As Howard Weiss and Mark Gershon observed in Production and Operations
Management, "the terms quality management, quality control, and quality assurance often are used
interchangeably. Regardless of the term used within any business, this function is directly
responsible for the continual evaluation of the effectiveness of the total quality system." The
authors went on to delineate the basic elements of total quality management as expounded by the
American Society for Quality Control: (1) policy, planning, and administration; (2) product design
and design change control; (3) control of purchased material; (4) production quality control; (5)
user contact and field performance; (6) corrective action; and (7) employee selection, training, and
motivation.
For his part, Deming pointed to all of these factors as cornerstones of his total quality philosophies
in his book Out of the Crisis. He contended that companies needed to create an overarching
business environment that emphasized improvement of products and services over short-term
financial goals. He argued that if such a philosophy was adhered to, various aspects of business—
ranging from training to system improvement to manager-worker relationships—would become far
more healthy and, ultimately, profitable. But while Deming was contemptuous of companies that
based their business decisions on statistics that emphasized quantity over quality, he firmly
believed that a well-conceived system of statistical process control could be an invaluable TQM
tool. Only through the use of statistics, Deming argued, can managers know exactly what their
problems are, learn how to fix them, and gauge the company's progress in achieving quality and
organizational objectives.
3.3 Basic Principles of Total Quality Management (TQM)
The basic principles for the Total Quality Management (TQM) philosophy of doing business are to
satisfy the customer, satisfy the supplier, and continuously improve the business processes.
Questions that may include:
How do you satisfy the customer?
Why should you satisfy the supplier?
What is continuous improvement?
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Satisfy the customer
The first and major TQM principle is to satisfy the customer--the person who pays for the product
or service. Customers want to get their money's worth from a product or service they purchase.
Users
If the user of the product is different than the purchaser, then both the user and customer must be
satisfied, although the person who pays gets priority.
Company philosophy
A company that seeks to satisfy the customer by providing them value for what they buy and the
quality they expect will get more repeat business, referral business, and reduced complaints and
service expenses.
Some top companies not only provide quality products, but they also give extra service to make
their customers feel important and valued.
Internal customers
Within a company, a worker provides a product or service to his or her supervisors. If the person
has any influence on the wages the worker receives, that person can be thought of as an internal
customer. A worker should have the mind-set of satisfying internal customers in order to keep his
or her job and to get a raise or promotion.
Chain of customers
Often in a company, there is a chain of customers, -each improving a product and passing it along
until it is finally sold to the external customer. Each worker must not only seek to satisfy the
immediate internal customer, but he or she must look up the chain to try to satisfy the ultimate
customer.
Satisfy the supplier
A second TQM principle is to satisfy the supplier, which is the person or organization from whom
you are purchasing goods or services.
External suppliers
A company must look to satisfy their external suppliers by providing them with clear instructions
and requirements and then paying them fairly and on time.
It is only in the company's best interest that its suppliers provide it with quality goods or services,
if the company hopes to provide quality goods or services to its external customers.
Internal suppliers
A supervisor must try to keep his or her workers happy and productive by providing good task
instructions, the tools they need to do their job and good working conditions. The supervisor must
also reward the workers with praise and good pay.
Get better work
The reason to do this is to get more productivity out of the workers, as well as to keep the good
workers. An effective supervisor with a good team of workers will certainly satisfy his or her
internal customers.
Empower workers
One area of satisfying the internal suppler is by empowering the workers. This means to allow
them to make decisions on things that they can control. This not only takes the burden off the
supervisor, but it also motivates these internal suppliers to do better work.
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Continuous improvement
The critical principle of TQM is continuous improvement. You can never be satisfied with the
method used, because there always can be improvements. Certainly, the competition is improving,
so it is very necessary to strive to keep ahead of the game.
Working smarter, not harder
Some companies have tried to improve by making employees work harder. This may be counterproductive, especially if the process itself is flawed. For example, trying to increase worker output
on a defective machine may result in more defective parts.
Examining the source of problems and delays and then improving them is what is needed. Often
the process has bottlenecks that are the real cause of the problem. These must be removed.
Worker suggestions
Workers are often a source of continuous improvements. They can provide suggestions on how to
improve a process and eliminate waste or unnecessary work.
Quality methods
There are also many quality methods, such as just-in-time production, variability reduction that can
improve processes and reduce waste.
3.4 Making TQM Work
Joseph Jablonski, author of Implementing TQM, identified three characteristics necessary for TQM
to succeed within an organization: participative management; continuous process improvement;
and the utilization of teams. Participative management refers to the intimate involvement of all
members of a company in the management process, thus deemphasizing traditional top-down
management methods. In other words, managers set policies and make key decisions only with the
input and guidance of the subordinates who will have to implement and adhere to the directives.
This technique improves upper management's grasp of operations and, more importantly, is an
important motivator for workers who begin to feel as if they have control and ownership of the
process in which they participate.
Continuous process improvement, the second characteristic, entails the recognition of small,
incremental gains toward the goal of total quality. Large gains are accomplished by small,
sustainable improvements over a long term. This concept necessitates a long-term approach by
managers and the willingness to invest in the present for benefits that manifest themselves in the
future. A corollary of continuous improvement is that workers and management develop an
appreciation for, and confidence in, TQM over time.
Teamwork, the third necessary ingredient for the success of TQM, involves the organization of
cross-functional teams within the company. This multidisciplinary team approach helps workers to
share knowledge, identify problems and opportunities, derive a comprehensive understanding of
their role in the overall process, and align their work goals with those of the organization.
Jablonski also identified six attributes of successful TQM programs:
Customer focus (includes internal customers such as other departments and coworkers, as
well as external customers)
Process focus
Prevention versus inspection (development of a process that incorporates quality during
production, rather than a process that attempts to achieve quality through inspection after
resources have already been consumed to produce the good or service)
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Employee empowerment and compensation
Fact-based decision making
Receptiveness to feedback
In addition to identifying three characteristics that need to be present in an organization and six
attributes of successful TQM programs, Jablonski offers a five-phase guideline for implementing
total quality management: preparation, planning, assessment, implementation, and diversification.
Each phase is designed to be executed as part of a long-term goal of continually increasing quality
and productivity. Jablonski's approach is one of many that has been applied to achieve TQM, but
contains the key elements commonly associated with other popular total quality systems.
Preparation
During preparation, management decides whether or not to pursue a TQM program. They undergo
initial training, identify needs for outside consultants, develop a specific vision and goals, draft a
corporate policy, commit the necessary resources, and communicate the goals throughout the
organization.
Planning
In the planning stage, a detailed plan of implementation is drafted (including budget and schedule),
the infrastructure that will support the program is established, and the resources necessary to begin
the plan are earmarked and secured.
Assessment
This stage emphasizes a thorough self-assessment—with input from customers/clients—of the
qualities and characteristics of individuals in the company, as well as the company as a whole.
Implementation
At this point, the organization can already begin to determine its return on its investment in TQM.
It is during this phase that support personnel are chosen and trained, and managers and the
workforce are trained. Training entails raising workers' awareness of exactly what TQM involves
and how it can help them and the company. It also explains each worker's role in the program and
explains what is expected of all the workers.
Diversification
In this stage, managers utilize their TQM experiences and successes to bring groups outside the
organization (suppliers, distributors, and other companies that have an impact on the business's
overall health) into the quality process. Diversification activities include training, rewarding,
supporting, and partnering with groups that are embraced by the organization's TQM initiatives.
3.5 Why Total Quality Management?
Increasing customer expectation
competitive pressure in a difficult market
increasing employee expectation
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continued pressure on internal costs due to high incidence of wastes and inefficiencies
corporate expectations
use of total quality by competitors.
3.6 Benefits of Total Quality Management?
satisfied customers
improved financial performance
competitive advantage
increased market share
improved employee morale and motivation
reduced inter departmental conflict
reduced process lead times
more time available to manage the business.
3.7 Features of Total Quality Management Implementation
evidence of management commitment
leadership from the top
formation of a project or steering group
development of a shared awareness of the importance of the customer
a planned approach;
appropriate organization
selecting pilot areas for improvement
involvement of everyone
strategy to change attitudes,
training in quality techniques, team working, problem solving, benchmarking etc.
establish a means of measuring improvements
opportunities for feedback
3.8 Total Quality Management into The Future
Total Quality Management—first popularized in the 1950s in Japan—swept through American
businesses in the 1980s and resulted in significant improvements in quality, productivity, customer
satisfaction, and competitiveness in many companies by the 1990s. The basic principles of TQM
are intended to achieve continuous organizational improvement through the participation and
commitment of workers throughout a company. TQM focuses all the resources of an organization
upon meeting the needs of customers (both internal and external), using statistical tools and
techniques to measure results and aid decision making.
Despite the impressive results many companies have achieved through TQM, its future popularity
is still in doubt. By the late 1990s some experts began to question whether TQM was a fad that
would soon be superseded by yet another management technique. At the same time, however,
other experts sought to apply TQM to emerging business problems in Information Technology
application, project management, finance etc. It appears as if the underlying principles of TQM
may find continued applications in business, even if they are eventually incorporated into a new
movement for management innovation and organizational change.
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4.0 Summary
So far in this unit, attention has focused on the concept, principles and requirements for
effective Total Quality Management implementation. TQM was defined as a strategy for
improving business performance through the commitment of all employees to fully satisfy
agreed customer requirements at the least overall cost through the continuous improvement
of products and services, business processes and the people. Hence, total means everyone,
every process, every product, every function must be involved. Otherwise, it will be
difficult to achieve the objective of total customer satisfaction.
5.0 Conclusion
The principles of Total Quality Management are to seek to satisfy the external customer with
quality goods and services, as well as the company‘s internal customers; to satisfy the external and
internal suppliers; and to continuously improve processes by working smarter and using special
quality methods.
TQM projects are long term and it might take several years before significant improvement
in a project or service occurs. Staff members should therefore be involved in short term
and manageable improvement projects e.g., aimed at improving administrative efficiency.
This helps to create an atmosphere in which commitment to quality can be built.
6.0 Tutor Marked Assignment
Define the term Total Quality Management. List and explain the principles that can help its
successful implementation in your organization.
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